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5 Pay Board
members said
ready to quit
By NEIL GILBRIDE
WASHINGTON (AP) -A
Bflajority of the five labor
members on President Nixon's Pay Board reportetily
is on the brink ' of quitting
the board to protest White
House wage-price regulations.
"We're closer to walking
off the Pay Board than at
any time since Phase 2 began ," said one1 high source
in the AFL-CIO, which has
three members on the laborindustry-public board.
One Pay Board member,
President Floyd Smith of
the AFL-CIO International
Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers,
said he is ready to vote at
a labor summit meeting
Wednesday to walk off the
board.
A high source in the United Auto Workers said,
however; that his union isn't
ready to give up its seat
on the Pay Board , and the
Teamsters union also is reported reluctant to quit.
The Teamsters and Auto
Workers are not affiliated
with the 13.6-million-member AFL-CIO. The five labor members previously
have worked closely on Pay
Board matters.
"I don't believe we're1 doing much good sitting there,
and I don't think it would
affect us very much if we
left," Smith said of his desire that labor quit the Pay
Board.
He said he* believed the
other AFL-CIO representatives on the Pay Board —
AFL-CIO President George
Meany and President I. W.
Abel of the AFL-CIO United
Steelworkers —• share Ms
view.
But a source close to Auto Workers President Leonard Woodcock said he does
not think the labor members

will resign from the Pay
Board .
"I don't think that's going
to happen. If we kaye" the
board, we would get it in
the eye worse," the source
said. ' :
The Auto Workers and
Machinists unions suffered
the first contract rejection
when a majority of the 10member Pay Board voted to
order wage hikes for thousands of aerospace workers
rolled back from about 12
per cetnt
¦ to roughly 8 per
cent. ' ' ¦ . '. ¦ . -

McCarthy, McGovern also entered

Muskie views [llinois as boost

MAY RESIGN . .. Floyd
Smith , above, one of the five
labor members of President Nixon's Pay Board , announced Monday he is
ready to quit the board.
Smith is president of the
million-member AFL-CIO
International Association of
Machinists.- (AP Photofax)

By WALTER R. MEARS
CHICAGO <AP) - Sen. Edmund S. Muskie .
of Maine , battles two Democratic rivals in dual
Illinois presidential primary contests today, seeking a boost for his shaken White House campaign
in the crowded elections ahead.
Two million Illinois voters were expected to
cast ballots, well over half of them in the Democratic primary.
The primary matched Muskie and former
Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy of Minnesota in a
presidential preference poll , and Muskie, Sen.
George McGovern of South Dakota and an un- .
committed slate of candidates in a contest for 160
of the 170 Illinois delegates to the Democratic
National Convention .
At least half the delegates, and probably
more, are expected to be chosen uncommitted to
any candidate , but set:to follow the lead of Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley.
Muskie is expected to win easily in the pre-

Enemy rockets
devastate areas
of Phnom Penh

Report many^fjrmiiiniiy
have to reduce prices
By BROOKS JACKSON
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
tentative Price Commission
study indicates that many
large firms may have to roll
back prices because they
have illegally increased
their profit margins.
Officials say an initial
sampling of quarterly fe+
ports filed by about 160
large firms shows that
roughly 10 percent appear
to have increased their profit margins.
Unless these apparent increases are due to arithmetical errors or seasonal
profit variations, they violate commission guidelines.
The rules say generally that
prices may rise to off-set
increased costs, but not so
much as to- raise profit
margins above the average
for the best two of the
preceding three fiscal years,
"If its illegal we'll initiate
some rollback ' price actions," commission Chair-

man C. Jackson Grayson
said in an interview. "The
staff is studying . that right
now."
Grayson noted that many
firms have predictable seasonal variations in their
profit margins, and said
such increases don't constitute violations.
An official responsible for
the study said his findings
are still tentative.

Tennessee vote
rule stricken
by Supreme Court
BULLETIN
WASHINGTON (AP)—On
6 to 1 vote the Supreme
Court today struck down
Tennessee's one-year residence requirement for voting in state and congressional elections.

Flee Cincinnati jail

He didn't name the firms
involved, and said lie could
draw no sound conclusions
from the preliminary data.
The study is the first on
the quarterly reports required of all firms with more
than $50 million a year in
sales,
The reports are the only
check the commission has
on firms with sales between
$50 million and $100 million.
They constitute a double
check on firms with more
than $100 million in sales,
which must get advance approval for any price increases.
Last week the commission
tightened a flexible, pricing
rule for big manufacturers
and sharpened rules for utility rates.
This came after a staff
study showed the commission might not reach its goal
of holding inflation to a 2.5per-cent increase by the end
of the year.

Three of 25 escapees

By BILL VALE
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) — Twenty-five prisoners, including four men charged with murder and four women,
escaped from a downtown jail Monday night in civilian
clothes. Some fled with pistols, police said.
By early today, the force of 400 policemen assembled to
find the escapees had recaptured three of them.
Officials at the Hamilton County jail , on the top floor
of the six-story county courthouse , said the prisoners escaped by overpowering guards after a trustee pulled a pistol
on a jail officer .
As the prisoners fled , officials said , they seized four
pistols and a teargas gun.
Police at one point arrested 30 suspects but only one was
Identified as an escapee and the others were released .
A taxi driver reported that three escapees forced him to
drive them to nearby Dayton , then fled on foot.
The jail , built for about 175 prisoners, housed about 275

By GEORGE ESPER
SAIGON (AP) - Hard fighting raged today for the fourth
day at the Long Cheng base in
northern Laos, while in Cambodia 200 enemy rockets devastated three sections of Phnom
Penh, killed at least 70 persons
and wounded 120, according to
official estimates.
In South Vietnam, Worth Vietnamese sappers in-vaded the
big South Vietnamese base at
Tay Ninh and killed 13 government troops. .

REACHING FOR VOTES . . . '. Senator
Edmund Muskie, D-Me., reaches out to
shake hands from the flatbed truck that
was his speaking platform Monday afternoon
in Graiute City, Illinois. Muskie was making a

Draff Chiang
held for another
six-year term

when the break occurred at 9:30 p.m. Officials said seven
jailers, the normal complement for the hour, were on duty .
Judge Joseph Luebbers of Hamilton County Municipal
Court was working in his fifth floor office and was taken
hostage briefly before being released unharmed . A custodian in the courthouse and a night watchman were tied up
and robbed , but neither was hurt.
Harry Culler, the jail's chief deputy, said the break
started when a trustee , William Butts , 28, who faces an
armed robbery charge , pulled a .32-caIiber pistol on a
paraplegic in charge of the jail office. Culler said Butts
sold candy from a concession area in the jail.
Butts then turned the weapon on other jailers and prisoners were let out of the cells . The prisoners forced jailers to
hand over keys to doors from the cellblock , then herded the
guards into a storage room.
The prisoners seized four handguns and one teargas gun.
The prisoners moved to the women's jail on another
section of the sixth floor and let out four women.

Inside :

Insurance JSLf ,a„

seek nids for city insurance
purchases w e r e debated
Monday night hy councilmen — story, page 3a.

Primary ^'f ™-

President Nixon 's farm policies were popular mrgets of
presidential campaigners in
Wisconsin Monday—stories ,
paqe fla.

Chiang KaiTAIPEI (AP)
shek, Nationalist China's president for 24 years, was drafted
today for another six-year term
that could bring major political
change to the island of Taiwan.
It is the generalissimo's sixth
term . If he completes it, he will
be 90.
The National Assembly gave
1,308 votes to Chiang, the only
nominee. Eight members abstained.
The body re-elects Vice President C. K. Yen , 66, on Wednesday.
Chiang 's ruling Kuomintang
party drafted him for another
term because of the posshblity
of a power struggle and unrest
should he retire at this time of
sagging Nationalist fortunes.
Taiwan's expulsion from the
United Nations followed by
President Nixon's trip to Communist China dealt a death
blow to Nationalist hopes that
America would ihelp Chiang recover the Chinese mainland.

southern Illinois sweep on the eve or the
Illinois primary. About 2,000 persons turned
out to hear the presidential hopeful, (AP
Photofax)

Facts on the
Illinois primary
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Here in brief are facts on today's Illinois primary election :

VOTERS — Two million of the stale's 5.5 million registered voters are expected to cast ballots, There are about as
many registered Republicans as Democrats .
VOTING HOURS - 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. CST. The larger
cities have voting machines.
PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENTIAL PRIMARY - Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie of Maine and former Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy of Minnesota are entered . The primary is nonbinding
on Illinois delegates.
DELEGATE RACE — Voters will elect 160 Democratic
delegates and 48 Republicans . Of delegate candidates , 162 are
Muskie supporters, 104 are committed to Sen. George S. McGovern of South Dakota , 38 to McCarthy and 138 are running uncommitted. Delegate candidates in this year's primary
must for the first time indicate whom they support in the
presidential primary.

After moro thnn 40 years as
the Nationalist regime's No. 1
man , Chiang said last month he
wanted to retire and asked his
party to choose "a new person
of virtue and ability " for president . But this was regarded as
window dressing. The generalissimo had also asked to quit in
1006.
The about-face in Washington's China policy last summer
pulled the rug from under the
Nationalists * pretensions to represent the mainland and touched off widespread demands on
Taiwan for political reforms.
The assembly passed an election law last week .

Lindsirom IlV'sVf.

ous grumbling in the ranks
of Minnesota House Conservatives over , the leadership
of Hep. Ernest Lindsirom—
story, page 10a.
I T O T International Tele11 W I phone and Telegraph Corp. says it linn
found the genuine memo
written by lobbyist Dila
Beard but an aide to columnist Jack Anderson lias willed
the claim absurd — story,
page tin.

Shotgun taken from
science academy

Population ft^

with a reputation for exporting people , may reverse thnt
trend in the J 970-85 periodstory, page Ha.

Campaigner *££

on Hubert Humphrey 's campaign staff is gearing up for
the Wisconsin primary election — story and pictures ,
pane lh.

ferential contest , which Is not binding, and to capNobody appears to have found a national isr
ture more delegates than McGovern.
sue to turn on the Democrats in Illinois. In
The question is one of margins, and Muskie Ottawa Monday , Muskie sounded the national unity
needs big ones to regain the campaign momentum theme he has stressed throughout his campaign.
he lost in the first two primaries—New Hampshire,
"We must find what will unite us and get us
. where he won with 46.4 percent of the vote, and moving in the same direction," he said. "That is
Florida , where he ran a iourth with 9 percent.
the main challenge of this campaign ."
In the Democratic preference race , the stakes
He promised to end the war in South Vietn am,
were only psychological . McCarthy said he ex- "the wrong war to begin with , , ."
pected to get at least 30 percent of the vote. "AnyHe waded through midday crowds on a handbody ought to get 30 percent," he said on election shaking tour of Chicago's State Street.
eve..
McCarthy , who has spent an estimated $250,000
Muskie managers aimed for at least a 66 per- : on his first campaign venture of 1972, repeated his
cent showing against what they considered a Mc- complaints that Muskie has no clear position on
Carthy-McGovern tandem in the preferential and issues.
delegate contests.
He mentioned the economy, crime, drugs and
A big, two-way showing in Illinois would give amnesty for draft evaders. Muskie has discussed
Muskie a badly needed lift as he heads into Wis- , all those topics during his nation's campaign.
consin for an April 4 primary that matches the
(Continued on page 10a, col. 1)
entire Democratic field , with 12 candidates on the
Muskie views
ballot.

SEEK JAIL ESCAPEES . . . Police
armed with shotguns ore shown here as thoy
gathered nt the Hamilton County jail to hunt
for 28 prisoners who escaped Monday night.

The escape came an the prisoners apparently feigned a fight and then jumped guards
who went to the scene, The escapees stole n
number of guns. (AP Photofax)

PHILADELPHIA (AP ) The shotgun once used by naturnlist John .1 Audubon to bag
most of the birds ho catalogued
for more than 20 years has
been stolen from the Aendcmy
of Natural Sciences.
An academy spokesman said
(he
Monday
hammer-noti on
weapon , an early lllth century
gun was stolen from its glass
case over the weekend.

LAST DITCH EFFORT . . . Sen, George Mcdovern
moves through crowd before a speech In n high school auditorium in Chicago suburban Morton (irove Monday. McGovern was making n Inst ditch mmp/iign cflnrt for loflny '.s
Illinois primary election , (AP Photofax)

Informed sources in Vientiane, the Laotian capital, said
Laotian and Thai forces had recaptured a helicopter pad on
the Skyline Bidge overlooking
Long Cheng. But North Vietnamese troops holding two other positions in the center of the
ridge continued to pound the
base in the valley below with
heavy mortar barrages.
The North Vietnamese were
reported using frontal "human
wave" assaults against the entrenched defenders, and American officials in Vientiane said
they believed the communists
were suffering heavy losses.
Long Cheng, 78 miles northeast of Vientiane , is considered
the most important government
base in northern Laos.
The sapper attack at Tay
Ninh, 60 miles northwest of Saigon, came before dawn . The
sappers slipped in under cover
of a rocket and mortar barrage
and hurled satchel charges into
a militia supply center on the
base, Wiling 13 South Vietnamese soldiers and wounding 14.
At the Bame time enemy
frogmen set off a mine on a
ferry nearby , damaging it
heavily,
The Tay Ninh base is the
headquarters for the drive
which 8,000 South Vietnamese
troops are making against enemy base areas in eastern Cambodia.
The rocket bombardment of
Phnom. Penh early today was
the heaviest attack on Cambodia 's cap ital since the Vietnam war spread to the neighboring country two years ago.
Many of the casualties were
refugees driven from their
homes by the war. One entire
ri fugec shanty town was wiped
out , and more than 100 huts
were leveled.
A U.S. Embassy spokosmnn
snld there were no American
casualties.
Cambodian helicopter gunships patrolled the outskirts of
the city after the at lack and
strafed nt lenst to suspected
rocket launching sites , nil within an eight-mile radius of tho
ccnler of the cit y. Rut I here
was no report of the resu lts of
the counterattack.
A C a m b o d i a n military
spokesman also reported heavy
fighting in the district town of
Neuk Leong, 32 miles southeast,
of Phnom Penh on Ihe highway
tn Suifton. The. spokesman said
it appeared that Ihe North Vietnamese and Viet Cong wore
trying to cut the highway and
move westward toward the capital ,
In the market urea of Tuck
Lank , less than u mile southwest of I lie downtown seel ion ,
more than 20 rockets started
r;:ging fires that .spread from
house lo house,
The flumes deviiMiileil n three neve men , and the fire department never arrived . Hodir-s
were scattered nhmit the area .
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Wabasha school budget
Council rejects proposals to
Sewage plant
proj ected up M^ly completion seek bids on city insurance

WABASHA , Minn; — A proposed budget of $873,039 for the
1972-73; school year was set by
the Board of Education of Independent District 811 at a twohour special meeting Monday
evening. The meeting was attended by about 55 interested
citizens.
The fi gure, submitted by
Supt. Randall Pattern, is $6,625
higher than this year's budget
of $866,414.
He explained that the increase
was necessary to compensate
for insufficient sums allowed
this year for maintenance and
repair of buildings.
THE BUDGETS for both
school years are expenditures
for all general purposes, including debt redemption, and excluding food service, student
activities and all federal pro-

jects.
district was more or less a planAll salaries were projected at ning exercise, said Patton, to
the* same level so next year's give the board members some
proposed budget does not in- idea as they enter negotiations
clude salary increases that, with teachers and place orders
might be negotiated by any em- for the next school year.
ployed group, Pattton explain- Board members authorized
ed.'' ' ¦':
Robert Boyd, principal of the
There also was a discussion Wabasha and Kellogg Elemenof the general financial condi- tary Schools, to investigate the
tions of the school district, with feasibility of hiring a part-time
reference to the effect of the speech clinician. The action
1971 tax levy limitations and followed Boyd's presentation on
increased state aids.
the need for such a staffer.
The Wabasha School District, If hired, the instructor would
said Patton* is one that will fill a void in the special edubenefit from the state aid for- cation program.
mula.
BOARD members designated
"WE HAD a 48 mill decrease the law firm of Hoist, Vogel,
in local school taxes this year," Erdmann and Vogel, Eed Wing,
said Patton, "and it appears as legal counsel for the school
that a further reduction in the district. The firm replaces the
local levy could be made next previous attorney, Philip Gartyear."
ner, Wabasha. .
No action was taken on the A discussion was held on the
budget since" it will be up to procedure to follow in the hiring
the new board to adopt a bud- of a new superintendent. No
get after July 1. Discussion of candidates were named. Supt.
the preliminary budget and fi- Patton's resignation ; becomes
nancial condition of the school effective June 30.

By FRANK E. UHLIG
mending the plan and voicing experience and furnish all other point," snapp ed the mayor, nnd
gratification at savings. The pertinent information as the Merkel replied that "it. sounded
Daily News Staff Writer
letter wasn't read, however. He basis for open bidding when
After an hour or more of ar- said he doubted the committee
comes up for renewal. as if you Jad."
gument , interspersed with re- had conferred with persons hav- coverage
The city 's insurance contracts FOX A.SKED City Attorney
City Council members Mon- marks from the audience, the ing expertise in the field and are up for renewal April 1, a
M. Robertson Jr. whethday night voted to set back City Council .Monday night vo- that his agency, for one, will fact that caused some council- George
er handling insurance in the
ted
against
asking
for
bids
on
not
accept
any
of
the
current
men
to
say
that
it
may
be
too
completion date on the city 's
the city's insurance purchas- premium apportionments "just late to go through bidding pro- present way violates bidding requirements of the charter. Robsewage treatment plant from es.
I
. . ' " ' for doing nothing."
cedures this year.
ertson
said he didn't think so.
March 27 to July 1.
Councilmen
Councilmen must either con- When Merkel said some City
_ ••_.
Additional time is needed to Mowed
tinue present methods or de- Charter Commission members Merkel told councilmen his
the
VJty
.¦ velop a new level of insurance don't think the council is fol- agency is prepared to bind all
install extra facilities required recommen d a- -» ,
expertise, said Councilman How- lowing charter procedures in coverages — identical to those
by the Minnesota Industrial tion of a com- LOUnCIl
ard Hoveland, adding "I don't this instance, Mayor Norman E . now in etfect — for the interim
Commission, explained City En- mittee headed I
see how we can do it."
Indall cut him off with a loud in which bidding specifications
gineer Robert J. Bollant. An ad- by Councilman
can be drawn and advertised
ditional factor was the recent Gayiord Fox and agreed to con- Merkel said his agency will whack of his gavel. "No deci- and bids examined. He said he
report
county
to
the
all
its
claim
sion
has
been
made
at
this
cold weather
tinue the arrangement that has
thought that his firm could have
that prevented i
been in effect for several years.
saved the city $11,000 on the
installation of
same schedule of coverage it
City
Under this plan Winona Agency
f i b e rglass
now has with Winona Agency.
is the insurance representative
trickling - fil- Council
half
distributes
in
turn,
He was joined by other agents,
aid
it,
ter domes at .|VQUncil
Nelvin I. Peterson and Warren.
of the commission it earns
the plant, exWunderlich, in renouncing any
among a dozen city agences
plained a letter from the con- who participate in the arrangeclaim to commission apportionsulting engineer firm , Henning- ment under a councuVapproved
ments. They agreed . that the
son, Durham & Richardson ,
winning bidder should take all
point formula.
the business and be responsible
Omaha, Neb.
for all the associated work, such
Although cost of the extra Representatives of several
Showers this morning addMaximum precipitation for as claims adjustments, range
work will be $46,000, it will be insurance firms were on hand
March is 4.23, a record set of coverages and updating cf
ed to an abnormally large
within the contingency limits to recommend that the council yield of moisture for March
in 1876 while 1910's was the coverages to meet varying confor the project, Bollant said, and advertise for bids . Also present and fed rising streams and
driest March with only .05 ditions.
will not represent unbudgeted were Winona Agency represetata
of an inch.
tributaries swollen by runthe
present
methtives
to
defend
expenditure. He said the costs
It corned down to service, arCloudy skies predicted for
off from the recent thawi
Park director
would be covered by federal od of apportionment.
By 7 a.m. today, rain and
the remainder of the day gued Trainor, and the city has
and state grants to the same
held the promise of even had excel'ent service over the
warns against
city insurance drizzle that began Monday
extent as the rest of the plant , ANTICIPATEDyear will total afternoon had produced .24
more rain but a clearing years that the current plan has
or a total of abou t 80 percent. pretaiums this
trend should begin later to- been in force. If the city aligns
of an inch of precipitation
City
unsafe ice
estimated
Extra installations will in- a net of $63,700,
of
an
inch
night
and skies are expect- with a new agency, there's no
and
another
.37
Finance Officer Darrell John- was added by. intermittent
ed to become partly cloudy way to tell what it's going to
Annual spring warnings clude ventilation and shaft son.
¦"
Wednesday.
get in the way of protection or
about unsafe ice on Lake guards ordered by the industri- When councilmen voted to morning showers. .
Going
into
today
Winona
al
commission.
Bollant
told
The unseasonably warm of service, he said.
morning
this
Winona came
comments,
hear
a
u
d
i
e
n
c
e
weather continued Monday
from the park-recreation de* councilmen that ventilation at Charles Merkel , of Baumann- had had 2.12 inches of preSaying he didn't like being
when a high of 56 was reach- referred to as a gouger, Richpartment director, Robert lift stations and pumping sites Merkel Agency Inc., asked Fox cipitation in the form of rain
and melted snow while the
ed. This ; morning's low was
is an urgent necessity because
ard Horst, Winona Agency,
A Winona County District Welch.
how he arrived at the decision normal precipitation for an
36 and it was 35 at noon.
the
presence
of
sewer
gases
lake
ice
has
Remaining
pointed out that the agency repCourt jury returned a verdict
best.
are
that
present
methods
entire
month
of
March
here
Temperatures
could
drop
resents
3L insurance companies.
for the plaintiff after a! day- been made unsafe not only poses a hazard to workmen. He charged that few if any in- is 1.62 inches.
below freezing tonight when
Gas problems at lift stations
Coverages are under constant
long lawsuit before Judge by abovefoeezing temperacity
were"
surance
men
in
the
26
and
32
a
low
of
between
March
last
In
contrast,
tures of the past few days are increasing, Bollant said; beGlenn E. Kelley Monday. .
is forecast while Wednes- review, he said, and are placed
year was unusually dry with
be- consulted by the committee.
but by active springs below cause industries are
'
Plaintiff Altura Hardware, the surface, Welch said.
day's high will be between with the ones in this grouping
ing forced to discontinue dis- Fox said he had talked in- only .Id of an inch of melted
that offer the best , deals. Thus,
46 and 54. .
snow
and
rain
recorded.
formally
with
Merkel
and
others
Inc., Altura, drew an award
Welch asked parent s to charges of wastes into the river
he said , the element of comof $8,005.81 in its suit against warn their children against and instead are putting addi- and had relied on League of
petition is present at all times,
Municipalities
recomEarle R. Drenckhahn, rural walking oh the lake ice from
Minnesota
tional substances into the saniMinneiska.
now on since much of it tary sewer system. Many of mendations as well.
TRAINOR MOVED, with a
Through Winona attorney Leo won't support the individu- these are difficult or impossible Councilmen Dan Trainor Jrsecond by Fox, for continuation
al's weight.
P. : Murphy, Jr., the plaintiff
of the present.system and for a
to trace, he added, but are dan- and Earl Laufenberger agreed
that the league doesn't recom
had asked $8,681.78 in damages
review of the current system of
gerous to plant personnel.
for farm equipment sold to
apportioning premium commisBollant said he expects com- mend asking bids. LaufenbergDrenckhahn that he allegedly
sions.
pletion of all work by June 1 er compared it with hiring a
had never paid for .
When Councilman Barry Nelbut that July 1 was requested professional suchc as an archito give ample time for the nec- tect—the basis is performance, A resolution authorizing the inspecting all flood closures on son asked what's involved in
Defense attorney Dennis A.
plus service; he said, and not city administration to rent city mains, Bollant continued. . drawing specifications for covChalleen had argued that the
essary additions .
¦
price as such. Merkel said he pumps in anticipation of rising Also going into place are a erage, Wunderlich told him "it's
milking parlor equipment was
didn 't consider the analogy a river levels was adopted Mon- dozen or more rubber dunnage not that . complicated because
defective and didn't work proCity accident
good one.
bags, installed in storm sewer there's already a definite list
day night by
perly.
"
_
,_
lines where they can be inflated of coverages." He said he
To
get
unbiased
recommendaCounthe
City
j
Witnesses included Altura
Monday
later from the surface. The in- thinks "taxpayers are entitled
tions for city coverage, said til
City
Hardware operator John Gatz4:29 p.m. — East Broadway Laufenberger, it would be nec- Mayor Norflated bags act as porks in the to savings 'ike this."
laff , defendant Drenckhahn and
and Franklin Street, rear end essary to hire an insurance con- man E. indall
sewer
pipes , preventing back- Hoveland asked whether Wir___ inei!
Eugene Kapsner, machine re- EAU CLAIRE , Wis. - One of collision: Michael J. Mueller,
n o t e d that < V<OUnC " flooding thereby.
sultant.
nona Agency would help draw
pairman.
the four area Wisconsin persons Minnesota City Rt. 1, Minn.,
Weather Busuch specifications and noted
Judge Kelley sent the six- charged with the alleged March 1968 model hardtop, rear, $800;
THE CITY should consider reau forecasts predict crests for
that other city bids are taken
member jury out at 3:35 p.m. 8 kidnaping of an Eau Claire Kenneth E/Rother, 177 E. Ho- Winona County experience in the the Winona riverfront area of
on the basis of definite speciMonday, and it returned with dentist's son waived his pre- ward St., 1963 model sedan , same area, Merkel said. He told about 16 feet.
fications. Horst said his firm
left
front
scheduled
for
hearing,
$200,
liminary
,
a verdict at 4:55 p.m. Jury
councilmen the county had ask- For the present, reported City
has
done extensive and continforeman was James Ruehberg, today, when he appeared in Eau Monday evening — West Wa- ed local insurance representa- Engineer Robert J. Bollant, the
uous work to keep the insurUtica. Other jurors were: Airs. Claire County Court Monday aft- basha between Vila and Gould tives to draw complete specifi- only pumping necessary will be
ance program abreast of the
streets; hit-run accident: Eu- cations and offer bids. As a re- at the Lake Winona outlet where
Walter Albrecht, Rushford Et. ernoon.
city's needs. For its money, he
1; Mrs. Franklin A. Fratzke, 112 He is Joseph R. Diffie, 32, a gene F. Schmidtleinj Columbia, sult , Merkel said, the county flood gates were closed this
said, the city has "bought creN. Baker St.; Mrs. Gary Gerdes, Whitehall farmer and former Mo., parked 1968 model sedan, had managed to save consider week. Lake levels are customativity
and flexibility." Winoteacher.
school
left rear, $30O.
358 E. Sarnia St.; Ben Gruna ,
able sums in insurance costs. arily maintained as near to norna Agency soon will meet with
876 E. Sanborn St., and Mrs. Judge Thomas H. Barland
Meckel's firm was the success- mal as possible to prevent extechnical personnel to incorporRita R. Hansen, 405 E. 5th St. continued the defendant's $50,000 GARDENS POPULAR
ful bidder.
cess seepage into hundreds of Approval of a labor agree- ate coverage for the hew city
¦
cash bond and turned the matter
area
.
.
LETHBRIDGE, Alta. CAP) - Merkel also called council at- basements in the lake
ment with the city police of fie sewage plant into the program ,
over to circuit court for trial.
has
MEDICAL CARE RISES
Diffie was represented by At- In 1971 more than 70,000> per- tention to copies of a letter from Bollant said the city alsoEngiunion governing 1972 wages added James T. Schain , also a
ers'
NEW YORK (AP) - Medical torney William Skemp, La sons visited the city's Njkka County Auditor Al Wiczek com- reserved some Corps of
and working conditions was vo- reDresentative of the firm .
available
and
pumps
neers
has
care costs in the New Yoik- «6ro'sse, and Lawrence W. Durn- Yoko Japanese gardens, 10,000
some smaller high-volume port- ted Monday night by the City On the Tote to continue presNortheastern New Jersey area ing, Eau Claire County district more than in 1970. Paid admisent coverage methods, Nelson
able
units for local use. Street Council.
rose five per cent in 1971 over attorney, was counsel for the sions totaed 58,600 with about
voted nay. Voting in favor were
The"
agreement
merely
forpersonnel
are
now
department
the preceding year , says the state.
12,000 elementary, school chilmalizes the city's existing job Mayor Indall, Councilmen TraiDepartment of Labor's bureau Diffie was remanded to the dren visiting free on school
and salary schedule as it ap- nor. Laufenberger, Fox, Hoveof labor statistics.
tours.
Eau Claire County jail.
land and Jerry Borzyskowski.
plies to police |— "
After the vote, Mayor Indall
officers, ex-». .
said he thinks the council
plained
City
V-lty
should make a comp 'ete study
Manager Car- ~
-i
of insurance coverage. This
roll J. Fry. CoUDCll
drew
the support of Hoveland
This includes ___________
who said it shouldn't be put
acceptance of
the merit system pay features off "until the last minute."
An ordinance barring vehicles
written into the salary schedule,
weighing more than four tons
A. Grams and Sons, 120 E. he said , adding that the police
from using the old highway
bridge at Latsch Island was in- 2nd St., reported a burglary union may be considering a
troduced by the City Council at 8:56 a.m. today to the Wi- protest against merit pay when
nona police.
next year 's agreement comes
Monday night .
Such a load limit would per- According to police Chief up.
mit the street department to James McCabe, sometime Mon- Fry noted , too, that the city's
day nigh t or early this mornplow snow and r
ing, $190 was stolen from a r equest for Internal Revenue
would allow
>*•
cash register in the seed com- Service determination on emV-lty
cars to travel
pany building. A door on the ploye increases for 1972 still is
.r
the bridge but
-.
north side of the building bj lodged in Washington IRS ofwould place COUnCll
the loading dock was forced fices. Since the uniform salary
r esponsibility
schedule would have provided WABASHA, Minn. (AP) open.
for use by ovincreases to employes averag- The Wabasha County sheriff' s
erweight vehicles on their own- Police are still investigating, ing about 6.5 percent—exceed- office and U.S. Postal authorMrs. Jenny Klopoteck , Coch- ing the Pay Board 5.5 percent
ers, said City Engineer Robert
a series
rane , Wis. , told police Monday guideline—the question was sub- ities are investigating
J. Bol'ant.
of alleged threatening telephone
afternoon
that
while she was mitted by the city administra- calls and letters to fou r memIn the past two years, BolFORCEFUL INVADER . . . Tons of ice
harbor up on the shore. Damage to the fuel- lant said , the bridge was used shopping at Woolworth Co., 62 E. tion for review.
bers of the local school board.
extensively by heavy concrete- 3rd St., someone stole her purse. In a related matter the coun- The four school board memjammed the Mississippi River in Winona Mening dock alone was estimated in excess of
She said she had put Iier purse
day morning, battering the fueling dock at
$10,000 while further damage has yet to be hauling trucks in connection down to look at something and cil adopted a resolution desi g- bers were chose criticized about
with
construction
of
Northern
Bob's Marine , above, while the twisted woodnating the city manager as one month ago by state educaaccessed . While personnel of Bob's Marine
States Power Co. transmission when she went to pick it up it city labor negotiator in con- tion commissioner Howard Cnsen structure was the only thing keeping the
surveyed the damage, the remainder of the
was missing.
lino towers.
mey for their opposition to a
pressing ice from the harbor at noon . While
ice jam broke loose and continued down
She told police the purse con- formity witli provisions of a $1.9 million bond issue to conHereafter , he said , such usnew
state
public
employment
relocal officials waited for possible solutions
stream , where it reformed , damaging several ers would have to pay an in- tained $57 in cash besides perlations net. Tho resolution iden- struct a school.
to the mounting problem , the massive ice
docks and boat houses near Homer. (Daily
spection fee to determine whe- sonal Herns.
tifies the council as policy-mak- Since then , Superintendent of
flow shattered the fueling dock and rammed
ther the bridge is strong
News photos)
ing body with final ratification schools Randall Pntton , subthe boat slips and nil that lay within the
enough for such londs before
powers but takes councilmen out mitted his resignation , citing
getting permission to use it. Road safety
of the direct bargaining pro- what he called irreconcilable
Tho city, ho said , shouldn 't
differences between himself and
cess.
have to pay for such inspec- equipment
Tho
Mayor Norman E, Indall said the four board members. night
board
voted
4-3
Monday
tions.
the act requires formalizing of
Councilman Gay iord Fox won- is stolen
bargaining procedures and call- to accept the resignation with
the four memhers who say they
dered if an emergency clause
The Winona County sheriff 's ed on councilmen to support nre bdn R threatened casting
would bo inserted allowing
the resolution
also car
in favor of accepting it.
heavier vehicles to cross in office is investigating n theft rics the blessingwhich
of tho League votes
that
occurred
sometime
this
The hoard members, who
event of nn emergency, such
weekend on tho Garvin Heights of Minnesota Munici palities. were elec ted on a platform to
as a power-line breakdown.
Designated as chief negotiator hold the lino in spending, are
Road.
In event of an emergency,
Donald
Ilnzelton , Winona lor the city, the manager is Mrs. Mer lin Williams , William
responded City Manager Carroll
J . Fry, it's iwlikc 'y Hint ob- County highway department , directed to net within policy Brueggor , Ralph Llndgren and
jec tions would he raised . But , told sheriff' s deputies Hint four guidelines set by tho council Clifford Wilson. RrueRRer said
he ncldcd , if a 10-ton NSP truck flashers and three caution and to use additional services ono of th«m was told by telewere to brenlc through the stands were taken from the of city administrative and legal phone tha t if he didn 't chnnge
departments in bargaini ng ses- his voto his life would be in
bridge in violation of the or- Garvin Heights Rond ,
sions with city employes.
Valuo
of
Ihe
equipment
danger.
,
owndinance , "then NRP would have
ed
by
Ihe
highway
depnrtment
,
bought itself n bridge. "
Council nctlon to Introduce is set at $100. ¦
the ordinnnco was accompanied
Tho Inrgc hrown seaweed or
by n separate motion directing
the engineer to check capacity kelp Hint flourishes along the
Wed. — 8 p.m. Aerie Room
of a small concrete luidqe near- Pacific Const grows ono inch
by for possihlo establishment an hour or two feet ft (lay, nnd
Robert Jlwiuwlmaim, \y.P. ,'
of weight limits there .
eventuntly reaches 20o> feet

is set back

Showers feed
rising streams

Bus parking
proposals are
considered District court
juryfinds
C.
for plaintiff

City Council members Monday night accepted a clutch of
recommendations that they
—"~—
I hope will settie the thorny
+
ITy
problem
of
¦'
».- .
.. s c h o o l bus
V-OUnCII parking at Winona Junior
—" H i g h School
'
on Broadway.
The proposals grew out of a
conference between the Board
of Education and a special
council committee last Thursday. They were listed for the
council by Councilman Earl
Laufenberger , who chaired the
committee.
Laufenberger
noted
that
neighborhood residents, parents
and the city's police department all had raised complaints
about the buses parked bumper-to-bumper in front of the
school on weekdays. Police additionally had objected to the
fact that buses parked on Washington Street, between the school
buildings, usually left by way
of 5th Street , creating , more
congestion on an already-crowded street, he said.
Bus owners , reported Laufenberger , will be asked to park
their vehicles on vacant land
near the Winona State College
heating plant , on Mark Street.
Next year the bus owners should
be asked to make their own
off-street parking arrangements, he said.
He also proposed that the owners meet with the council before school starts next fall,
something that's never been
done up to now .
Loading zones should be
marked off at the school and
used solely for that purpose by
the buses, Laufenberger recommended.
Councilmen agreed unanimously with the proposals and
ordered the matter referred to
the administration for determination as to whether any
amendments of present ordinances are needed.

Area burglaries
are under
investigation

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Law enforcement officers are
investigating burglaries at the
Whitehall - Blair - Independence
Farmers Union Cooperative,
Whitehall , and Hanson 's Drug
Store, Galesvllle, which occurred early Sunday morning or
late Saturday night .
At the co-op, $1,000 in currency and coins were taken from
the safe after a hole had been
burned into it. Entry was gain
ed by smashing a window on
the west side of the building .
Numerous drugs were stolen
from thd drug store after entry had been gained by prying
open the rear door.
Investigations are being conducted by the Whitehall police
department and thd Trempealeau County sheriff 's office.

Candidate
announces at
Black River Falls
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
( Special) — Horace S. Slierwin has announced he will be a
candidate for 4th Wnrd Supervisor , Black River Falls , on tho
Jackson County Board of Supervisors.
The Into Leonard Kilian had
filed for re-election and was
unopposed. Because of tho ballot printing deadline , Shorwin
will be n write-In candidate
He has been a resident of tho
city since 1925, is a World War
II veteran , n member of the
Masonic Lodge and Shrine, nnd
is past president of tho Mecca
Shrine Club.

City makes plans
for ris ing river

Whitehallman
boundover
in kidnaping

Agreement
with police
unionOKed

¦¦
¦

Latsch Island
bridge limit Thieves net
is proposed $190 in seed

firm burglary

Threats made
to members of
Wabashaboard

Eagles Regular Meeting

M

Transmission of
Television hig hlights, movies
Tonight , tomorrow on TV
cancer virus
Television highlights
thought possible \: i_ .:J™W .. : J
¦'¦

By BILL STOCKTON
closely associated with a victim
STANFORD, Cal/i. (AF)- of the disease.
The telltale biochemical fingerSudies of "normal" Individprints of a suspected human uals with no history of contact
cancer virus have been found with the disease showed only 30
per cent positive, Sanders said.
in the healthy ; relatives and
He stressed in an interview
friends of cancer victims, a sci- that there still is no conclusive
entist said Monday.
evidence the virus particles
The discovery supports a pro- cause Hodgkin's disease.
vocative but still unproven idea The immediate importance of
that some cancers might be the findings, Sanders said , is
scientists now have a powtransmitted from person to per- that
erful
tool to test large popuson by a virus.
lations for evidence of the virus
Dr. S, Kingslcy Sanders of particles. Such data then could
New York discussed on Monday be correlated with geographic
the results of the institute's la- and environmental factors that
test work with scientists from 11 seem to influence the disease.
countries meeting at Stanford
University for a symposium on
Eiseniiower bust
the lymphatic system.
Sanders and his colleagues
reported last September evi- donated for JFK
dence that two different viruslike particles exist in cancer arts center
cells taken from Hodgkin 's disease patients and grown in the WASHINGTON CAP ) - Julie
laboratory. The scientists said Nixon Eisenhower has accepted
then the next step was to test on behalf of the Eisenhower
relatives, friends and others family a bust of President
close to Hodgkin 's disease vic- Dwight D. Eisenhower presenttims for antibodks to the can- ed to the Kennedy Center for
cer virus particles. Antibodies the Performing Arts .
would be produced by the The bust, by sculptor Felix
body 's natural defense mecha- W. de Weldon, was unveiled
nism after exposure to the Sunday by Mrs. Eisenhower
virus and would be the finger- and Sen. John G. Tower, RTex. It is a gift from the Texas
prints of the virus' presence.
These studies, -which Sanders State Society of Washington.
said Monday were preliminary Mrs. Eisenhower, the youngand incomplete, showed posi- er daughter of President Nixon,
tive antibody tests in 60 per is the wife of pavid Eisencent of those who did not ha-ve hower, a grandson of the late
Hodgkin's disease but were president.
!
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STATION LISTINGS
Austin—KAU S Ch. t
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Winona—WSC 1
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Jeopardy . J-10-13
Woman 's World
8
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11
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Sesame Street
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"THE DENVER AND RIO GRANDE ," Edmond O'Brien.
Adventure-comedy complete with landslides, gun battles and
train wrecks. (1952) 3:30, ch, 4.
"HOLD THAT CO-ED," John Barrymore. Comic blend
of politics and footfall. (1938) 3:30, ch. 6.
••"ANGELS WASH THEIR FACES," Ann Sheridan. One
of the Dead End Kids is framed and his pals try to clear
his name. (1939) 5:30, ch. 19.
"CONGRATULATIONS, IT'S A BOY," Bill Bixby. A
carefree, bachelor learns he has a 17-year-old son. (1971)
7:30, chs. 6-9-19,
"KENNER ," Jim Brown , A U .S. seaman searches in
Bombay for his friend's killer. (1969) 10:30, chs. 3-8.
"13 DAYS TO WE," Thomas Alder . A Thailand prince
must pay $3,000,000 — or die. C1964) 10:30, ch. 11.
"DOCTOR , YOU'VE GOT TO BE KIDDING!^ 10:50, ch.
4.
"BLAST OF SILENCE," Allen Baron. A hired killer
hunts his victim in New York . (1961) 12:00, ch." 13.
Wednesday
CAPTAIN PIRATE," Louis Hayward. Adventurous escapades of Peter Blood , a swashbuckling captain. '( 1952),
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DAY

LOGAN, Utah (AP) - Blind
people Iiave easy access to the
day's headlines through radio
but there is a large jwrtion of
the news that they may miss—
the news and features backgrounded in newspapers.
Speech students at Utah State
University have started a project to bring local news events
into the homes of some 50
sightless persons in the Cache
Valley area.
The students use a local
newspaper as a source and
then record the news event on
tapes which are sent by mail to
the blind persons in the area.
The students call their weekly project the "Cache Valley
Digest" and report on events
such as marriages, city and
county council meetings , entertainment and letters to the editor.
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*SM POLICEMAN 'S BALL

O F=OR THE BENEFIT OF WINONA SCHOOL PATROL •

SATURDAY,APRIL 8
AT AMERICAN LEGION CLUB

MUSIC BY THE MELIO-TONES
Dancing from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
TICKETS $1.00 AVAILABLE FROM ALL POLICE
OFFICERS AND AT DOOR
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SESAME GOES EAST
NEW YORK CAP) - In
April , Japan will become the
first large foreign country to
show the English version of
"Sesame Street" on a regular
basis. NHK, Japan 's national
television network, has purchased 100 hour-long episodes
of the award-winning series.
"Sesame Street is undoubtedly an epoch-making program
foT the education of young children," said Yosbio Hori , director of NHK's educational department.
In Japan the program will be
dewed by juni or high school
students studying English,
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LOCAL NEWS, 5:00, Cable TV 3.
. GREAT DECISIONS. Dr. Milton Eisenhower discusses
Marxism in Chile and what it means for Latin America .
6:30, ch. 2.
GLEN CAMPBELL. Glen's parents are guests as well
as Dom De Luise, Ann Murray and Jerry Reed. 6:30, chs.
'
3-4-8.
MISS PICKERELL. Fran Allison is the star of this
whimsical comedy which follows a spunky & witty lady
on a submarine ride, a weather bureau tour , scuba diving
and visiting a planetarium. 6:30, chs. 5-10-13.
ADVOCATES. Busing is the subject of debate on proposed
amendments that would prohibit busing to achieve racial
balance in schools. 7:30, ch. 2.
WOW. In a wacky look at yesterday Ken Berry spoofs
musical comedies of the Thirties and Forties. 7:30, ens.
Wednesday
MINNESOTA STATE HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
¦ ¦ ¦ opening round game, 1:00, Chs. 10-11; 7:00,
Ch. 11. . ¦ ¦
LOCAL NEWS, 5:00, Cable TV-3.
ELECTION "li. Assessment by newsmen of Sen. Edmund Muskie's chances as a presidential candidate, focusing on recent primary results. 7:00, Ch, 2.
CAROL BURNETT. Karen Black and "Vicki Lawrence
join Carol in a production numler about a big night out on
the town. 7:00, Chs. 3-4-8.
HALL OF FAME. James Stewart and Helen Hayes star
in "Harvey," a whimsical comedy about an invisible rabbit.
7:30, Chs. 10-13.
ABC COMEDY HOUR . An hour with the Kopykats in
spoofs of Broadway and Hollywood. 7:30, Chs. 6-9-19.
SHAFER REPORT ON MARIJUANA . Live press conference from Syracuse, N.Y., as drug commission members
present their views on marijuana and the law. 8:00 ch. 2.
AMERICAN LIFESTYLE- MONTICELLO. A tour of
Mpnticello, Thomas Jefferson's Virginia home . 9:30, Ch. 6.
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S'30
Gh 4
'¦ «''THREE
BRAVE MEN," Bay Milland. A case history
of a navy employe who loses his job for ¦ security reasoss.
. _ . „
.
(1956) 3:30, Ch. 6.
"BEYOND THE FOREST," Bette Davis . Because ;ol
excitewealth
and
boredom , a selfish woman struggles for¦
' _,
.„
.„
ment. (1949) 3:30, Ch. 19.
"SAILOR OF THE KING," Jeffrey Hunter. Dram.a involving the capture of a German war vessel. (1953) 8:30,
Ch" 9
"TAKE THE HIGH GROUND ," Karl Maiden. A tough
top sergeant trains recruits for combat in Korea. (1953)
¦ : ...
10:30, Chs. 3-8.
„_,
. _,
^
"FANCY PAJVTS," Bob Hope. An English valet accomMexico.
New
panies a mother and daughter from Britain to
( 1959) 10:50, Ch. 4.
, ' - ..
.. . r
"CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS," Gig Young. A police
dancofficer, married, plans to run away with a honky-tonk
¦ ¦ ' ¦¦ ¦
¦
¦
'
'
•
)
1
1
.
er. <1953 11:, Ch.
_ " !
_ ;„
"THE AMERICANO," Glenn Ford . A Texas cowboy, in
Brazil, is involved with Brahma bulls and murder . (1954)
12:00, Ch. 13.
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Hump hrey fires blasts at Mabama gov

Gov. Wallace ch^

MILWAUKEE CAP) - George
C. Wallace won't begin his Wis
consin primary campaigning
until later this week, but Alabama's governor was a chiet
topic on the state's presidential
trail Monday.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
said Wallace ran well in Florida's primary a week ago only
because he was a handy sym-

life," Humphrey said, while
Wallace "talks about equality
in taxes. He's done nothing
about it; I have. "
The Minnesota senator, one
of 12 Democrats in Wisconsin's
April 4 primary, ran into more
questioning about his role in
the Jothnson adroinistration during anti-Vietnam controversies,
"I've been a populist all my "I don't think a confession- is

bol on which voters could drape
a protest.
"I don't believe in letting Mr.
Wallace get away w'fcb parading as the champion of the average guy because tie's not,"
the former vice president said
while preparing a televised interview. ,

what's needed. I think a change
of policy is what's needed," he
said.
Humphrey said he questions
the constitutionality of President Nixon's plan to limit aid
for desegregated school bus
programs to districts specifically requesting it.
He accused Nixon of encouraging racial school imbalance
in the first place by having vetoed education bills.
In Madison, meanwhile, Gov.
Patrick J; Lucey issued one of
his strongest denunciations to
date of the Wallace candidacy.
The Democratic governor has
said he won't endorse any primary candidate unless Wallace
appears to be running strongly.
The social fight against racial
bias needs "constant protection
from the frontal attacks of a
demagogue," he said.

"The issue of discrimination
continues to underline and feed
the strong feelings generated
by issues such as law: and order
or busing," Lucey said.
New York Mayor Joan V.
Lindsay, addressing student audiences in Milwaukee, said he
represents something other
than "offering the same choice
as in 1968: Richard Nixon, Hubert Humphrey and George
Wallace."
The former Republican said
Democrats need a.'' 'quite genHUMPHBEY HUMOR '* . . . Sen. Hubert
group he is disenchanted with Nixon's new uine change" to end "Nixon's
war in Vietaam" and his "losH. Humphrey, while campaigning in Wis- plan for a moratorium on court-ordered
ing
game of economics."
consin's April 4 presidential primary, spoke
school busing, but said busing isn't the only
In Eau Claire, where he conto about 100 blacks Monday night at a neighmethod of achieving educational equality, tinued his criticism of Nixon's
(AP Pbotofax)
borhood YMCA, drawing laughs from listenfarm policies, Humphrey said
ers with some political humor. He told the
he doesn't consider the Wisconsin primary to be as critical for
a candidacy as it was in 1960.
Twelve years ago, the Dairy
State was a turning point for
the candidacy of John F. Kennedy in a primary victory over
Humphrey.
Humphrey recalled it as "a
head-on crash with my good
friend," but said it occurred in
an age when "there were only
MILWAUKEE <AP ) - Sen . who, for several months, have regate schools is not the only eight states with primaries."
Hubert H. Humphrey's reaction been diligently working toward means of improving education^
He told a National Farmers
to President Nixon's school bus- finding a constructive solution al quality for minorities.
Organization
reception in Chip,
ing policy underwent revision
must
use
every
tool
and
"We
Monday night during campaign to this difficult problem."
every resource available," he pewa Falls that Nixon's attitude toward farmers is demonspeeches to blacks on the city's , But in a prepared text Mon- said.
:
North Side.
day the senator accused Nixon "But let's not get hung up on strated by the President's seThe Minnesota senator told of being "insensitive to the busing," Ihe continued. "Let's lection of a university professor
about 10O blacks at a neighbor- laws and the Constitution of not get misled with the thought and agricultural business assohood YMCA that Nixon "clear- this nation,"
that racial balance is achieved ciate, Earl Butz , as agricully failed to propose a solution "Now that we have the full, through some kind of mathema- tural secretary.
to the education problems that fine-print details of his mora- tical formula. We don't believe
are at the heart of the busing torium plan," Humphrey said, in quota systems in this counissue."
"I say he is, tampering with the try'-'
Constitution and the separation
He aimed his remarks at of powers , . ."
Humphrey said Alabama
what he called Nixon's "TV
Gov. George C. Wallace ran
AND
commercial" last week when Humphrey, one of 12 Demo- well in Florida's primary a
the President asked Congress crats on Wisconsin's April 4 week ago because he associated
to halt court-ordered busing presidential preference primary with the antibusuig sympathy.
while the government works on ballot, stopped at two taverns "I don't belive hi letting Mi.
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
equal-opportunity aid programs during a tour of the North Wallace get away with parafor schools.
Side's predominantly Negro ding as the champion of the avDA DD BROTHERS
IIVDDST0R£ „ INC.
Humphrey's original response neighborhood.
erage guy, because hg's not,"
True Value Hardware
Friday had been that Nixon While being interviewed: at a Humphrey said, adding that , by
576 E. 4th St. Phone 452-4007
was "beginning ' to follow the television station , Humphrey contrast, "I've been a populist
lead of those of us in Congress said use of buses to deseg- all.my life."
¦——— ¦—¦k

"What we need are fewer
people who have walked
through the classrooms and
more people who have walked
through the barnyard," Humphrey said.
Lindsay's theme was aimed
at his familiarity with urban
problems.
A major campaign issue of
1972, the mayor said , is
"whether the country is going
to face this national urban

crisis, or whether We are going
to let our cities die."
Sen. Henry M. Jackson of
Washington, addressing a dairy
association in Madison late
Monday, said Nixon's program
of economic controls has gone
sour for farmers.
The Democratic presidential
candidate said the administration should be trying to keep
price supports at 85 per cent of
parity "so that dairy farmers

Look to us

can at least keep pace " with
expenses.
Prices paid farmers are
being restrained , but the costs
of operating farms continue to
rise, he said.
Farmers , he said, are "major
victims of the Nixon administration's tinker-toy inflationcontro] program."
"The President came into office telling us he would stop inflation without creating unem-

Our Loan Plan Brings

HOME OWNERSHIP
SO MyCH CLOSER
consider,come in and let us explain our loan plan.
All it takes is a reasonable down payment with the
balance in monthly payments tailored to your

FOR EVERY
BANKING
SERVICE

each payment applies to principal ; bringing closer
the.day of debt-free ownership. Through the years,
you will enjoy the prestige and comfort of your own
home, plus substantial tax sayings.
Gome in today for details of our home purchase
plan. You may be p leasantly surprised to discover
how quickly it brings into focus your fondest
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|f home ownership seems too far distant even to

H umphrey r evises stand
pn- ffim

B^

ployment, but the unemployment rate last year was the
highest in a decade," Jackson
said.
Sen. George S. McGovern,
the South Dakota Democrat
who has declared the Wisconsin
primary a showdown between
him and Humphrey, cancelled
todays's speech schedule.

pn
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Wisconsin begins
adult experiment
Governor Patrick J. Lucey tonight will sip
into law a bill reducing , the adult age in Wisconsin from 21 to 18.
It is controversial legislation. The lawmakers
escaped the pressure by rushing It through during the closing days of the session; but the governor in delaying the signing has been subjected
to considerable pressure.
INEVITABLY MUCH of Ihe reaction has been
focused around the effects of permitting youths to
drink liquor at age 18. The questions raised are
fair ones, although , judging from recent studies
published in this newspaper, the drinking problem
already is present in the comparable Minnesota
group. . . . ' . ; ¦ ' ¦" ¦ / ¦
¦ and less well unPerhaps more important —
derstood '.— are the effects, of such new responsibilities as the right to enter contracts, buy automobile and real estate, marry without parental consent, and a host of other things.
In one sense, the Wisconsin law flies into the
face of the trend toward later maturity. Years ago,
when children were spilled out into society at reaching age 16, or on graduating from high school,
early maturation was inevitable ; now the trend is
to stay in school longer and longer. Declaring
students adults at age 18 will hardly free parents
from financial obligations.

Our haphazard empire

HONOLULU - Military withdrawal from Asia causes the United
States to fait back strategically upon
its huge Pacific empire about which
most Americans are almost wholly
unaware.
They do, of course, know that Hawaii is now a state of the union
and that this same political condition applies to Alaska 's barren and
sparsely inhabited Aleutians archipelago extending toward Soviet Siberia and Japan.
BUT THEY TEND to forget about
other possessions or administered
areas which include a chunk of
Oceania as large as the continental USA. This comprises various
categories:
Statehood , like Hawaii; territory,
like Guam (whose inhabitants are
U.S: citizens) ; governance, l i k e
American Samoa , whose inhabitants
are only U.S. "nationals "; possession , like Midway or Wake ; and
trust territory, administered by the
USA for the U.N. The last includes almost all the Pacific area
called Micronesia (small islands) to
distinguish it from Polynesia (many

CI. Sulzberger
islands) and Melanesia (black islands).
Micronesia's vast expanse links
North America to Asia. Except for
Hawaii, its widely spread collection
of Pacific islets Is in fact under
colonial rule, even i£ this is haphazard colonialism. In the area of
its U.N. trust territory Washington
behaves with the same sense of authority once applied by London and
Paris to Palestine and Syria under
League of Nations mandates.
WASH INGTON "accepted" t h e

trust territory from the U.N. after
World War II in which it captured
the islands. They had previously
been administered by Germany and
Japan , an experience giving them
but a vague sense of cohesion. The
U.S. pledged a most-favored nation
status allowing all U.N. members
equal economic opportunities. This
has quietly been ignored in order to
exclude rivals.

MANY CERTA INLY have sincere reservation!
about the Wisconsin decision. A reasonable alternative to dropping the age to 18 would have been
at say to 19 or 20. Too many unknowns cast a
shadow over the precipitous drop to 19.
Substantial sentiment existed in the 1971 session of the Minnesota Legislature for similar action . We would not choose to cast Wisconsin in
the role of an experimenter on adulthood at age
18, but since she has done it, her experiences will
be helpful in guiding Minnesota. — A.B.

The saving urge
doesn't diminish
Critics of\ Social Security used to argue that,
among other things, it would do away with the
people's will to save money against the onset of
old age.
But a recent report seems to indicate that
no such withering away of the saving urge has
occurred, even though now we have not only Social Security but a vast system of private and
public employe pension funds in force. Industrial
plans accumulate $8 to $10 billion additional each
year, according to Dr. Daniel Holland, professor
of finance at the Sloan School of Management,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Nevertheless, concludes Dr. Holland, people
covered by pension plans save at least as much
by other means as they deposit in pension funds.
The reason, he says, is the "recognition effect"
— a state of mind among those covered by pen.
Bions that prompts them to add to the alreadyguaranteed amounts they'll receive at retirement.
Studies made by various researchers appear to
bear out this theory — and, by the way,' to teach
us a little more about human nature than we
used to know. — F.R.U.

Licensing tax
consultants is
a good idea
A proposal by the state tax commissioner,
Arthur Roemer , that all income tax consultants
be required to meet certain standards , makes
pretty good sense.
People who quail at the thought of having to
do their own returns ought to have some assurance that purported experts actually are qualified. It's bad enough having to turn over this
fiendishly complicated job to somebody else without having to worry, as well , whether the answers are going to be right.
Not that there are any exactly right answers
-- but that' s another editorial.
The license requirement wouldn 't impose any
hardship on legitimate consultants — and most
are in . this category, Roemer notes. But it certainly ought to have an inhibiting effect on the
misfits and incompetents who somehow manage
to corral enough customers and mishandle enough
business to give everyone else In the profession
a black eye.
Just about every year the Internal Revenue
Service feels compelled to announce that its latest
version of the tax fo rm Is so simple that anyone
can understand it. "Whereupon It unveils yet another stupefying army of legalisms and obscurelyworded direction s that leave tho taxpayers as much
conhiseu as ever. And so tho reliance on consultants continues.
It' s only reasonable , then, that people who
must use these services nrc entitled to some assurances thnt tax specialists actually do have some
expertise in the field. — F.R.U.
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The 98 (out ,of 2,100) populated Islands contain less than 100,000 people. They speak nine identifiable languages and bave differing ideas concerning their ultimate future. In the
meantime, however, they depend
heavily oh American military expenditures and a growing tourist
trade.
Indeed, Governor Carlos G. Ca«
macho of Guam, an island administratively carved out of the Marianas never included in the trust
area, says: "Guam is the fastest
growing area under the U.S. flag."
Its growth rate last year was 25
percent; much expenditure is military. . •'¦ ' . .
The Micronesians, like other Pacific islanders, are intended to
choose their own political future but
this is easier said than done. Who
is going to support them?
DESPITE AMERICAN generosity

elsewhere in the world, economic
advance in the trust territory haa
not been notable. A mission from
the U.N. Trusteeship Council reported in 4970 that it "did not see
signs of significant progress in the
economy of the territory as a whole.
In particular the basic infrastructure is still in a lamentable state.
Agriculture is stagnant."
Washington doesn't seem to have
yet elaborated any conscious, longrange policy for this region as have
London and Paris. The British would
like to give independence to the Solomons and the Gilbert and Elliee
Islands and have already freed the
Fijis. The French, if equally precise, on the contrary- want to hold
on to the Tahitian group where they
conduct atomic tests and to New
Caledonia which is enormously rich
in nickel.
There has been talk of offering
US..-administered areas "commonwealth status" while some Micronesians have advanced the idea of
"free association" with America. Either solution implies a form of autonomy that would leave Washington in charge of defense and foreign policy.
Yet it is imperative that something be done to straighten out an
untidy
administrative situation
which has led Americans to rule
an empire few of them know anything about. And, with the impending Asian pull-out, this area may
become increasingly important to
U.S. national defense.
New York Times News Servict

Rockefeller report
callous toward abortion

WASHINGON - President Nixon's special population commission
has handed a shocker both to him
and to deep traditional values in
this country in recommending that
abortions be made available everywhere "on demand. "
This extraordinary p r o p o s a l ,
which carries the authority of John
D. Rockefeller III as the commission's chairman , has plainly embarrassed the President , as a politician in an election year and as a
private person whose religious convictions cannot accept abortion as
a means of "population control. "
MOREOVER , the law in mora

than two-thirds of the states — and
this is legally a state and not a federal matter — condemns abortion
except when necessary to save the
life (or in some cases the mental
health) of the expectant mother.
What the Rockefeller commission
may expect to accomplish , therefore , beyond opening a national debate upon a highly sensitive issue ,
is not easy to discern. No one supposes, for illustration , that Congress
could constitutionally make a pr oabortion law applying horizontally
all across the 50 states. No one can
suppose , in short , that the federal
government has the power directly
to enter this infinitely delicate field.
The only significance , then, of the
Rockefeller report is that the whole
subject is brought urgentl y into the
public consciousness — and perhaps
conscience.
For it is not only orthodox religion that recoils from this kind of
over-the-counter abortion. A great
many peop le making no claim to
mornl leadership or personal "goodness" will find a curious insensltivily, at least , in commission recommendations for wholesale access
to contraception by teen-agers, and
especially In this passage:
"WE SHOULD strive for the Ideal
of diversity in which It would bo
equally honorable to marry or not , to
he childless or not , to have one
child or two , or for that matter
more."
It is easy to see that this kind
of language, while certainly thoroughly candid , could never have
come fro m John Rockefeller 's brother , tho governor of New York. For
If Is unnecessari ly offensive both to
those whose religious views are
brought into question and to those ,
religio ns or not , who will not think
It necessary to be quite so brusquo

William S. W/i/te
and social-workerish with what is,
after all, one of the tenderest of
human experiences — the motherhood of a child.
Square it may be. But a good
many Americans — an actual majority, this columnist suspects—will
be found in this latter category, and
so standing for once, at least, with
the religious traditionalists.
About this whole business there
Is an odor of callous efficiency In
"human engineering " that may
provoke all manner of cheers from
ultra-reformers but will surely never inspire a poem , a song — or, for
that matter, a willingness not to
fear life as though it were in fact
a part of death . This is said in full
awareness that there is indeed a
population problem and that American leaders such as John Rockefeller have every right to submit
their contributions to its solution.

STILL AND all, the solutions posed here are surely defeatist and
sterile — and no pun intended. This
is true not only because the United
States is not yet India or China by
a long way but also because intellectuals are throwing up their hands
in hopelessness and embracing all
that is negative, to the exclusion of
all that might be positive.
Before we begin to think in terms
so harshly unfriendly to human-kind
in general is it not possible that
with wisdom and imagination we
could begin at the other end of the
problem and try before reducing
people to increase all those things
that people require ? An immense
task? To be sure. But the other path
— the path to deliberate destruction of the beginning of life — raises
an immense somberness. It recalls
the bony finger of a Biblical prophet
writing upon a wall (whether actually or symbolically makes no difference) that a tribe of men had been
weighed and found wanting.
United Features Syndicate

Urban vs. rural
From an editorial In
West Contral Daily
Tribune, Wlllmar

Former governor Harold LeVander says: "Maldistribution of population in the United States is the
No, 1 cause of the country 's
problems, " And again: "Thirty
years of mass migration from farms
to the cities has left the cities suffocated with festering slums and
many serious problems while the
small towns arc starving for jobs ,"
AMEN TO ALL this. And we rejoice to hear these remarks and

these observations from tho governor. But may we be pardoned for
saying it — isn 't that exactly what
we have been yelling about out hero
in rural Minnesota the past 10 to
15 years? Probably during a period
when few would listen or even noticed the handwriting on the wall?
This has been the cry of rural
America for a decade and a half
ever since Ike got Into the White
House — a man by the name of
Ezra killed 90 percent parity and n
group called the Committee for Economic Development decided thnt
millions of farmers should be forced

off the land.
In the meantime those big cities
were worrying about the food surplus even though they should have
known that all Americans were not
well fed nnd that half of the world
goes to bed hungry. They also worried about the federal funds for parity even though they should have
realized that was the finest investment the nation could make and was
the finest shot in the arm of the
nation 's economy.
SO WITH THE mistakes of the

past some are now scurrying to do
something about tho situation in rural America — trying to pick up
the pieces. They did not worry one
iota about how rural America waa
being wrecked. But now thnt the
big cities have found themselves in
trouble — now because the trouble
is in their own laps — how feverishly they want to do something.
In high places the price of commission — In the big cities the price
of omission. But don 't blame the
governor — blame all the big wigs
in the federal administrations and
then Include n vast urban population thnt wns bent on killing the
golden goose and biting the hand
that was feeding then).
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A proposal for
county redistricting
.

From an editorial in
St. Charles Press

We suggest that the (Winona
County) commissioners — as an alternative to a potentially untenable
position — take advantage of the
existing mathematics:
A countywide population of 44,409;
Including 26,438 (or nearly 59 percent) in the City of Winona and
63 percent in the Winona-Goodview
metropolitan area (Goodview population 1,823); all townships and ail
municipalities other than Winona
have 41 percent of the population
and 37 percent without Goodview.
WE WOULD propose the following as an alternative to the simple
giving or taking away of people in
basically the same old districts:
1. Divide the City of Winona into
three commissioner districts. With
minor differences because of precinct lines, this should put 8,813 people into each district. This is only
69 people below the ideal 20 percent.
2. Divide the rest of the county
Into two commissioner districts. This
would put 8,985 persons, or only 103
more than ideal, into each district,
barring adjustments for adhering to
township boundaries,
3. Should either the city or the
rural areas experience great
changes in population , adjustments
would be a matter Of juggling a
few townships or precincts, not
shaking up the whole county. :
The following fundamental points
should be remembered:
1. The City of Winona should have
three commissioners because of its
60 percent population.
2. The rural area should have two
commissioners because of Its 40 percent population.
3 A commissioner should represent and live where the bulk of his
constituency is located ; a man living in Winona should not be representing two villages and 10 town-

ships; nor should a man living In
the rural area be representing a
city ward or precincts.
4. The residency of one or more
Incumbents cannot and should not b»
a significant consideration in drawing new boundaries.
5. Small town residents generally do not think of themselves as
"rural" ; they just aren't living in
as big of a city as the next fellow.
And besides, what village is not
faced with the "big city problems"
of administering utilities, street
maintenance, complying with loning
laws and bunding codes or pollution problems involving hundreds of
thousands of dollars? In this' context, the "city" commissioners
from Winona also would be representing residents of the county'*
small communities.
WE ASK each commissioner for

an honest answer to this two-part
question: '
Would you, as a resident of Winona, feel disenfranchised were your
county commissioner a resident of
Dresbach; would you, as a farmer
near Minnesota City, feel disenfranchised were your county commissioner a downtown . businessman
who lives two blocks from Cotter
High School?
We believe this proposal not only
is fair to the 26,400 people of the
City of Winona, but also is .protective of ' the interests of nearly 18,000 rural and small community residents in the county.
It is unfortunate that the .cityniral barrier, whether real or imagined, should exist in this day. and
age because we all are "in it together." But since there: are oneman, one-vote guidelines which can
be enforced by court order if necessary, we should get out from under at least one ogre of the past
and dp this one thing voluntarily
— and now.

In the nation s
phasing chamber
WASHINGTON - The night they
Invented Phase 11 some of the most
theoretical economists in America
were gathered around a big table at
the White House with a man everybody called "Dick."
"At the risk of sounding undynamic," Dick- said at a moment
when the discussion had become
hopelessly murky, "th ere is not one
thing that has been made perfectly clear to me about Phase II."
ONE ECONOMIST said he would
try to show how Phase II would
stop inflation. To do so, he said,
he would ask Dick to think in
terms of his personal economic situation .
"First off , Dick," he went on,
"we set up a Pay Board. Then we
tell you, 'No more pay raises, old
fellow, unless you get the Pay
Board to okay them.' What happens?"
"I go to the Pay Board ," Baid
Dick, "and tell them I need a raise,
and they corne across with the
okay;"
"That's where you 're wrong,
Dick ," said the economist. "They
don 't come across with the okay.
They say, 'Sorry, Dick, but more
pay for you would not be in the
national interest'."
"Oh yeah? , I'd like to see them
try it," Dick said. "After I have
Spiro moke a few speeches about
the Pay Board they'd beg me to accept a raise."
THE ECONOMIST said he wished Dick would not think of himself
as a man who could summon n Spiro
to help him but would Imagine for
the sake of illustration that he was
just another ordinary 100 percent
American who had to obey his Pay
Board.
"I get the picture now ," , Dick
said. "I can 't gel a raise."
"What happens next?"
"We set up a Price Board , Dick.
Then anybody who wants to raise
prices has to go tho Price Board
to get an okay. "
"And the Price Board says ,'Sorry, but a price rise for you would
not be in the national interest' ,"
Dick said.
"Wrong, Dick ," the economist explained. "The Price Board will
study ench request for n price raise ,
and itfter thorough consideration ,
will grant It. "
"Why?"
"Because it would work hardship
nnd injustice not to grant the price
rise, Dick, "
"Will it let the price go up on
everything?" Dick asked,
"Not everything, " the economist
explained. "The price of trans-Atlantic air travel will not be allowed
to go up. "

i .

.

Russell Baker
"WHAT

ABOUT the price of

meat?":
"The sky's the limit," the economist explained.
"And the price of newspapers?"
Dick asked.
"Up."
"If everything but trans-Atlantic
air travel is going to cost me
more," Dick said, "and my pay is
frozen , I'm getting poorer by the
day."
"Exactly, " said the economist.
"But that isn't all. Just when you
start to squirm we have your local
government raise your real estate
tax."
"I won't be able to afford any
of the wonderful new American
products with the new miracle rising prices," Dick protested.
"We're not finished yet," the
economist said. "The beauty part
comes when we suddenly decide to
withhold a lot more of your weekly
paycheck for income taxes so you
won 't owe the government so much
money on income-tax day next
year. "
"FANTASTICI" said Dick. "With
my purchasing power whittled
away, prices will have to fall , and
Inflation stops."
"That's where you 're wrong,
Dick. Prices will keep rising."
"Even If I'm destitute. "
"Even if you're destitute."
"What kind of plan is that?"
"Phase II, " the economist said.
"The purpose of Phase II is to give
us breathing space to prepare Phase
IN, "
"What's Phase III?" asked Dick.
"We don 't know yet ," the economist said, "We're going to try to
think of something while Phase II
is not working. "
New York T/mes News Service
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An aptitude test for the candidates

WASHINGTON - If there is
one thing America prides itself
on, it's that anyone in this country can grow up and run for
President of the United States.
Nothing has proved how true
this is more than the New Hampshire and Florida primaries.
It is quite possible that there
are thousands, perhaps even
hundreds of thousands of people
who would like to- run for the
Pr esidency. But they are not
sure if they have the qualifications. Therefore, as a public service, I am printifig the first
presidential candidate aptitude
test. If you can pass this test
with a score of at least 65, then
you are worthy of running for
this office as any of the candidates who have announced so
far..
GET A pencil, and no cheating, please.
First , multiple choice.
I—You and yourwife have
been attacked by a hard-hitting;
unscrupulous newspaper publish-

er. You (A) ignore hum and go
about your business; (B) attack
him on TV; (C) cancel your
subscription to his paper; (D)
break down and cry in front of
his building.
2—You are asked where you
stand on the issue of school busing. You reply (A) my record
speaks for itself; (B) I am not
for busing or against busing, but
for quality education; OC)
schoolchildren should not become political footballs; (D) I
will support the Constitution of
the United States, at least until
I am elected President.
3—You are addressing a
B'nai B'rith dinner and are asked what you would do about unemployment in: the United
States; You reply that you would
(A) give Phantom jets, to Israel;
(B) make the Suez Canal an international waterway ; (C) send
the Sixth Fleet to Haifa ; (D)
attend the wedding of Moshe
Dayan.
4—You are asked to speak at

Art BuchwBld
a St. Patrick's Day communion
breakfast and the question of
Social Security is raised. You
suggest (A) breaking off all relations with Great Britain; (B)
giving Phantom jets to the IRA;
(C) sending American troops to
Belfast; (D) you reveal for the
first time that you had an Irish
grandmother.
Now for some mathematical
p> oblems. You have five minutes
to solve each problem.
1—You are trying to raise
money for your party to hold its
national political convention. A
large corporation, which has an
important case pending in the
Justice Department, offers you
$400,000 to underwrite it. But
you need $600,000. How much
would another large corporation ,
also having trouble with the
Justice Department, have to of-

fer you to make up the differ- ' clude $1 million owed to the
telephone company, $800,000 to
ence?
2—your campaign debts in- the airlines, $100,000 to the printer, $50,000 to your advertising
agency and $2,000 to your makeup man. How many hundreddollar-a-plate tickets would you
have to sell to lobbyists to pay
off your debts if you win the
Presidency? How many years
will it take you to pay off the
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP) debts if you lose?
— Increased sales and earnings Match the following:
for both the third quarter and 1—Pizza
_V—Jewish vote
the first nine months of fiscal 2—Sauerbraten B-Youth vote
1972 were reported Monday by 3-^-Tamales
C—Italian vote
The Pillsbury Co,
4—Egg foo yongD—German
' . vote
Third quarter sales were
E^-Mexican
$169.5 million, up from $167 mil- 5—Knishes
vote
lion the previous year, while
¦
F—Chinese
net earnings ol $2.8 million 6—Pot : . ' •
vote
compared with $2.1 million in
True or false
1971.
Sales : for the nine months 1—It would be impossible to
through . Feb. 29 were $532.2 win with a black Vice President.
million, compared with $517.6 2—Women have too many phymillion in 1971. Net earnings of sical and psychological prob$11.7 million were up from $9 lems to be given positions of
responsibility.
million the previous year.

3—"Hail to the Chief" is the
greatest piece of music ever
written.
4—There is nothing nicer than
having your daughter married
in the White House .
5—If I can't be President of
all the people, .I'd rather not be
President at all
Los Angeles Times
Syndicate
'

Increased sales, !
earnings cited by
Pillsbury Co.
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Yon may hear with a
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Millions of Americans who suffer with a hearing loss could
hecr and understand if only tlie sounds were amplified a
little louder and clearer.
Tlie "COMMUNICATOR" may provide all the sound amplification you will ever need to hear Radio, T.V., Group Conversations and Church, without investing in a Hearing Aid.

Sold Direct to You
only $49.95
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St. Paul man dies
a fte r hotel room fire

For More Information, Come In and See the "Communicator"

at PARK PLAZA HOTEL

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) - A
St. Paul man died Monday in
St. : Paul-Ramsey . Hospital of
burns received Feb. 27 in a fire
in his third-floor room at the
Minnesota Hotel in St. Paul
Michael Mayer, 28, suffered
first-second-and third-degree
burns over most of his body in
the fire which started in his
bed.

Winona, Minn.
m

THURSDAY, MARCH 23
From 3:00 p.m. fc> 6:00 p.m.
or write ,
BUD FREEMAN HEARING AID SALES
Zumbro Hotel — P.O. Box 886
Rochesttr, Minn.
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For political campaigns

Moe asks public financing

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) Some farm of public financing
for political .campaigns is essential if Americans are to regain confidence in their elected
officials, state DFL Chairman
Bichard Moe said today.
Speaking to the St. Paul
chapter of the American Association of University Women,
Hoe also called for elimination
of political commercials on j a
dio and television.
Instead; he declared, networks and local stations should
follow the British system and
bo required to provide blocs of
lime for candidates and political parties.
. "The role of money in politics
has done more to erode public

confidence in government than
almost any other factor," Moe
said. "Until we come to grips
with this problem, that confidence can 't be fully regained."
Moe predicted the 1973 legislature will enact laws requiring
a full disclosure of campaign
contributions and placing limits
or campaign spending.
In prepared remarks, Moe
proposed an 8-point program to
deal with campaign financing
through public means:
1. Prohibit 30-and 60-second
political commercial, on radio
and TV.
2. Require networks to
relinquish time for candidates
and political parties.
3. Grant favorable postal

rates to candidates and parties.
4. Provide a voluntary $1
checkoff on state income tax
forms, the money going to the
political party chosen by the
taxpayer.
5. Fully fund the federal income tax checkoff proposal for
the 1976 presidential campaign.
¦' ,&.- ' • Return candidates filing
'
fees to political parties.
7. Enact disclosure requirements in state law.
8. Enact campaign spending
limits within the state.
Moe said there are simply
not enough $5 or $10 contributions to finance most campaigns, the alternative to big
contributions, he said, is a public subsidy.

Winona Dally Newi
ffla
¦VO Winona, Minntsota
TUESDAY, MARCH 21. 1972

But more hearings demanded

pects
ex
governor
Alaska
County board
quick pipeline approval
phases out

'It seems that we subsidize
just about everything in this
country except the political
process, which ought to be our
statement released Monday
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP)
highest priority ..."
Gov. William Egan of Alaska was ordered by a federal court
Mioe said the United States is
says the Interior Department's after the environmental groups
almost the only western nation
statement on the environmental demanded that ; Interior study
which spends no public funds to FRIENDSHIP, Wis. (AP ) - impact of proposed oil pipelines the environmental effects of the
safeguard the integrity of its When Hugh Keach of Arkdaie through his state probably will proposed line that would run
political decision-making sys- leaves the Adams County be sufficient for the department nearly 800 miles across Alaska
tem. \
grant a right-of-way permit from the oil-rich Prudhoe Bay
Board Tuesday, the last of the to
on the North Slope to an icefor
the line within 45 days.
He called political "spots" on spittoons in regular use at the
free
tanker port at Valdez to
But
three
environmental
radio and TV "nearly as harm- courthouse will be put into stor- groups that obtained a court in- the south.
ful to the nation's political agemore than a year ago Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.,
health as cigarette com- "I suppose there's a few lyin' junction
holding
up
of the per- a consortium of seven oil commercials are to its physical 'round someplace in the build- mit now sayissuance
they
will
demand panies, is seeking permission to
health."
ing, but mine's the only one public hearings on the state- build the line.
Moe urged a 5-minute min- that gets regular use," Keach ment.
imum on broadcast . com- said.
Interior Undersecretary Wilmercials "so candidates would "I ain 't gonna miss the coun- liam T. Pecora says hearings
have to say something."
ty board," he said. '-I get too would be a circus and "would
tired sittin' there all day long interfere with a more thoughtand then havin' to milk 10 cows ful and rational analysis."
or do other chores around the Hearings were held last year
farm."
after a preliminary environAfternoon board sessions of- mental statement was issued.
ten overlapped -with his usual
nap time, and Keach had The nine - volume impact
trouble staying awake during
discussions.
"Howard Williams generally Lipscomb plans to be
LONDON (AP) _ The wife of
kicks .me in the shins to wake energetic campaigner Philippines President Ferdinand E. Marcos of the Philips
Seldom did they stray from a me up if we're votin' on someMILWAUKEE (AP) — Voters pines has completed a visit to
thing," he said.
straight party-line vote on cru- The 71-year-old Keach has wishing "to discuss the issues Moscow which she said was decial issues.
been chewing tobacco foT 60 with me" may need hiking signed to establish industrial
His Image clearly came years. He had two chewing boots along the campaign trail, relations between the two nathrough as a "Mr. Clean," al- buddies on the board last year, State Sen. Mark G. Lipscomb tions.
but both left, leaving Keach the Jr. said Monday.
beit a stubborn Mr. Clean.
"I went as an observer and
The next few weeks may tell Only spittooner in the ourt- The senator, campaigning for will be reporting back to the
whether the whole matter will house.
city attorney, . announced he president," Mrs. Marcos said
bft smoothed over, or whether
plans to hike 30 miles through Sunday as she deplaned from a
internal troubles will continue Dr: Richard R . Bond is the the city Wednesday on a hand- Russian Aeroflot airliner which
to bubble in Conservative ranks seventh president of the Uni- shaking tour and cover at least brought her to London from the
as they face a tough election . versity of Northern Colorado.
30 miles more Thursday.
Soviet capital.

spittoons

Philippines
first iaciy
visits Moscow

Conservatives grumbling over
leadership shown by Lindsirom

By GERRY NELSON
House Conservatives plan anST. PAUL, Minn. (AP>- other caucus about April 14,
There is some serious grum- and it could be a noisy one.
bling in the racks of House
Conservatives over the lead- Lindsirom appears unworership of Rep. Ernest Lind- ried. He says he and House
strom, the Associated Press Speaker Aubrey Dirlam have
had "differences" but he
has learned.
But informants in the Con- doesn't consider them insoluble.
aerv-ative group indicate that "You can't be in a position of
Lindstrom probably could win leadership arid not be subje ct to
easily if there is a showdown criticism," Lindstrom says.
vote of confidence in his lead- Dirlam generally agrees. He
gave a flat "no" when asked if
ership. .
there are plans afoot to oust
Lindstrom, 40, Is the Rich- Iindstroni from the post of
field attorney who was elected caucus leader.
House majority leader last year Although Gahlon is no longer
In his third term.
formally connected with the
Critics say he is dogmatic, Conservatives as a group, Dirstubborn and unwilling to talk lam says numerous Conwith other caucus leaders be- servative candidates -will use
fore taking action. Friends say Gahlon as a campaign aide.
Lindstrom has provided a One veteran Conservative,
strong voice of leadership for declining to have his name
House Conservatives.
.
used, is bitterly critical of LindThe current Issue splitting strom.
the caucus is the role of War* "The honeymoon is over for
ren Gahlon, a St. Paul public Ernie Lindstrom," says this
relations man who has func- critic—but he isn't saying it
tioned for years as an unofficial publicly, as yet.
fund-raiser for Conservative There have been stories by
candidates.
critics that Lindstrom is a pubLindstrom, in effect, fired licity-seeker, already building
Gahlon—eventhough there was his campaign for governor in
no official connection between 1974. Other stories say that
Gahlon and the caucus.
Lindstrom is out to dump DirActually^ Gahlon terminated lam as top man in the Conhis services last week in a let- servative group.
ter to lindstrom. But the "resignation " came only days be- Informants say that Lindfore a caucus that had been strom's real aim is to separate
called specifically to discuss Conservatives from lobbyists
the issue.
and special interest groups who
According to Lindstrom, the have contributed to Concaucus will set up its own cam- servative campaigns over the
paign committee and handle its years.
own campaign funds, rather Some of this money was
than having then channeled channeled through Gahlon, who
through an outsider.
also promoted annual fund-rais-

ing dinners on behalf of Conservatives.
According to informants,
Lindstrom feels that there is a
shadowy area of influence that
is being exerted by lobbyists '
money. His aim would be to
have the Conservative group
handle its own purse strings.
Conservatives stuck with
Lindstrom almost 100 per cent
during the long 1971 session.

The impact statement considered the Alyeska proposal as
one of five possible pipeline
routes leading to Alaskan ports
and four trans-Canada land
routes that would eliminate the
need for tankers to carry the
oil to the U.S. West Coast.
Egan, speaking at an impromptu news conference in
Juneau Monday, said no specific route or system other than
the Alaskan overland route had
been analyzed and that no specific proposal for a trans-Canada route had been submitted to
the Interior Department.
The report said it could not
evaluate the potential oil loss
from a pipeline break, "but
perfect no-spill performance
would be unlikely during the
lifetime of the pipeline."
Comparing their impact on
the ocean environment, the report noted that a Canadian
route would have the lowest impact from oil spillage because
it would not involve tanker
transport at all.
As for unavoidable impact on
land-based life" systems, the report said a Bering Sea route
would have the least impact
and a trans-Alaska-Canada
coastal route the next lowest.
In their effect on the land itself, the report said, ''it appears that the trans-Alaska
routes would have less impact
than the trans-Alaska-Canada
routes."

Muskie views —

Budget reported
near $250,000

( Continued from page 1)
Muskie's Illinois campaign
budg-et is reported at about
$250,000, too. .His campaign
treasury has suffered because
of his slow start and his commitment to disclose the names
of all donors, ffis staff has
agreed to work without pay until after the April 4 contest in
¦Wisconsin.
McGovern , in DeKalb, accused President Nixon of "the
most dangerous, demagogic address ever delivered by a president" for his speech proposing
a . halt to new court orders for
tho busing of school children

for purposes of racial balance.
But (he busing issue, which
helped propel Alabama Gov.
George C. Wallace to victory in
the 11-way Florida primary,
does not appear to be a major
concern in Illinois.
B o t h M c G o v e r n and
McCarthy denied any formal
agreement to seek a tradeoff of
support in the twin Illinois
races.
But McCarthy made clear in
Springfield that he was looking
for the preferential primary
ballots of Democrats who backed McGovern delegates.
McCarthy has paid scant attention to the 38 delegates filed
in his behalf, and the
McGovern forces hope their
delegate showing will be bolstered by McCarthy voters.
Muskie 's state organization
has endorsed 105 candidates
pledged to him in 17 districts,
but another 67 Democrats filed
REGISTERED
M as Muskie supporters , and in
H
some cases thnt is likely to divide his vote.
McGovern is running 104 candidates in 19 districts.
Statewide, there are 156 uncommitted candidates. Neither
Muskie nor McGovern bucked
Daley in his Chicago political
bastion , leaving five city disWINONA COUNTY
tricts with 56 delegates to the
ABSTRACT CO., INC. mayor 's uncommitted slates.
535 Junction St.
Ono of those delegates will be
Daley himself.

iABSTRACTS 1

1 Property i
1 Certificates 1

Whatever the need,people here are found helping one
another. Whether It's borrowing a tool,lending a hand with
the job ,or serving as a sitter while mother shops,It's done
wlth a spiritthat rrtakes all of usproudwecall thlsareahome.
And helping Is really what It's all about at NSP. Whether It's
planning years ahead to meet future electrical needs cleanly

and efficiently, or simply making sure you have reliable
electric service day by day, helping Is the Job of all of the
NSP people In these great northern states,
Mayb9 there are other ways to think NSP could be helping.
Ways we haven't thought of. We'd like to hear from you. At
NSP our job,Is helping . to make a brighter life for you .
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Wins praise
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Woman j oinsthe April trial set
U. student
fire department for
in murder case

Anderson associates: 'Absurd!'

lT^T:.^Genujrie! Beard memo found

TUESDAY,MARCH 2H,1972

COTJRTLANP, Calif. (AP) —
Sally Hearne thought it was
pretty dull being a single teacher in this tiny Sacramento River town. So she joined the volunteer fire .department five
months ago and the chief says,
"1 wish some of the male firemen were as eager. "
"I've been the first or second
volunteer there on every fire,"
the attractive 25-year-old blond
said . "I feel like I'm just one of
the guys.?'
She insists her reasons have
nothing to do with women's liberation.
"I believe in doing what I
want to do. H I want to climb a
telephone pole then I'll go out
and climb a telephone pole. But
I'm not going to march up and
down the streets saying I want
ta climb a telephone pole," she

¦' • ¦;• •' ¦

said.

' MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
— Trial has been set for April
11-. for a former University of
Minnesota graduate student
who pleaded innocent Monday
to a charge of first-degree murder in Hennepin District Court.
Rick C. Fultz,, 26, Minneapolis, is accused in the Dec.
16 shooting of Mrs. Ruth Lundgren, 39, wife of a St. Paul
"It was just pulling me all chiropractor. She and her husover the place," she said. "I band were leaving a restaurant
didn't find out until two days near the university when, Mrs.
later that they had upped the Lundgren was struck.
pressure and were all standing Fultz had' been committed to
back having a big laugh about the Minnesota Security Hospital
it."
at St. Peter for psychiatric
Even though her boots are tests, but since has been ruled
too big and the fireman's hel- competent to ^tand trial. Judge
met gives her trouble, Fire Crane Winton also set a
Chief Clye Gregg says she's evidentiary hearing for March
doing "real well" at fires.

Asked what prompted the
fire-fighting role, she said,
"The town is pretty much devoid of entertainment. It's
downright dull here."
She said she found just what
she was looking for in the drama of fighting a fire .
The only difficulty came on
her first call, when she found
she couldn 't handle the water
hose.

By BJXL KOSMAN
WASHINGTON (AP) - International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp. says it has discovered the
"genuine" memo by lobbyist
Dita Beard, but an associate of
columnist Jack Anderson calls
the ITT claim absurd.
ITT said Monday that it has
turned over to the Senate
Judiciary Committee "important new evidence that the socalled Beard memorandum of
Mr. Jack Anderson was A
fraud."

Eighteen days after Anderson
released the memo, an affidavit
attributed to Mrs. Beard described the memo as a fraud
and a hoax.
ITT said Monday that it discovered, in the last few days, a
memo by Mrs . Beard dated
June 25, 1971. The firm said in
a statement: "The genuine
Beard memorandum is inconsistent with the Anderson mem-

orandum. '
At the same time, ITT released copies of affidavits from
Susan Lichtman, Mrs. Beard's
former secretary William R.
Merriam, head of the Washington ITT office, and ITT security
administrator Russell J . Tagliareni, a former FBI agent.
Brit Hume, the Anderson associate who said he obtained
the memo and interviewed Mrs.

In California

The
committee
is Investigating suggestions by Anderson that ITT won favorable
settlement of an antitrust action by pledging heavy financial' support for the Republican
National Convention in San
Diego.
To support the suggestions,
Anderson released copies of a
memo he attributed to - Mrs,
that the
Beard of ITT's Washington of- LOS ANGELES (AP) - Cali- Brown also asked
Republican
committee
be enfornia Secretary of State Edfice, written June 25, 1971.
mund G. Brown Jr. filed suit in joined from accepting any addiU S. District Court Monday tional contributions from businesses and that ITT and Sheraagainst the International Tele- ton be prohibited from contribphone & Telegraph Corp. under uting any more money to the
the Federal Corrupt Practices convention.
Brown > a Democrat, said he
Act; ,
Brown's suit asked for an in- filed the suit in his capacity as
junction ordering the Republi- California 's chief election offiDamage to blood vessels Collections of gas in the soft children, interference with de- can National Committee to re- cer.
may, he said, be responsible tissue, he said , are a grave velopment of long bones, caus- turn $100,000 contributed for its
for bone changes resulting from symptom. In all six cases in ing deformity.
convention by ITT's Sheraton
hotel division .
frostbite. Damage to soft tissue which it was seen, amputation
also may leave the underlying or" the affected part was necesHe said the Federal Corrupt
bone exposed to infection , he sary.
Practices Act prohibits a corponoted.
ration from 'contributing to a
Farther changes may occur
presidential campaign or to a
The first symptom of frost- up to six months after injury,
convention.
bite is tissue swelling, which Tishler wrote.
Half of the Golfing is not permitted 3n The $100,000 check from
may occur immediately but patients studied showed such
Sheraton was given to the San
may persist from a few days to changes, including moderate to Winona parks "mainly for safe- Diego Convention and Visitors
two months, Tishler reports^
severe demlneralization of bone ty reasons", said Robert Welch, Bureau in August 1971. This
Response to our last
director of the park and rec civic committee is raising $600
in the affected limb .
,"The degree of demineraliza- reation department. Since the 000 to help meet expenses of
been asked by many
NOT SO PRIMITrVE
tton appears to be the most parks are located in residen- the Republican convention
*
SO HERE WE GO!
NEW YORK (AP) — Dr. marked where the soft-tissue tial areas, he said, there is al- which is being held in San
James C. King, associate pro- damage was greatest," he ways the chance that a child Diego.
might get hit. Another reason Brown's suit alleges that the
fessor of microbiology at New found.
York
University's
Medical A wasting-away of tissue may for the no golf ordinance is be- convention bureau "accepted
School, points out In his book, be seen in severely injured cause of property damage Sach and received this check as an
year. Welch said the depart- agent of the Republican Nation"The Biology of Race," that no limbs, he added.
living population is more primi- Latent bone and
jo int ment has already had a num- al Committee in connection
tive than another.
changes resulting from frost- ber of reports of broken win- with and to finance the ReFor example, he believes the bite may occur six months to dows.
publican National Convention."
hippie teenager living in a com- many years after injury, Tish- Since the golf courses are not A spokesman for the commune is not as primitive as his ler said.
open yet, Welch suggested per- mittee said there would be no
parents believe. The hippie is These include disruption of sons wishingI to get in some immediate comment on the
US. CHOICE
misunderstood by bis parents, bone development at the ends pre-season practice use the dog suit. .-: .
Dr. King says.
of the fingers and toes and, in trial area at Prairie Island.
Republican National Chairman Robert Dole has said In
the past that corporate contributions to the San Diego civic
U.S. CHOICE
committee are legal.
' SUN

Suit is filed
against IT&T

Radiologist reports —

Frostbite growing as problem

By C. G. McDANIEL
CHICAGO (AP) - Serious
frostbite is becoming a growing
medical problem with the rising popularity of skiing and
other winter sports and yearround work in polar regions by
scientists and others, says a
Winnipeg radiologist.
Deep frostbite injuries may
occur for a period of years
after the initial injury, he
points out in a report in the
March issue of Radiology, the
journal of the Radiological
Society of North America, published in Syracuse, N.Y.

The radiologist, Dr. Jack M.
Tishler of Winnipeg General
Hospital , Manitoba, studied the
X-rays of 82 patients treated
for frostbite from 1962 to 1970.
The manner in which frostbite injury occurs is controversial, Tishler said, but
adds there is some evidence
that damage to soft-tissue cells
results primarily from the formation of crystals and membrane disruption.
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Golfing not
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Wisconsin
electric rail
group meets

EAST TROY, Wis. (AP) The Wisconsin Electric Railway
Society, with a name that
sounds like a pop recording
group, got down to the 1972
work season over tie weekend
by taking over part of a utility
substation for a combination
depot, museum and concession
store .
The society, which deals in
old electric railroad equipment
restoration and use, will use
the substation as a starting
point for excursion rides this
summer from here to Mukwonago.
About 100 volunteers plan to
spend the first part of summer
cleaning and repairing the substation and the stop at the other end of the line. Opening la
planned for May 27, in time to
catch Memorial Day crowds.
Workers are sandblasting,
painting and refurbishing two
former
North Shore line
coaches, and will later add a
streetcar from Milwaukee on
the six-mile route.
Another crew is working to
prepare a snowplow car , a
freight car and an electric locomotive to join the excursion
cars.

Tlie Village of East Troy
owns the six-mile rail line , on
which it operates one of the few
municipally owned freight cervices in the country.
The society will pay a percentage of Its revenue from
rides, concessions and museum
fees for use of the building nnd
rails.
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Steak Sale was so good we have
of our customers to re peat it —
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Beard twice about it , rejected
"The Justice Department can
ITT's claim.
hardly be considered a neutral
party in this matter when the
Mrs. Beard , who has been fitness for office of its highest
hospitalized in Denver for sev- official is the subject of the ineral days, is expected to be re- vestigation.
leased late this week or over
In her affidavit, Mrs. Lichtthe weekend. A jud iciary sub- man said a memo she typed
committee plans to question for Mrs. Beard last summer
her in the hospital Wednesday. contained some of the material
The inquiry was instituted at in the version printed by Anthe request of acting Atty. Gen. derson
without the portions
Richard G. Kleindienst, who linking butthe ITT convention
said he wanted to disprove An- pledge to the antitrust settlederson's allegations. Anderson ment.
had
disputed
Kleindienst's
claim that he had taken no part
in the settlement.
Kleindienst, a former deputy
attorney general, has received
unanimous committee approval
If you tuffer from $lmpl« every
to succeed John N. Mitchell as day nervous tension then you
should be taking B.T. tablets for
attorney general,
¦
:•
. ' . ',
Senate Democratic Leader wllef.
on the druggist at the drug
Mike Mansfield has said the : Call
•tore listed below and ask him
full Senate will not vote on •bout B.T,tablets.
Kleindienst's nomination until
They're safe non-habit forming
the committee completes its and with our guarantee, you will
lose your every day Jitters or
probe.
Meanwhile, Anderson protest- receive your money back.
Don't accept a substitute for
ed Monday that the memo he
gave the committee was turned relief,buy B.T. tablets today.
INTRODUCTORY OFFER:
over to the FBI without his conWorth $1.50
sent. He asked that the panel
Buy one small size B.T.
get the document . back and
—flet one Free
then hold onto it.
And, Anderson said in a letter to committee Chairman
Westgate Shopping Canter
James 0. Eastland , D-Miss.:
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DIM* to Increased foreign currency and Alrlln«i raising
prices 7% April 1,tha price
of this tour aftor April 1 will
bo ?047. RIGHT NOW IT IS
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U.S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE. BONELESS

TENDER,JUICY,U.S. CHOICE
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$1.49 I

Porterhouse Steak LD $1.69 SIRLOIN STEAK Lb
PARTS MISSING
DUBUQUE
I
¦
CAPONS • - • - u. 39c POLISH SAUSAGE „, 79c I
ALSO FEATURED> .
T.

\

• SIRLOIN TIP STEAK
• NEW YORK STRIPS
• PINWHEELS

/ • BEEF TENDERLOIN
\ • LONDON BROILS
|• SIRLOIN BROILS
PLANTER'S

• CHOPPED SIRLOIN
• SANDWICH STEAK
• Boneless SIRLOIN TIP

j I
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MIXED NUTS - U? 89C JERGEN'S BATH SIZE
BAR SOAP - - - - 10c
BEEF FLAVOR
RIGE-A-R0NI 3 B8o£. $1.00 ALL FLAVORS
ROYAL GELATIN - 10c 1
KING SIZE
§
SEVEN-UP • PK.'-SJrt OSe >™
Lr 10c 1
1
CAKE MIX
NABISCO
A
1
FIG NEWTONS 2 £ 890 «.«-««. s,ZE
mi
,
u
TOMATO SOUP - , 10c
SNOB0Y, RED,DELICIOUS

I

(GA

APPLES - - - - S t 59c CANNED POP - - - 10c

WISCONSIN RUSSET

POTATOES

MEDIUM

•

L,
b 69c
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Macaroni or Spaghetti
Box

YELLOW

ONIONS - - - - SJ 39c
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Automakers fear
they won't meet
emissions limit

By G. DAVID WALLACE
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation's automakers are approaching Jul y with the queasy
sensation that they won't make
their deadline for meeting the
gov€rnment's _ 975 exhamt
emission standards.
The pressure from government and industry critics already is getting heavier.
"It fs extremely difficult for
me to understand this sudden
and coincidental inability to
achieve the Clean Air Act
standards," said Senate Maj ority Leader Mike Mansfield
after the manufacturers announced they would ask for an
extra year to meet standards
set by, the 1970 act.
Ralph Nader has said it's already too late because the auto
Industry decided long ago to rework the present engines ' in. stead of designing new engines
powered by steam , electricity
or a clean power source.
Government and industry officials concede that as yet , a
little over three months before
manufacturers say they must
start the ordering and tooling
for 1975 cars, no one has developed a masg^ production car
which will meet all the standards;
But researchers have developed some cars which come.tantilizingly close, and government
officials are not convinced the
Industry heeds the;,, year's reprieve it has requested .
Engelhard
Minerals and
Chemicals Corp., an independent catalytic filter researcher,
says it recently ran a car for
25,000 miles with its converter,
and the car still put out no
more than legal levels.
Ford has run a stratifiedcharge engine in its laboratories which meets the 1375
standards.
But even the most promising
experiments have what the
auto industry considers to be
some important qualifiers :
In addition to meeting legal
limits of emissions for 1975, the
cars must also sustain that level for 50,000 miles. No test car
has done this yet .
In an October survey, the National Academy of Sciences survey of five domestic and 13 foreign cars found that the stratified—charge engine run at
Ford and five foreign cars met
the 1875 standards , but all were
hand-made and a decade away
from mass production.
No. one has yet built a test
car which meets all the qualifications for emissions and
mileage.

The academy concluded;
"While there is no certainty today that any 1975 model year
vehicles will meet tie requirements of the act , the status of
development and rate of progress make it possible that the
larger, manufacturers will be
able to produce vehicles that
will qualify," provided certain
conditions are met.
The conditions ar« (1) that
the government allow replacement of the catalyst within 50,000 miles, (2) that unleaded
gasoline be available in time
and (3) that the average of production line cars—rather than
every single one- — meet the
standards.
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MINNESOTA'S MOST
EXCITING SPORTS EVENT
IS YOU RS TO ENJOY ON
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Hear Chuck Williams
Describe These; Exciting
Games In Championship
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WEDNESDAY

Think about this
before you buy
your next tank
of heating oil
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12:50 P.M.-AUSTIN vs. MPLS. NORT h
8:20 P.M.-DULUTH EAST vs. MOUNDS VIEW

THURSDAY
2:20 P.M.-RED WING vs. PROCTOR
8:20 P.M.-MELROSE vs. LITTLE FORK-BIG FALLS

FRIDAY

High quality Mobil heating oil.
Complete burner service & furnace cleaning,
Our -'KEEP FULL" delivery.
Our balanced monthly payment*.
Export maintenance-repair service for oil
heating equipment.

12:50 P.M.-CLASS

AA SEMIS

(

j

MARCH 27, 7:50 P.M.

j

CLASS A CHAMP
vs-

f)

{

}

2:15 P.M.-CLASS A CHAMPIONSHIP
8:15 P.M.-CLASS AA CHAMPIONSHIPS

Joswick Fuel & Oil Co.

MONDAY

)

SATURDAY

heating oil
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8:20 P.M.-CLASS A SEMIS
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Terrazzo floors, as old as ancient Rome, are today's newest
look in floors.

"one drink too many " becoming a habit with you or
•omoone In your family? The Wlnone chapter of Alcoholic* Anonymous »<ai\d» ready to talk th(» over with
you. Call 454-4410 — the number It In your phone booh.
All calls are confidential. If you nead AND went help
with a drinking problem, call Alcoholics Anonymous
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The EPA has provided for
the unleaded gasoline. It promised to meet the other two conditions. Withiij- the next three
months it must decide whether
it has gone far enough or must
grant the year's extension, too.
What can the government
do?
¦
"N o t h i n g , ' ' said Nader.
"They're going to extend it."
Government officials say they
expect compliance—as of now.
The 1975 standards ,, if met,
would cut by 90 per cent the
amount of polluting fumes permitted for this year 's models.
Transportation Secretary John
Volpe has estimated internal
combustion engines contribute
55 per cent of the pollution in
sparsely populated areas and
as much as 95 per cent in big
cities.
Cars give off carbon monoxide, a poisonous gas, and
hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen, whiqh cook in the sun to
create smog.
"You can go only so far with
engine modification , then you
go to a sophisticated system,"
says Donald A. Jensen, Ford's
pollution control specialist.
And system is the key word .
It means perhaps recirculating
exhaust gases through the engine to burn off as much pollutant as possible. It means carefully matchinp engine power
agajnst car weight to increase
efficiency. It means redesign-:
ing even little items like
valves, rocker arms, springs
and camshafts to handle unleaded gas and higher temperatures.

IS THAT . . .
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"I've yet to see any exhaust
device you just bolt on the end
of the tailpipe," says John
Adamson of American Motors.
Regardless of what system
automakers . finally choose , or
what year's models they put
the systems on, Americans will
feel nationwide for the first
time the impact—in terms of
cost and convenience—of cleaning up the air.
winona
Daily
News
19a
IAd Winona, Minnesota
The 1975 or 1976 cars , say engineers, will start harder , have
TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 1972
less pickup, exhibit a greater
^mm^^^m^mmm^m^^^^^^^—^^^^ mmm^mm^m^
tendency to stall and cost
more .
The National Academy of Sciences estimated pollution control alone will drive up car
PRE-SPRING
prices by $274 over this year 's
SALE
models. Fuel economy will
of
deteriorate by from 3 to 12 per
cent. Replacement of the
• Turf Builder
e Super Turf Builder
catalyst—if
necessary—will
cost from $25 to $50 a shot ,
• Halts Plu*
¦
BROTHERS
DADD
nUDD STORE, INC.
TRUE VALUE HARDWARE
576 E. 4th St. Phon» 452-4007
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The weather
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Local observations

-

OFFICIAL WEATHEB BUREAU OBSERVATIONS for
the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 56,. minimum 35, noon 35. precipitation .87.
A year ago today:
High 40, lovf 20, noon 36, no precipitation.
Normal temperature range for this date 43 to 25 Record
iigh 75 in 1911, record low 1below in 1888.
Sun rises tomorrow at «:07, sets at 6:21.
11 A.M. MAX CONRAD FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Mississippi Valley Airlines)
Barometric pressure 29.69 and steady wind from the northwest at 10 mph, cloud cover 600 feet , visibility one-half mile.
HOURLY TEMPERATUKES
<Pro»vided by Winona State College)
Monday
l p.m. 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 » 10 11 midnight
52 54 55 52 50 48 47, 46 44 42 42 40
.' . . ' Today '
1 a.m. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll noon
s
40 39 38 38 38 38 37 37 37 36 36 35

1st Quarter
March 21

Full
March 23

Forecasts

Last Quarter
April 6

»Va

TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 1972

N«w
April 13

Elsewhere

Hearing set
on theft by
check charge

Richard B. Ledebuhr, 23, 1731
W, Wabasha St., this morning
appeared with bis court appointed attorney, James W. Soderberg, before Winona Municipal
Court Judge Dennis A. Challeen
and requested a preliminary
hearing Ledebuhr is charged
with theft by check. He allegedly wrote seven , checks
amounting to $136.75 between
July 4 and Sept. 18 in Winona.
Ledebuhr was released on his
own recognizance and the hearing is scheduled for 10:30 a.m.
Thursday.
Ronald W . Larson, 23, 759 W.
King St., appeared with his
attorney, Robert Langford, and
changed his previous plea to
guilty to a charge of simple
assault. Larson allegedly slapped Miss Mary Virnig in the
Arnold Westling home, Wilson,
Minn., where she lives, and removed a ring from her finger
causing her pain.
A sentence of 30 days in the
county jail was suspended on
condition that he not violate
any laws and has no contact
with Miss Virnig.

The daily record
Two-State Deaths

Two-State Funerals

Peter P. Reshel
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special) — Peter P. Reshel, 88,
a lifelong resident of the City
Point area, Jackson County,
died Sunday noon at the Jackson
Home here, wheTts he and his
wife, Mary, had lived since Nov.
12, 1971.
A retired farmer, he was born
March 2, 1884, in Arcadia in
the City Point area, He married
Mary Kana 64 years ago, on
Nov. 24, at Spaulding, near City
Point.
Survivors are: his wife; two
daughters, Mrs. Howard (Clara)
Bills, Milwaukee, and Mrs.
Frank (Regina) Ellis, City
Point; five softs , Edward, Clarence and Robert, City Point;
Julius, Irvington, Calif., and
Leonard, Milwaukee; 24 grandchildren; • 16 great-grandcbildren ; four sisters, Mrs. Rose
Seidle, Spencer; Mrs. Anne Koloski. Beloit; Mrs. Marie Curtin,
Marshfield, and Miss Kate Reshel, Minneapolis, and one
brother, GeOrge, Milwaukee.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. at LaneloisGalston Funeral Home, Black
River Falls , and at 9:30 a.m at
Martyr's Chapel, near City
Point, the Rev. James Benkowski officiating. Burial will be in
the church cemetery.
Friends may c?ll at LangloisGalston Funeral Home this afternoon and evening. There will
be a prayer service at 8.

William B. Cordes
LEWISTON, Minn. — Funtfral
services for William B. Cordes,
rural Lewiston, will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Trinity Lutheran Church, Wilson; the Rev.
Galen Soihmer officiating. Burial will be in Wilson Lutheran
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Jacobs
Funeral Home, Lewiston, today
after 7 p.m. and Wednesday until noon, then at the church after 1. .
Pallbearers will be John and
George Burns, Douglas Reps,
Earl Christopherson, John Randall and Conrad Brandt.

TUESDAY
MARCH 21/1972

At Community
Memorial Hospita l
Visiting hours: Medical and surgical
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to »:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients:-2'to 3:30 and 7 to
l:W> p.m. (Adults only.)
Visitors to a patient limited to two at
ona time.
. . .

MONDAY
Admission
Miss Bonnie Bartelson, Lewiston.
Births
Mr. and Mrs; Richard Massie,
Bloomington, Minn., a daugh..
ter.
Mr. and Mrsi Kenneth Johnson, 352 Wayne St., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Peterson,
Lewiston a daughter.
^ Mrs. Curtis Rogge,
Fred T. Stender
Mr. and
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. - 461 Deborah Ave., a son.
Funeral services for Fred T.
Stender, Minnesota City, were
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
held today at First Lutheran
Church here, the Rev. Larry Peter James Wachowiak, 351
Zessin officiating. Burial was W. Sarnia St., 5.
in Oakland Cemetery, Minnesota City.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
Pallbearers w er e Anthony
Goodview
Kelly, Harry Jessie, Glen Allmen, James King, Melvin Ho- No. 204 — Male brown and
hensee and Richard Hanson. white collie puppy. First day.
No. 205 -- Male brown , and
white collie puppy. First day.
Mrs. Frances Parpart
LAMOILLE, Minn. — Funer- No. 206 — Female brown colal services for Mrs. Frances Lie. First day.
Winona
Parpart, 80, Lamoille, will be
No. 51 - Small black and
at 12:30 p.m. Wednesday at
Borzyskowski Mortuary, Wino- white female terrier, no lina, and at 1 p.m. at Precious cense. Available,
No. 59 — Small brindle colBlood Church, the Rev. Robert
H. Taylor saying the Mass of ored male, long hair terrier
the Resurrection. Burial will type. Available.
be in St. Mary's Cemetery, Wi- No. 60 — Medium size black
and tan female cockapoo. Availnona.
able
.
call
at
the
mortFriends may
No. 62 — Large tan male part
uary after 7 p.m. today where golden
retriever. Available.
the wake service will be at 7:30. No. 63 — Three
black and
white pups, mixed breed. Available.
No. 72 — Two pups, part
cocker and poodle. Available.
No. 73 — Medium size black
and tan male, mostly German
shepherd. Available.

Senate expected
to revise bill
on Daylight Time
By CARL C. CRAFT
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate is expected to strike
three little words from its version of the split-state Daylight
Saving Time amendment to the
Uniform Time Act, the final
congressional stroke needed to
send the bill to President Nixon.
The House passed an Indiana
amendment Monday 332 to 7
that would give 12 states
straddling time-zone boundaries
new power to exempt only a
part of a state from observing
DST. It was approved after the
House cut the words "under
this act" to correct : what was
called a technical error.
The amendment has been approved by the Senate but must
be sent back for Senate consent
to the technical correction.
The 1966 Uniform Time Act's
current requirement permitting
only total state exemption
creates confusion and economic
hardship in states split by time
lines, said backers of the Indiana amendment.
Alaska is in four time zones.

States in two time zones are Indiana , Florida, Tennessee, Kentucky, Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakoat Oregon and Idaho.
Under the amendment , any
state divided by a time-zonia
boundary could exempt the portion lying within a single time
zone from observing DST. It
would not change the exemption option for nonsplit
slates
The law calls for DST from
the last Sunday in April to the
last Sunday in October, and
permits an exemption only if a
state legislature provides that
the full state observe the applicable standard time.
Rep. Wiley Mayne, R-lOwa.
accused the House Commerce
Committee of failing to act 011
his proposal to shorten DST, He
wants it to begin on the last
Monday in May and end on the
first Monday in September.
Chairman Hailey O. .Staggers, D-W.Va., of the Commerce Committee, promised
hearings on Mayne's proposal
during the early part of the
next congressional session.
Two other Iowa Republicans—H.R. Gross and William
J. Scherle—joined Mayne in opposing the Indiana-amendment
maneuver while .Mayne's proposal is not acted on. Others
voting against the bill were
Reps. John E. Moss, D-Calif.
Aivin E. O'Konski, R-Wis., and
Jackson E. Betts and William
M. McCulloch, both Ohio Republicans; .
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$30, prohibited stop, 7:55 a .m. was a sixth grade student in Samuel Waring officiating, with land , ticket,
and Don Ender, son, she is survived by a broth- Obitz to attend a Water Works
Monday, West Broadway and Blair school , _ member of Zion burial in Saratoga Cemetery. publicity.
er, Leland Maxwell.
Operators school April 12-14.
Friends may call at SellnerEwing Street.
Lutheran Church , its Sunday
Mrs. Muriel M. Ollom , 1714 school and j unior choir , and a Hoff Funeral Home, St . Charles,
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By DON KENDALL
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Sbphus Dahl , Blair
says grocery store. "
Harriet St.
Earl J. Veslvart , Brownsville, Funeral services will be at Westlie. She was married to Agriculture Secretary Earl L. Tho NFU says, however, tihat disservice to farmers and conTwo separate fires, neither serious, broke out at Park
Minn ., $25, no brakes on load- 1:30 p.m. Thursday at Zion Lloyd Claussen and the couple Butz "is absolutely right" when Butz is correct when he says sumers," the NFU said .
Hotel . Tlie fires both started from cutting torches used by er trailer , 3:20 p.m. Tuesday, Lutheran Church , tho Rev. M
. J. was engaged in farming in the he points out farmers need de- it's about time cattle prices re- "Somehow it
seems
a
workmen in demolishing the building.
Highway 61 at the Goodview Larson officiating, with burial Frenchvllle area. They movod cent profit s but it thinks he also covered to what they were 20 shame," the farm organization
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speak up for tlie American
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Mrs . NFU says Butz "is going to ri- "But for the secretary to set
12:45 p.m. Wednesday , Highway Wednesday after 2 p.m. and McKceth , Galesville;
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Mrs. Fred J. Papenfuss
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to 119 Center St.
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Mr. Kctchum , president of the Green Bay nnd Lake Pepin 3rd Street meter 34,
member of Uticn Presbyterian grandchildren; two brothers , defend farm Income while pitRailroad , accompanied by his wife, was ln the city , stopping
Paul 'Stnhr ,. La Crescent , and ting tho consumer against the
Peter L. L»_ nn , ChntfloM Rt, Church.
nt tho Huff House.
1, Minn., 11:57 Oct. 20, Lafay- Survivors are ; his wife; three Carl Stahr , La Cro.sse, nnd ono farmer ," the NFU said. "He
A. 11, Bissoll left for the East on n thrco-or-four-weolc ett e Street meter 211.
sons, Richard nnd Diwld , Uticn , sister , Mrs, George lloldt , Ln tells, consumers thnt they upend Office Hours: 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Frl., . -.30 to U Noon Sar.
only l(i cents out of every dolvisit to his old home in New York.
Donnld Meyer, Houston nt. 2, Minn ., nnd Donald , St. Charles; Crescent.
— Closed During Noon Hour D.illy —
Funeral arrangement 11 are by lar on food . But tho housewife Room 104 — Exclianoo Building
The weather is chilly, It was lit de grees ubov c /.ero this
Minn,, 7:40 a .m. Jan. 20, 1970, two daughters , Mrs. Orvnl
PI1000 454-1004
3rd Street meter 109.
(Ruth) Erlckson . Chntfleld , Die Nehion Funeral Home liero. has a right to view such cold
morning.
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In years gone by

Farmers Union upset
with Butz proposals
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QUALITY HEARING AID SETTER

Prediction based on growth patterns during '60s

'
.
Expect exodus from Minnesota could^ be^tutriMii^rp^ii

By J OHN LUNDQU1ST
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
— Minnesota, one of the heartland farm states that has had a
reputation for six decades for
exporting people, may find a
awing around to a net in-migration of at least 20,000 persons in
the 1970-85 period.
This prediction shows up in a
projection for the 15-year period by Prof. John R. Borchert,
director of the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs at the
University of Minnesota and is
based on growth patterns for
the 1960sThe study indicates, the state
would gain 530,000 in population
to a tota l of 4,303,000, but also
notes that a national "heartland" policy advocated and
promised by the federal government would tend to arrest
the relative slip of population
away from the nation' s midsection toward milder climates or
more glamorous places.
In that event, with the Farm
Belt
keeping pace percentagewise
with
national
growth , Minnesota's population
would, climb 850,000 to 4,625,000
and net in-migration would be
some 30,000.
The study, "Minnesota Settlement and Land Use 1985," was
prepared by Borchert and Donald D. Carroll, former director
of transporta tion planning in
the State Planning Agency.
Borchert added his views on

the pattern of state growth during a recent interview .
He said Minnesota's quality
of life—reputed in one study to
be second only to that of California 's—is a plus not always
appreciated by those who live
in the state.
"One of the reasons for that
standing is the high value

Another British soldier
is killed in Londonderry
BELFAST (AP) - The Irish
Republican Army killed another British soldier in Londonderry Monday night and a bomb
exploded in County Down early
today, but the bomb casualties
were slight.
The Provisional wing of the
IRA said it killed 19-year-old
John Taylor in retaliation for
"the murder qf' :. civilians, by
troops."
He was the 285th person to
die in Northern Ireland's communal warfare since August
1969, and the 28th this month .
An estimated SO pounds of gelignite exploded in a parked car
in the town of Banbridge just
after midnight, wrecking a
drapery store and damaging 60

Proposed railroad
regulations hit

By VJ2RN HAUGLAND
WASHINGTON (AP)
Amtrak, the National Railroad
Passenger Corp., said today
new rail service regulations
proposed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission are impractical and unbearably expensive.
"The cumulative impact of
the proposed regulations if
adopted substantially in their
present form could put Amtrak
out of business and bring an
end to intercity rail passenger
service," the corporation said
In a brief to the ICC.

with present equipment and
route structure," the brief said.
"Even if funds were available
for massive numbers of new
trains to achieve mathematical
compliance, the trains would be
running on schedules completely out of phase with the requirements of primary markets, causing massive revenue
loss."
"Similarly, the proposal to
require Amtrak to maintain
sufficient cars to meet periods
of predictable peak demands
would impose costs far beyond
Amtrak's resources and beyond
One of the proposed require- any appropriation Congress can
ments is that when rail lines reasonably be expected to proconverge to form a reasonably vide."
direct route between points, all The ICC also proposed to retrains most make a daylight quire Amtrak to hold all conconnection with a wait of not firmed reservations until 30
more than six hours or a night- minutes before trains leave.
time connection to s through The corporation said this recar. •
quirement, while reasonable in"It is literally impossible to some circumstances, "would
comply with this requirement make an absolute shambles of
Amtrak's reservation system
I¦
fl^8
a Wlnoira Da ily New*
o n c e r t a i n high-demand
Wfnona, MJnnesota
routes. "
TUESDAY, MARCH 21> 1972
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open discussion of public issues—borne out in a frothy and
often unpredictable political climate —are. other factors .
"You may find heterogenous
communities with a mix of
many backgrounds and ideas,"
said Borchert. "But you also
find a certain social leveling
where people have a good deal
Traditional family values and of contact, because they 're in-

placed on educational opportunities,' ' said Borchert. '"Another
is the high value placed on a
range of available housing opportunities in terms of types
and style of housing, and site
and location. They range from
close, high-density to isolated
wilderness sites," he said.
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Contemporary— model 3320, Also in Early America n
and M ecfiterranen n styling. Your choice.

Compact STEREO FM/A M
Radio-Phono, only 36 wide
Although perfoct for smaller rooms or apartments ,tonal
quality and performa nce is not sacrificed. Magnavox
has been makino Cirea t sounds for over 60 years, and
they've loaded this model with extra-value features;
such as: 10-Walts El A music power,-four speakers
that project sound from both sides and front, a precision automatic record player—even record storage.
It 's also available less stereo FM /4_» __f__fl_k flfe_.
AM radio—at lower cost.
^P^H^Qr ^UP

other shops. Flying glass gashed several persons , including a
policeman. No warning was
given, and it was the first such
explosion in the predominantly
Protestant town of 6,000 which
is 25 miles southwest ol Belfast.
The IRA so far had neither
admitted nor denied planting
the 100-pound bomb that killed
six persons and wounded 146
outside a Protestant newspaper
in Belfast Monday.
Ten minutes before the bomb
went , off in a truck , a telephone
caller warned of explosions in
Church Street. As the crowds
fled into nieghborrng Donnegall
Street, the bomb went up there.
In the wake of the explosion,
leaders of both major British
parties warned that a way to
end the violence must be found
soon.
Labor party leader Harold
Wilson said the mood in Ireland

Hospitalcosts
jumpit%.
survey reports

CHICAGO (AP) - Hospital
expenses in 1971 rose 11 per
cent over 1970, the American
Hospital Association reported
today.
The association based its figures on a survey of a sample of
825 representative hospitals
among 5,859 short-term general
and other special hospitals.
The increase was smaller
than the 17.5 per cent rise ef
1970 over 1969 expenses, the report said.
Total expenses for 1971 were
$22.5 billion, of which $13.03 billion went for payroll.
Payroll expenses rose 9.1 per
cent over 1970, compared.with
an increase of 15.5 per cent a
year earlier. Nonpayroll expenses were up 13.9 per cent,
compared with 20.4 per cent;
The association said also that
hospitals had a lower rate of
occupancy in 1971, - a sizable
drop in the number of bassinets
because of a lower birth rate in
the nation, and a slight decrease in the average length of
stay for patients.
The number of outpatient visits continued to rise, the association reported , and more elderly patients were admitted under Medicare , but their length
of stay dropped from an average of 12.6 days in 1970 to 12.2
days ,

HARDT'S MUSIC
116 Uvea Plaxa East

H

Visit Our Now AlloyEnlranca Display Room

"It is a mood which could extend to this side of the water,"
he added. "In a very real
sense, the bell tolls for us all in
these islands. "
Despite opposition criticism
that the Conservative government was worsening the situation by delaying its new political proposals for Northern Ireland, the Conservatives defeated an emergency Laborite
motion of criticism 294-257.
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CALIFORNIA PASCAL

CREAM PIES gJP .781"

CELERY
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14-OZ.

A I $100
_

BANQUEI

DINNERS

Haddock—Turkey—Chicken—Salisbury

„ $100
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GOLDEN CRISP

M Qc

CTAIK

"

OSAGE FREESTONE

PEACHES "- J- $1.00

%Jff

TOMATO SOUP - - 10c

Orange Drink -0 4 - $ 1
«

¦

JELL 0

¦ 3O fk9 l0c
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CAMPBELL'S

ASSORTED FLAVORS

n oz

-
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CHERRY

TOMATOES
P,NT

10c
MuTB

BOUNTY JUMBO

—
TOWELS - - 3- $1.00 —
mm
¦
37c
CORN FLAKES
APPLES
KELIOGG'S

Premium Saltines 2 lbs 69c
Vanilla Wafers - »¦*• 39c
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The southeastern third of the
state is expected to pace the
s t a t e ' s economic-population
growth, with the seven-county
Twin Cities area serving as the
magnetic huh for this.
Assuming continuation of 1960

trends, the 15-year growth pattern shows the metro area accounting for 442,000 of the 530,000 population climb in the
state, to a total of 2.3 million
and surpassing the state's 1.9
million out-state total.
With a national "heartland"
policy, the metropolitan total
could climb to 2.6 million under
a continued trend toward largescale urban development, and
1.9 million in outstate areas.

Tiy the^mildone.

»DIdtasting,,.

Potato Pancakes

Add in _ a new room, modernizing the kitchen or
halls nil Is for more plumbinstalled,
ing, expertly
When you remodel , . .

L

highways are least developed
are the Minnesota River Valley
and the rolling terrain and lake
region between Alexandria and
Detroit Lakes.

As for population growth,
Borchert doesn't see a lag as a
numbers game to worry about
unless an out-j nigration drains
off many . professional and
skilled people. He noted that
nationwide, many in the 22 to ^
25 age group have tended to
^
^
migrate but the tightening employment outlook has slowed
IJ
this.
Among priorities in planning
l^^^ iP^C^f ^_A_£^kSI
' Mim
future growth, Borchert ranks
road development high. More
than 99 per cent of nonfarm
OT
growth is expected to continue
in 14 urban clusters, with complete shopping and wholesaleretail centers.
The highway network intersects most of the scenic regions BLENDED WHISKEY-BB PROOF it 4<A 6RAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS « JAS.
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of the state, say* Bprchert's report, although access to scenic
regions is sometimes accidental
and incomplete. Two well-traveled routes, the "Hiawatha Valley" of the Mississippi River
from the southeastern border to
Minneapolis - St. Paul, and the
Lake Superior North Shore,
need coordinated development
of highway, recreational waterway, riding and hiking trails.
Major corridors where scenic

MORRELL PRIDE

PRIZES FOR MEDALS
FRANKLIN CENTER , Pa,
(AP) — A nationwide bicentennial medal design competition
for professional and amateur
artists is being held through
March 31 with the Franklin
Mint offering a half million dollars in prizes.
Artists are being invited to
design medals portraying their
state's contributions to the heritage of America , There will be
200 •winners , four from each
state. Artists will compete only
against others from their own
stale. Designs must be in black
and white drawings. Entry
forms are available by writing
Bicentennial
Medal
Design
Competition , Box 1976, Franklin
Center , Pa. 1906,1.

__
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had worsened "f rom doubts
and anxiety to fear—fear that a
still graver situation is on the
point of developing which could
engulf not only the danger
areas of the North but the
South."

terested in the same things,
like boating, fishing, snowmobiling or the lakes.
"I think it is important that
people in this state, along with
North Dakota and Wisconsin,
have plowed back a relatively
high proportion ef their income
into all kinds of education,
health services, and good road
networks."
On the other hand , it is the
tax rates it takes to pay for
these things that some critics
c o n t e n d have discouraged
people and businesses from
staying in Minnesota . The 1971
legislative tax measure hiked
sales and income taxes but
trimmed real estate levies.
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VAN CAMP'S

PUFFS

FAMILY PAC

STORE HOURS: 8 A.M. -9 P.M. MON. THRU FRI., 8 A.M. -6 P.M. SATURDAY , SUNDAY 9-5 P.M,

IGA WEST 5th STREET
TELEPHONE 454-3030

Winonan in thick of Humphrey's quest for presidency
By FRANK UHLIG
Dally News Staff Writer
If U.S. Democrats nominate Hubert H. Humphrey
for president this year, a
former Winonan will post-

all Doyle, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James N. Doyle, 720
Main St;, is at second-semester senior at DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.
Doyle tends to give priority to his current job as
national radio reporter for
the Humphrey campaign
staff. The Minnesota senator's election as president, if
it happens, would indefinitely postpone Doyle's present plans to take a bachelor's degree in speech, specializing in radio and television communications. Because, Doyle points out, he'd
then expect to be a White
House staffer or something
comparable.
ALREADY a seasoned
campaigner after 1% months
in Florida, Doyle stopped
in Winona Sunday and Monday en route to Wisconsin
and its upcoming April 4
primary.There the Humphrey
group m& determine whether its newfound momentum
— fueled by the Florida results and a new Gallup Poll
— will increase its present
advantage over the currently-sputtering Ed Muskie
machine. The Gallup survey showed Humphrey leading Muskie by some 7 percent in popular esteem.
"Although it's nice to be
in the position of front-run-,
ner, I don't think it will
affect our method of operation much," Doyle said in
an interview Monday. He
thinks the Florida win over
Muskie and the Gallup find-

pone finishing college for a
half-year.
If Humphrey is nominated
and wins, Stephen D. Doyle,
21, may not get around to
finishing his senior year at

ASSISTANT . .¦ ' . 'At -21, Stephen Doyle Winona, personi^
fies the increased emphasis this year on youth iin the Hubert
Humphrey presidential campaign. Doyle, a DePauw University student , has taken a few months leave of absence to
work on the Minnesota senator's traveling staff. (Daily
News photo)

Off, oh-campus costs
similar, survey shows

•The theory that it's less expensive ior a studdnt to live
off campus than in a dormitory
is questioned by results of a
recent survey of Winona State
College students living in private homes.
Forty-six of 100 Winona State
etudents, selected at randtan,
responded to questionnaires developed and sent out during the
winter quarter by two University of Wisconsin-La Crosse graduate students, Jam& Welch and
James Roester.
Their study concludes that
the total cost of living off campus, including rent, food, utilities, transportation, repairs
and furnishings, averages $868
for a nine-month period.

phone ¦;¦
service
in a residence
¦
haii. :¦
Welch and Roester, who had
the cooperation, of the college's
residence hall staff , inte!r-residence hall council and student
affairs office , found that the average student living off campus
spends $96.53 a month for living
expenses. This includes $49.12
for rent (the range was from $32
to $82.50), $38.86 tor f o o d(seven
hours a week are spent purchasing and preparing food),
$9.05 for utilities, $12.24 for
transportation and $4.93 for repairs and furnishings.
The monthly cost for dormitory living breaks down to $95
a month.
Welch and RoesWr also questioned students living at RichA STUDENT pays $855 for a ards Hall under a plan institusimilar nine-month period for a ted last fall and described by
doubld room, board and tele- college officials as "a success-

ful experiment" in upperclassman living.
THE SURVEY showed the
students' general opinion of
Richards, its academic atmosphere and social climate ranged
from "good" to "excellent."
The students responded favorably to questions on rental
charges, expansion of the coed floor and legalized possession
of and vise of liquor but they
expressed disfavor with the
noise level and any suggestion
that there be" increased , supervision,
Ninety-seven percent said they
intended to return to Richard
next year.
Welch and Roester concluded
that the average Winona State
student "wiH .not necessarily
save money by living off campus.
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Mo Cost or Obligation
» TIME 7:30 p.m.
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• PUCE Holiday Inn, Winona
Proiontod by: CordU Dmcoll and M. Norman

Tonight

Objectionable
light ordered
shut off

Removal of a controversial
rear-yard light at the Key
Apartments property, West 5th
Street, was requested by the
City Council Monday night after members heard it described as unnecessary and an invasion of a neighbor's privacy.
Mounted on a Northern States
Power Co. pole on a property
line, the light's purpose was to
illuminate the apartment parking lot as a protective measure.
But, councilmen were told by
Miss Audrey Anthony, 1737 W.
5th St., the
light s h o n e i
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?
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ings bear out the soundness
of the Humphrey tactics so
far. '
Doyle's job . which keeps
him busy some 18 hours a
day, is to make tape recordings of all Humphrey
speeches and other remarks
to group meetings, including
his answers to questions
from audiences. The material is carefully filed for use
as background material for
news media and for -future
reference. He also evaluates
the response of audiences at
Humphrey's numerous appearanoes.
FOB ALL this he gets a
daily expense allowance,
lots of travel on the Humphrey campaign j et plane
and the chance to look at a
prestigious national campaign from an insider 's
viewpoint.
His association with the
Humphrey organization began casually when he was
working as a part-time
newsman and disc jockey at Radio Station KWNO,
Winona , in 1970. He interviewed the then candidate
for U.S. Senator — and former vice president — and
later asked a staffer if he
codld join the team. Nothing happened until he renewed his request in January of this year, hoping to
make the experience a
short-term off-campus project for credit at DePauw.
A week tryout turned into
a permanent assignmentfor
Doyle who now thinks this
sudden turn may alter his
whole career plan.
"The greatest thing I've
gotten out of this is getting
to know Hubert H. Humphrey on a.one-to-onebasis," Doyle declared, recalling that Humphrey's reminiscences about his days as
Minneapolis mayor and .as
vice president are sprigiftly
and fascinating.
It's also had him working
alongside some famous individuals suck as television's Lome Greene and
three of the Minnesota Vikings' fabled front four, Carl
Eller, Alan Page and Jim
Marshall. All of them joined

Gty*

on her adjoin- C m mf A
'
ing property, t vounci1
created
excessive glare and lighted up
her entire property as well as
her house.
Miss Anthony said she considers the area well lighted by
a number of other sources and
that this one is superfluous . No
one representing the apartment
owner was present to challenge
the view.
City Manager Carroll J. Fry
noted that the light was a standard NSP installation for which
the company charges a bargain
rate. Such lights are used for
protection against vandalism
and theft, he said, and are
available for special fees If they
can be mounted on existing
standards. He said the council
could order tho light removed
but that it might faco action
by the apartment owner.
An initial motion by Councilman Barry Nelson, declaring
the light non-objectionable, was
beaten when only he and Councilman Jerry Borzyskowski voted for it. A subsequent motion
by Councilman Earl Laufenberger, asking NSP to removd
the light , was adopted over tho
opposition of Nelson and Borzyskowski. Voting in favor were
Laufenberger , Dan Trnlnor Jr.,
Howard Hoveland and Mayor
Norman Indall. Councilman
Gayiord Fox, an NSP employe
abstained.

Rhodesian chief s
son found guilty
SALISBURY. Rhodesia (AP)
_ Prlmo Minister Ian Smith's
son pleaded guilty today in
magistrate 's court to lllcgnl
possession of marijuana,
Alexander Douglas Smith , 22,
was charged with carrying
more thnn soven ounces of tho
drug when he returned to Rhodesia Dec. 20 from Mozambique.
Smith is the son of the prime
minister 's wlfo by her first
marriage.

forces in the Florida campaign.

DOVLE RELISHES being
able to work with nationallyknown newsmen, including
representatives of the three
major television networks.
He's critical of some news
coverage, though. At times,
he says newsmen assigned
to the campaign have filed
unfair reports — either by
reporting incompletely or
by placing emphasis oa
some aspects and overlooking others.
He criticized David Schumacher's CBS report that
the Humphrey campaign in
Florida was in deep trouble but admitted that some
of it may have been true .
He said Schumacher gained
the confidence of some campaign underlings and exaggerated tihe Importance of
some of their offhand grousing. Moreover, he said, Schumacher based his report on
a time when things in the
Humphrey camp were still
being organized and therefore in sort of a mess.
Doyle conceded , however,
that the report stung Hum-

phrey^ forces into n e w
bursts of activity and caused a needed tightening-up
of procedures.
He also criticized the nominally-impartial Miami Herald for what he called prejudicial reporting.
Doyle grinned a little selfconsciously when asked if
he agrees with Vice President Spiro Agnew's charges
of bias among newsmen.
"I never thought I would,*
he chuckled ,"but I do believe that if these people
are going to express opinions, they should keep them
on the editorial pages. Better yet, they should stick to
objective reporting.
"Most of the television
newsmen seem to be bucking for tiiat anchor - man
spot. They're trying to do
it by sensationalism rather
than by solid, factual reporting. CBS gave us the most
coverage but we got the
fairest treatment from NBC
and ABC was next."
Doy3e normally works
with a crew of a half-dozen
staffers who accompany
H u m p h r e y everywhere.
They dp the myriad of di-

HITTING THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL . . . Sen. Hubert
Humphrey speaks to Ftaridians about the Democratic presidential nomination while his wife Murisl kibitzes. At her left,

verse jobs that keep the
campaign show on the road
— or in this case, in the air.
It costs the organization
about $750 a day to fly the
727 jet, Doyle noted and visiting newsmen attached to
the campaign help pay the
freight. Each one who joing
th£ party is a paying passenger and if the load increases to 60, the income
covers the daily rent cost.

Doyle shakes his head but
swears it's true that Humphrey lias a sort of sixth
sense about campaigning.
"It's this tingle in his
wrist that shows up when
things start breaking in his
favor," Doyle explains. The
Humphrey wrist began tingling a few days before the
Florida primary, causing
him to predict ( against the
pollsters' findings ) that he'd
beat Muskie by she or seven
percentage points. He did
better than that, drawing 18
percent of the vote, compared with Muskie's 9 percent
The 46 percent of Florida
votes going to Alabama Governor George W a 11 a c«
doesn't count in the calculation since Wallace is considered to have no chance at
the Democratic nomination.
The problem for Humphrey in Wisconsin, Doyle
thinks, is to keep polishing
the image of front-runner,
outwork, out-talfc and outtravel everybody —; and to
stay alert for that tell-tale
twitch of the -wrist that
means everything is going
to turn out as planned, or
better.

HELICOPTERS, much favored by the indefatigable
Humphrey, are even more
expensive. N e v e r t h e^
less, Doyle admitted, the
liberal use of helicopters to
drop in on many smaller
towns in Florida is considered one of the reasons for
Humphrey's strong showing
in the primary there.
Doyle marvels at the
Humphrey energy. He notes
admiringly that the candidate favors suits that lean
to the mod , tints his hair
slightly (but doesn't have
any transplants) and at 60
retains toe kind of bounce
and zip that drive youngsters half his age almost to
complete exhaustion.

Stephen Doyle, member o! the campaign staff , eatche* tha
senator's remarks with his ever-present tape recorder,

Off-street parking
ordinance introduced

Introduction of an amended
off-street parking ordinance was
voted Monday night by the City
Council after councilmen agreed
to add a controversial registration clause for multiple-family
dwellings.
The clause, which allows
grandfathering of existing conditipns if own- i ¦
ers
register
,».
within 90 days,
V.lty
had been ex- ^»
,.
tensively de- V.OIWCII
bated in pre- ( ________
vious reiviews •
and hearings by the City Planning Commission. The planning
g r o u p finally recommended
omitting the registration clause.
Councilman Barry Nelson had
complained that the recommended version would leave a
lot of existing conditions undis-

turbed indefinitely. These, he
indicated, were what caused
the issue to be raised in the
first place.
Without a grandfather provision of some sort , replied Councilman Howard Hoveland, the
ordinance wouldn't stand up legally. The modification clause,
with its 90-day provision, was
the result.
The ordinance will require
Vh parking spaces for each
family or dwelling unit in the
city and %-space at a hotel,
rooming house or other multiple dwelling, for each certified
occupant as specified by the
city's housing code.
The ordinance change springs
out of periodic complaints in
various residential sections of
the city about the proliferation
of cars parked on streets near
multiple dwellings. Many have
been converted from large single-family units into rental
quarters for two or three families or groups of tenants,
bringing about an increase in
the number of cars In use in
the respective areas.

Future Police
Officer club
is organized La Crescent

A. Future Police Officer club
was recently organized at the
Winona Junior High School. The
purpose of the club, according
to tho by-laws, Is "not to create n Junior Police Forco, but
rather, to betMr the understanding between our youth and
the police department through
truth , knowledge and understanding. "
According to Wayne F. Buswell , a mathematics instructor
and faculty adviser for tho club ,
tho Junior High School is the!
only Winona school to have a
club of this nature. Ho Ind icated a desire for the club to
go city-wide but he added that
a city organization would have
to get behind It and "carry
tho ball."
Presently 14 boys , in gradtfe
seven, eight and nine, are
active members . Buswell said
tho club is open to girls, Ho
snid originally two girls had
joined but dropped , apparently
"overwhelmed by the number of
boys".
Tho club has toured tho Winona pollco station at which
time Assistant Chief John H.
Scherer , told the group that
tho police will cooperate with
tlio club to help them Warn more
about pollco work.

board sets
teacBier hearing

LA CRESCENT, Minn. - Special) — Tlie La Crescent School
Board has set Thursday at 7
p.m . hs the date of n hearing
for considering abolishing tho
position of floating teacher nt
tho Hokah school.
At its March session tho
board a dopted a resolution to
abolish the position of audio visual director at tho close of tho
current school term , and accepted the resignations of Mrs.
Florence Gauatad and Roland
Johnson. The latter Is head
basketball and assistnnt football conch .
Tho teachers' negotiation committeo will submit the first draft
of tho teachers contracts to
board members prior to tho
April 12 meeting.
Donald Humfcld has been employed to replace Paul Ze.ssln,
retiring janitor at tho high
school , and will begin his now
duties A.pt il 1.
Hoard
members
directed
school administrators to (levelop spceWic plans tor n Nimimei
school program pending n survey ol interest nnd need.
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Milking n big show of lot s of fashion . . , our new
collodion of s!hirts, ties and pants . Easter 'fl only
the beginning . . . he'll want to wear these fashions
every time lie wants to show off. Cotton and polyester blends in nil the current styles. Shirts sizes
8-11), Pants sizes 11-14, regular or slims.

SHIRTS

$3.25-$4.00

TIES

$1.50-$2.00
$10.95

PANTS
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Shakespeare
to open 72
Guthrie season

Arbby could
care less!

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
— Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Night's Dream" will oepn
the 1972 season at the Guthrie
Theater on Friday, July 7.
Opening July 10 is John Steinbeck's . 937 "Of Mice and
Men," followed by "The Relapse," a Restoration comedy
by John Vanbnigh, on July 12.
The fall season begins Sept.
12 with "An Italian Straw Bat,"
a French farce, while "Oedipus, the King," by Sophocles
opens on Oct. 17 to complete
the repertory.
Season ticket sales open May
1 and single tickets go on sale
June 19.
¦

DEAR ABBY: I'm glad to see that you make mistakes,
too. In your column you used the expression, "could oare
less" to convey indifference. What you meant was
"COULDN'T care less."
Just think about it for a minute, and you will realize
that if One could care LESS he cares a great deal. And if
he COULDN'T care less, he doesn't care at all.
By the way, I could care less about your column; And
KRISTY IN L.A.
that's a compliment.
DEAR KRISTY: And I could care less about my
choice of words, which is . to say that I care so MUCH
I couldn't care MORE! Thanks to you and Judge Haworth of Galexico, Cal., and all the others who wrote to
good humoredly chew me out—more or less.
DEAR ABBY: I can't tell you how happy and relieved I
was when I read that letter in your column from "Dreammarried woman who
er." (She was the 41-year-old happily
:
¦
¦ . said she was
• . ¦-, ¦ ¦¦ ¦ . - ; ¦ . ¦ " ¦ . ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦•
.- • ¦ ¦
.
\ having an

...
Dear Abby:

Ettrick to begin
hot meals program

¦¦

By Abigail Von Buren
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man of her acquaintance.)
You see, I am a happ ily married woman, too, and I'm
also a "dreamer." I have my favorite fantasies about Dean
Martin, Paul Newman and Gregory Peck, arid I've always
felt a little guilty. I would never cheat on my husband,
Abby, and I'd never tell him about these romantic dreams I
enj oy secretly.
It was so good to know that there are other women who
dream dreams like I do. And I felt a lot better when I read
your answer saying, it's harmless as long as you don't try to
mate your dreams come true.
Thanks, Abby. I'll sleep (and dream ) a lot better toANOTHER DREAMER
night.

DEAR DREAMER: Fantasies have always been a.
part of our lives. They are perfectly normal, and nothing to be ashamed of. Some fantasies serve a very useful
purpose. Ask any dreamer.
DEAR ABBY: My son, who is 30 years old, misbehaved}
(Other women, drinking, and beating his
while married.
wife.)- -¦
I know how all this started. His wife refused relations
with him after the birth of their third child. I will admit,
she went through a bad time with the pregnancy and delivery,
but she demanded more of him than any man. could tolerate.
My son respected her wishes for two years. Finally he
couldn't stand it any longer and he strayed .
H3s wife found out about it and they had a row. He went
out and got drunk and that is when he beat her. She left
him promptly and they have been apart for four months.
My son supports her and the children, but he would like
to be a family man again. His wife won't let him in the
house, and she won't give him a divorce.
Abby, is there something I can do to get them back
again? She will speak to me, but not to my son.
together
6
GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: As long as there is no communication between your son and his wife* there is nothing
you (or anyone) can do. Urge her to seek counseling.
An impartial third party is always far more effective
domestic problems than a member of the
in mediating
family. "•"¦"

'YOO GOT A TICKET FOR 6PE£PING IN REVERSE t n

dr . ss with white trim; Mrs. John Glenzinski,
modeling a red knit pant outfit; Mrs. Cyril
Pehler modeling a black and white checkered
ensemble; Mrs. I>ominic Wozney in a pastel
pink printed dress, and Mrs. Robert Kramer
attired in a floor-length party dress with white
• knit bodice and red and white floral skirt.
(Nancy Sobotta photo)

WISCONSIN STYLE SHOW . . . Several
women who modeled at the Springtime Magic
Fashion Show Sunday at Pine Creek, Wis.,
are pictured in a number of spring and
summer fashions. From left, " Debbie Andre
in white hip buggers and red , white arid blue
top accented with a wide red belt; Mrs. Eugene Zablnski, wearing a sleeveless navy

Springtime Magic theme
For Pine C ree Ic styIe s how
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
An array of spring and summer
fashions were shown Sunday
when the Rosaiy Society of Sacred Heart Catholic Church,
Pine Creek, presented "Springtime Magic." More than 250
persons attended the event, with
fashions furnished by . Arcadia,

Churchwomen hear
delegate's report
Mrs. Steven S. Hondros presented a report on the health
workshop she attended it the
Monday evening meeting of the
C o u n c i l of Churchwomen
United,
Mrs. Hondros was one of two
representatives from Winona
and one of four throughout the
state who attended the March
Central regional health workshop held at Buffalo, N.Y.
Health problems and a health
bill were two of: the main topics discussed at the workshop,
the delegate explained to the
group;
It was announced that May
fellowship will be held May 5
at Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart. Sister Pat, Christian Educational Center of Austin, will
speak on "Behold the Woman."
. ¦•

¦

¦¦

¦ ¦
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Watkins auxiliary
sets fashion show
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The auxiliary of W a t k t u s
Methodist Home will sponsor a
spring fashion show Friday
f rom 2 to 4 p.m. at the Watkins Home dining room .
Fashions will be shown from
H Choate & Co. Tickets are
available from Mrs. Donald
Whaley, Mrs. Robert Lux and
Mrs. P. Earl Schwab.
The public is invited.
B

Arcadia auxiliary
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) St. Joseph's Hospital auxiliary
will hold its monthly meeting
Thursday at 2 p.m.

•***"*'ft^> %MNr

|

La Crosse and Winona merchants.
Mrs. "Yvonne Lindquist, Winona, was mistress of ceremonies
and Sandy Jereczek provided
organ music during the parade
of fashions.
Models were Andy Kaldunski,
Steve and Tom Kaldunski, Bobby Thomas, Lambert Tulius,
Paul Wagner, Dave Kujak, Kevin Kramer and Pat Thomas.
Also modeling were the Mmes.
A D . Jereczek, Dennis Pellowski, Robert Kramer, Gerald
Sending, Blanche Kulas, Cjril

¦
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Sizes: 2- 6x

$5.00-$12.00

Sizes: 7-14

$7.50-$15.00
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With Every $5.95 Dry Gleaning Order

Advertitemtnl

Money Does
Matter...
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JUNIOR DRESS DEPT. -MAIN FLOOR

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — The Buds and Blossoms
Garden Club will meet Thursday at-8 p.m. at the parochial
building. Topic of discussion
will be house plants and spring
gardening tips.

A
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Garden club
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A little knit is just what the young junlort
want now . . . and here's the very thing. Polyester pin stripe dress with mutton sleevet by
Bobbie Brooks. Set in waist band with button
trim . . . slight flare skirt. Blue, Green or Lilac
in sizes 7-11.

Ann Eendahl, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray ; Rendahl, 351 E.
Sanborn St., received a grade
of 95 in"the " final competition
of the Minnesota Music Teachers Association piano contest
held at the University of Minnesota Saturday. She will receive
a certificate of recognition for.
her achievement. Miss Rendahl is a student of Mrs. Henry E. Hull.

¦
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Wins music award

Pehler Jr., Cecil Maliszewski,
Len Seracki, Wesley Staublin,
Domonic W o z n e y , Richard
Brown, John Glenzinski, Eugene Zabinski, George Wener
and the Misses Louise Jaszewski, . Sue Tulius, Nancy lance ,
Bonnie Ftahm, Debbie Andre,
Sue Wicka and Kay and Kim
Jereczek.
Those in charge of the show
were the Mmes. Kenneth
Frahm, Marcel Thomas, Harold
Andre, Frank Peplinski Jr; and
Paul Jaszewski.
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By MIKE LEONARD

Credit buying can be good for
you — but, it must be wise buying!
Thoughtless use of credit just
doesn 't help anyone.
Be sure your income is large
enough for you to be able to
handle the monthly payments.
And, remember these things:
1.—Try to borrow money or buy
on credit only for the large
things you need.
2.—Find out exactly how much
the item will cost, including
all financing charges.
3.—Make as large a "down payment as you can.
4.—Pay the balance as quickly '
as you can.
You may well fin d that thei
"cost" of buying on credit can,
be much less if you make your
arrangements through the First
National Bank of Winona. We'll
advise you fully, without charge.
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We are a "Full Service" Bank,
you know!
Our btttt wishes for an enjoyable
retirement to Robert E. McCormlck , director of quality control
of Bay State Milling Co. He will
rotlre March 31 after 35 yiaart of
service. Congratulations to Ronald L. Mollne who will become
the director of qualify control.

' HER FIRST JL
COMMUNION VW'
DRESS
|
;
|

^mmmi^
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the pretty dress for Easier enchantment. Springtime dress with the gratlo, feminine prettlness Hint
your little girl will remember always. Styles little
girls love, fabrics mothers approve.

ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) A program of home-delivered
meals will be instituted in Ettrick beginning Monday. The
meals will be delivered five
days weekly in the evening and
will be prepared at the TriCounty Community Hospital.
Special diets are available.
Volunteers from the lions
Club will deliver the meals with
volunteers from other civic
groups and church groups being solicited to assist with the
program. Wayne Erickson is coordinator for the Ettrick program.
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Diane Christine
Johnson
Mr . nnd Mrs . Floyd Johnson, Marino-on-St . Croix ,
Minn., announce tho engagement of their daughter Dinno Christine , to Sleven Leo
Sertstnd, son of Mrs. Gertrude Senstad, 162Vi Franklin St., and tho lata Henry
Senstnd .
MJHH Johnson ia n graduate of Stillwater High School
and Winona State College.
Her fiance Is a graduate of
Winona Senior High School
nnd is n student nt Winonn
Slate College.
A Juno wedding is being
planned.
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BcnutKully l a c e trimmed
whit* dresses of 10(1% dncron
organza . . . Ctioose from
s'101't slcevcK or Ions.

-nd

Si7es fi to 10,

0.98
$1

Communion Veils
White Tight s
White Gloves

up
$2.79
$1.00
$1.25
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Call 452-7683 for Fran Pick-Up & Dollveryl

SEE THEM NOW
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Cot »h« lump en Eaiter . .. have your Spring outfit beautifully
Snnilonr^ dry cleaned and carefully pressed at Dison't. Not
only will your clothes bo returned fresh , with minor repalri
done free, but you nlao will receive a cute 9-inch , cuddly, stuffed bunny . . . ideal ns an Easter decoration or a <Md's gift .
Brin fl hom« • furry rabbit from DUon 'tl
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TWO CONVENIENT IOCATIONS
1 405 Gilmoro Avenuo

•

66 Wait Fourth Street

Your horoscope—Jeane Dixon
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2 .
Yoor birthday today : Holding on to what you have isn't
enough; this year you must pass things along to others while
receiving as much and perhaps'more in return. You cannot
stick to status quo now, nor can any sort of social or personal relationship be taken for granted. Today's natives gain
respect by a spirit of independence, often try more than is
convenient.
Aries (March 21-April 19): Nobody you work with will
see the day 's problems in the same light. Keep your temper
and your property unchanged, while shifting tactics.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Once you manage the personal discipline required early, creativity and the pursuit of
romantic and sentimental ventures should thrive.
Gemini (May 27-Jane 20): Think before acting. Get a second opinion from somebody who's been through the problems.
Airing a family difference makes it worse—wait for better
perspective.
Cancer (June 21JnIy 22): Home affairs and private territory should be peaceful enough. It's the outer world that
is stormy. You'll be glad you put on a calm front.
Leo (Jtdy 23-Aug. 22): It's good to remember that machines do not care. People do, and are apt to be touchy
today. Your share in keeping the peace is crucial.
Virgo (Ang.23:Sept. 22): Where you can, go it alone now.
Where you can't, let social actions take the course of least
effort. The mood we are all in passes easier thus.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Accept a dissenting opinion as
no more than what it is, not as if it were the whole person . Meticulous care with tools and machinery is essential.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. "21): Work piles up. You are well
advised to continue caution and concern with details despite
pressure for speedy results,
Sagittarius ( Nev. 22-Dec. 21): Friends and finances mix
less than ever today. Sign nothing until you fully intend to
comply with all the fine-print.
Capricorn (Dec, 22-Jan. 19): Consider first your own
long-range welfare and the plans you have under way, then
squabble if you still must and the program stands no loss.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb, 18) : Nobod y wants to stop and
look for reasons or systems now. Where you can , let well
enough alone, and go on with your own projects;
Pisces (Feb. 19-Manch 20): Abrupt changes, surprises
should not be allowed to upset serious planning. Do the expedient without committing yourself to permanent changes.

Job s. ''Daug hters;;
announce events

Nancy Diane
Denzer
Mr. and Mrs. Ray William Den2er, Minnesota
^ City, Winn., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Nancy Diane, to Steven
J. Erdmanczyk, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry S. Erdmanczyk, 3<fe E. 4th St.
Miss Denzer is a graduate
of Winona Senior High
School and is attendbj g Winona State College, Her fiance is a graduate of Cotter
High School and Winona
State College. He is employed by Kelly Furniture Co.
A May 6 wedding is being
planned.

To present play

Bethel 8, International Order
of Job's Daughters, will assist
the Knights Templar Coer de
Lion Commandery 3 in its Easter morning ceremony, it was
announced by Honored Queen
Pamela Kinzie when the group
met Monday evening at the Masonic Temple.
Cheryl Eddy reported on the
St Patrick's Day party, which
was held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Kinzie. Sixteen
girls participated.
The bus trip Sunday to Minneapolis for the ice show will
leave the temple at 3:30 p.m.
Permission slips must be signed and submitted .
The date of May 1 has been
selected for secret pals' night.
The Masonic men are invited
to attend the meeting and following reception. Secret pals
will be revealed at that time.
The senior banquet will he
held May 7 at which time all
graduating seniors will be honored and receive a token gift
from the Bethel.
A bus trip to Rochester will
be held April 29. All members
and their mothers are invited.
Reservations will be made with
Mrs. Harry S. Johnson Jr.,
Bethel guardian.
CORRECTION
GALESVILLE, Wis. - In the
Galesville - Ettrick - Trempealeau High School's list of National Honor Society students,
printed in a previous issue, the
name of Laurie Sacia was incorrectly listed as Laurie Sana .

ALMA, Wis. — The Alma
High School will present the
musical , "Oliver," Friday at
7:30 p.m. The play is based on
the book, "Oliver Twist," with
music, book and lyrics try Lionel Bart. Advance tickets are on
sale at the school.

Winona Dally News "M,
Winon a, Minnesota *?¦» .
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Dog psychologist: raise pets
not to be canine delinquents

tug of war."
Fox says there is no point in
discipline training for a puppy
at five or six weeks, because he
won't remember it, but he says
that's a good time for tender,
loving care and seeing that the
puppy has a lot of different experiences, so his environment
will be enriched.
At eight weeks, there is a
sensitive fear period, Fox says,
and at that time the dog owner
should avoid any undue trauma
for his puppy, such as taking
him to the vet for the first
time.
By 12 weeks; Fox says a dog
is emotionally bonded to his
owner, so discipline training
then is mot likely to break his
spirit or attachment.

Babysitters class
offered at Strum
STRUM, Wis. (Special). - The
Red Cross course for babysitters, sponsored , by the Strum
Women's Civic Club, will be offered as a four-week session noginning the last week in April.
The course is designed for
fifth and sixth grade students.
Those who have taken the
course before but who missed
some of the sessions, may make
them up during this course and
receive certificates.
The classes will be offered
after school at the Eleva Grade
School.

By PEACE MOFFAT
pressing himself, but people of- stages, Fox points out, adding
ten presume to know too much. that the best time to get a pupAP Newsfeatnres Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -/Would And any animal or person in a py is when he is between six
you believe a dog psychologist? close relationship can lose his and eight weeks old. /'Don't
Who once prescribed a box separate identity."
turtle to fulfill a poodle's ma- Fox told on a recent visit bother with a puppy older than
ternal instincts—
here, of a case where a young 10 weeks, unless he's been
Who says haying a dog is like couple owned a dog and the dog raised with a lot of people
having a child—
wouldn't let the husband into around," he advises.
But who takes his work so se- the bedroom. And in his" book, Before buying a dog Fox says
riously that he has written a he wrote about a dachshund one should see how he interacts
book called "Understanding who had a catatonic fit when- with other puppies; "Beware of
Your Dog."
ever the couple who owned him the most outgoing one," he
Measurements of the gaseous
"The purpose of the book is had a fight.
warns, "because he might be
element argon in rocks provido
to show an animal is an indi- Fox says dogs even develop the most aggressive. Take the Vagrants In Russia prior to scientists with the raw figures
vidual," explained Dr . ftfichael like young children in many puppy out of the pen and put 1945 were branded on the cheek needed to date things as old a*
W. Fox, associate professor of ways, and that their body lan- him in a completely strange with the letter B for brodyaga 4,500 million yearsj the estipsychology at Washington Uni- guage is similar to humans'. place—does he cower, or does meaning tramp.
mated age of Earth.
Loralee J iff
versity ' and associate director He also says dogs, like humans, he get up and investigate?
for research at the St. "Louis have different abilities to toler- Take along an old scarf or a
Stanek
zoo. . "A dog is easy to read. ate closeness.
glove, and after he's inMr. and Mrs. John Albert - He's very honest about ex- Dogs develop through several vestigated it, see if he'll have a
Stanek, 11Z E. Sanborn St.,
announce the engagement
of their daughter, Loralee
Jill, to Howard James Cook,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard benjamin Cook, Bloomington, Minn.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Winona Senior High
School 'and is attending Winona State College. She is
employed by Northwestern
Bell Telephone Co; Her fiance is a graduate of Kennedy High School, Blopmington, and is attending
Did you ever see the historic wonders of Rome? ...
¦— We Welcome Charge Accounts —1
%
Winona State College.
Sammy
and Sally did with their Winona National &
Call
For
Frew
Bring
To
/
452-2I7S
The wedding is planned \
Savings
Bank account.
/
Pick-Up & Delivery —OR—
201 East 3rd St.
V
for May 27 at Cathedral of
the Sacred Heart.
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... St your house?
It's time to call your
Welcome Wagon hostess.
She will bring congratulations and gifts .for the
family and the NEW
BABY!
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Phone 452-4529

Patricia Ann
Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Johnson, Lake City, Minn.,
announce tho engagement
of their daughter, Patricia
Ann., to David Christopherson, son Of Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Christopherson, Red
Wing, Minn.
Miss Johnson is a graduate of Lincoln High School
and attended Hamllno University, St. Paul, and Winona State College. She is
employed by Red Wing Shoo
Co. Her fianco is a graduate
of Red Wing High School
and ia employed by United
Sprinkler Co., Minneapolis .
A July 15 wedding is planned.

"TRY LYLE'S . . .
YOU'LL LIKE THEM"
(LYLE'S CARPETIHO S DRAPERIES
& LIHOLEUMS ARE GREAT!)
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VVarning! The
Mad Bombers
loose in NIT

Bohick completes collection
of amateur championship s
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
— Duane Boblck completed his
collection of anaateur heavy?
weight championships Monday
night with a victory in the 45th
annual national Golden Gloves
Tournament of Champions.
The Bowlus, Minn., boxer on
leave from , the U.S. Navy already held the AAU and PanAmerican titles and others won
in the armed forces and in international competition.
Bobick's stiffest test Monday
was in a semifinal , match
against Nick Wells, Las Vegas,
whom he narrowly defeated in
the Pan-American trials last
year.
Wells fought gamely after
Bobick clobbered him with a
right for a standup knockdown
count just before the bell ending the first round. Bobick disposed of Wells in the third
round flooring him with another
right. The referee stopped the
fight .
Bobick made quicker work of
Steve Williams of Fort Worth in

the championship match and
ended the fight at 1:30 of the
second with a technical knockout.
The biggest surprise of the
night was the dethroning of
Sam NeSmith of Indianapolis in
the 156-poiad division. NeSmith
had disposed of his quarter-final
and semifinal opponents in less
than a minute of the opening
rounds.
Going on form alone he
should ha-ve had no trouble with
LamOnt Lovelady of . Des
Moines.
Lovelady played it very
cautious with grabbing and running tactics for more than half
the fight . Suddenly NeSmith
went down from the only real
punch Lovelady threw. He was
counted out at 1:57 of the second round.
James Busceme copped a
r e c o r d fourth consecutive
crown in the 132-pound division.
The Fort Worth boxer defeated
Norman Coins of Indianapolis

Random Ramblings
Bg Sim SCHMIDT, S/ a-AMir
Crying in my beer

in. a spbt decision.
Fort Worth's James Martinez, 112-pound champion last
year , was dethroned Monday
t»/ Greg Lewis of Cincinnati,
Ohio.
A straight-punching Bay Theragood of Reswell, N.M.,
evaded the wild swinging of
Edward Avila Jr., Lowell,
Mass., to beat him soundly in
the 119-pound class with good
left-hand shots to the body.
Louis Self of Toledo, Ohio,
decisioned Greg Whaley of Cincinnati in the 125-pound division
in a repeat of their 1971 Golden
Gloves championship fight.
In the 13d-poond class, Ray
Seales of Las Vegas knocked
out Donnie Nelson of Lowell,
Mass., with a right hand bomb
*3 seconds into the first round.
Jessie Valdez of Las Vegas
rallied from a firstround
knockdown to beat Tom May of
Cleveland in the 147-potind
championship.
Marvin
Johnson
of Indianapolis won his second
championship, but this time in

Beer war in Kansas City

ST. PAUL m — With only
seven games remaining in the
National Hockey League regular
season, Dennis Hextall of the
Minnesota North Stars may have
a shorter period than that to
tune up for the playoffs.
Hextall.and Minnesota General Manager Wren Blair were
summoned to Montreal for a
meeting today with NHL President Clarence Campbell, and
possible disciplinary action for
a stick-swinging incident.

"Almost as hard as tho student. "
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Performance Gasolines
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H ighway 61 at Orrln St.
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1:5 — Louis Self, Tclrio, Ohio, didtioned Grtg Whiley, ClnClmuN, Ohio.
132 — James Buseemt. Fort Worth,
decltionw) Norman Goint, tndiinapolli.
13t — ' Rif Jcali, Lit Vcju, knocked
out Donnla Nelson, lowelll, Mass., :43,
first round.
147 — Jt»t Valdai/ Las Vegas, scored
TKo over Thomas May, Cleveland, 1:42,
third round.
. 136 — Lament Lovelady, DM Moines,
knocked out Sim NeSmittv Indianapolis,
1:53, second round.
US — Marvin Johnson, Indianapolis,
jeered TKO ever Donald Roaker, :M,
second round. ¦ . ',
178 — Verbie Garland, Toledo, decisioned Thomas Prater, Indianapolis.
Hwt. — Duane Bohick, Minneapolis,
scored TKO over Steve Williams, Fort
Worth, 1:30, second round.

¦
DOUBLE DARN! . ¦ . ' . Thomas May of the Cleveland,
Ohio, boxing club, kicks as he walks away after congratulating Jessie Valdez of the Las Vegas , Nev., club who is hugged
by his trainer in the background after the referee declared
Valdez the winner in the 147-pound class in the National Golden Gloves Tournament finals in Minneapolis Monday night.
(AP Photofax)

who claim that the Titans Son't
By KEN RAPPOPORT
belong in a post-season tourna(AP)
The
NEW YORX
Mad Bomber is loose in Madi- ment because of a patsy schedule.
son Square Garden.
Somebody better stop Richie Princeton plays Niagara in
Fuqua before he does more tonight's second game to estabdamage in the 35th National In- lish the rest of Thursday
vitation Basketball Tourna : night's semifinal field.
Jacksonville stopped Lafament.
"I only hope that we can hold yette 87-76 and Maryland
him to his average," says St. turned back Syracuse 71-65
John's, N.Y., Coach Frank Mul- Monday night in quarter-fipal
zoff, as bis team prepares for games to make it to the semis.
tonight's quarter-final match Fuqua, the big shot of Oral
with Oral Roberts and the high- Roberts' run-and-gun offense,
has a chance to become the nascoring Fuqua.
Oral Roberts is still in this tion's top scorer. He's on the
tournament oecause Memphis verge of catching Dwight LaState failed to hold the nation's roar, who closed out the season
second-leading scorer in check with Southwestern Louisiana
last Saturday nighi. Fuqua con- with a 36.34 average. Fuqua's
nected for 42 points, six o-ver current mark is 36.14. :
his 36.1-poirit average, as the If he repeats Saturday 's perMidwestern independent Titans formance, he'll move into the
No. 1 spot.
upset the Tigers 94-74.
Tonight's matches follow a
"Nobody has to tell me that pair of tense games Monday
Oral Roberts is for real," says night .
Mulzoff , referring to detractors Clearly superior Jacksonville
was really given a battle by unheralded Lafayette in the first
one and didn't pull away from
the Leopards until late In thfe
game.
Lafayette Coach Tem Davis
said he was told before the
game by one of Jacksonville's
assistant coaches: "If you beat
us, it'll set basketball back 20
years.".
pions. If the game were They almost did—until the
awarded to Dallas, it likely Dolphins' brawny and : quick
would go to the Cotton Bowl front line of David Brent, Ernie
rather than Cowboys' Texas Fleming and Abe Steward took
over.
'
Stadium.
•The NFL owners 'spent most Lafayette stayed with the
of their time at the opening powerful Florida independent in
the first half and only trailed
Monday sessions dealing with by 46-44 at intermission.
constitutional amendments : of But Jacksonville's Big Three
little general interest. But Com- crushed any Lafayette upset
missioner Pete Bozelle said he hopes, taking command of the
had cautioned the assembled backboards. Brent, especially,
owners about the sport's was impressive. He scored 20
"trouble spots."
points, stole 10 rebounds and
Among the spots Rozelle sin- blocked 5 shots while playing
gled out were:
part-time. The 7-foot center sat
out about half the : match be• The growing feeling that cause of foul trouble.
pro football is more of a business than a sport.
Maryland, also a big favorite
over Syracuse, didn't have it
The
trend
in
litigation
•
much easier. The Terps apagaiflit ; the league with eight peared to be on their way to an
antitrust suits currently pend- effortless victory when building
ing.' . " '
a 35-20 lead in the first half as
Syracuse shot a horrendous 18
• The threat of states arid per cent
.
cities extending legalized off
track betting to include pro But Greg Kohls , who only
produced five points In the first
team sports.
half on l-for-9 shootipg, scored
• The possible decline in fan 17 points in the second stanza
interest due to a drop-off in to power an inspired Syracuse
scoring in the NFL.
comeback.

Super Bowl VII sweepstakes off running
By MIKE RATHET
HONOLULU (AP ) — The Super Bowl VII sweepstakes began today at the National Football League meetings with the
strong possibility that the game
would be awarded to the city of
Los Angeles—the scene of the
crime perpetrated against the
NFL in 1966.
In 1966, Los Angeles was
awarded tihe first Super Bowl,
the much ballyhooed meeting
between the Green Bay Packers of the NFL and the Kansas
City Chiefs of the American
Football League. But wihen super Sunday dawned, there were

Sounds like , a whale of a party. Maybe next year the
Warriors will host one.

CHAMP JONSHIPJ
11} — Grtgg Utwii, cinclnnitl, did*
Honed Jimes Martiniz, Fort Worth, Tix.
lit — Riy TlwiBOOd, Rtiwll, N.M.,
dKliloned
Edward Avll* Jr., Lowtll,
¦

Los Angeles a strong possib ility

EVER SINCE WINONA State lost that District 13 NAIA
championship game to St. Thomas two weeks ago, I've been
crying in my beer. I'd rather planned on making the trip
to Kansas City, sort of. counting ray chickens before they
all laid in
hatched , with plane and hotel reservations
¦ ¦ ¦' '
¦'¦ ' '
;
¦
advance.
,
,
.
The Tommies won two games, finally losing to eventual
champion Kentucky State, which upended UW-Eau Claire
for its third consecutive title.
One reason I was looking forward to the
trip was the Eau Claire fans. I'd seen them
twice before, against La Crosse and against
Kentucky State in Eau Claire's Christmas
tournament. The Blugold cheerleaders (who
outnumber the Blugold players) and their
fans are something else.
Since I was unable to make the trip .to
KC, let's hear from Nolan Zavbral, who
covered the tourney for the Milwaukee Journal, oa the Eau Claire rooters.
oome «,uw r<au uiaire siuaenis were
here for the tournament," he wrote in SunSchmidt
day's Journal, "roughly half the enrollment of the Wisconsin
State University Conference school. Pour meihbers of Eau
Claire's student personnel office set up an office in one of
the hotels, to guide students to hotels with vacancies, give
the students tickets to various tournament games, act as
a clearinghouse for complaints from both students and local
persons.
There were few complaints from either, however. The
only friction, at least through the first part of the week, was
when a hotel threw out sk students for having liquor in
their rooms .
"Beer and liq uor sales have climbed with the influx of
the thirsty throats from EBU Clair. There was a beer war
here, and the price of a six pack skidded from $1.40 to $1,
for which many Blugold backers took credit.
"Clyde Parker, manager of a liquor store here, gauges
a good day's take by how many times the cash register rings.
During the tournament, it rang about 900 times daily, a North
American record, Parker thinks.
Paiker judged the Eau Claire folks responsible for the
jang ling register. Rightly so, for no other school had half
as many students here as Eau Claire.
"The beer bought, tho Eau Claire contingent usually
strolled over to a small park across from the Municipal Auditorium , where the NAIA tournament tqok place. At first,
police permitted the students to drink beer in the park on
a concrete ledge facing a main downtown street.
Later, the police asked the students to move back to
the middle of tne park to drink — so done — and to keep
depositing empty cans in trash receptacles — so done.
"With 4,000 Eau Claire students in town , not one had
been a rrested through Friday, perhaps another North American re-cord . . .
"Thero was rapport , respect and humor between student
and policeman . Last Wednesday, an Eau Claire student
killing time in the Auditorium , erupted in a fit of belches.
"A nearby policeman said , 'And they call me a pig,
and laughed.

the 165-pound class after winning the 178-pound honors last
year.
The 178-pound title went to
Verbie Garland of Toledo. He
outlasted Thomas Prater of Indianapolis in a battle of two
fighters obviously tired from
their semifinal victories the
same night.

and past history as major factors, leaving only one 'strike
against the city, the fact the
Rams could possibly be in the
Super Bowl; But it meets every
other prime specification—93,000-seat stadium, warm weather, hotel facilities.

Miami — Has it all—weather,
hotels, stadium plus three past
successes. But the Dolphins
have to be considered Super
Bowl contenders, and that
could be a major strike.

Houston—Rice Stadium is thfe
candidate, and the major factor
in its favor is that almost undoubtedly it would be a neutral
site. The Oilers don't figure to
be in the Super Bowl, and beLos Angeles — Rozellel dis- sides the Oilers play in the Ascounted the blacking but of the trodome. Weather is warm
nation's No.2 television market enough and there are 80,000

New Ofleails — With neither
the weather nor the hotels, New
Orleans is a longshot for a second successive hosting, but just
might find itself in the running
if a deadlock occurs.
D a l l a s — Biggest s t r i k e
against tihe city is the Cowboys,
defending Super Bowl cham-

more than 30,000 empty seats in
the Los Angeles Coliseum.
The lingering distaste left in
the mouths of the NFL's owners, however, seems to have diminished during the past five
years and heading into today's
sessions Los Angeles seemed to
have an edge over Houston,
Miami, New Orleans and Dallas—rated in that order—in a
wide-open race.
Here's the' way the race looked at a glance:

Hexiall, Cashman Scott, of NBA,
face suspension assured of
scoring crown
.swj
faifig^
fw^tek'

The other protagonist, Wayne
Cashman of the Boston Bruins,
was also called to league headquarters, along with Boston
General Manager Milt Schmidt.
Bill Friday, the referee in Sunday 's Boston-Minnesota game,
reportedly ufcs to attend the
meeting, too.
The hint of a possible suspension for Hextall came when
Blair pointed out to the league
president that tho timing of the
meeting would prevent Hextall
from playing tonight at home

against the California Seals.
"Don 't worry about that,"
Carhpbell was quoted as; saying. "Hextall won't ' be playing
in that one anyway."
The clash between Cashman
and Hextall came near the end
of the second period of a nationally televised game at the
Boston Garden won by the
Bruins 7-3.

Scotty Morrison, NHL referee-in-chief , has- reviewed television films of the incident.
The North
Stars
have
clinched second place in the
West Division , but California is
involved in a tight battle with
St. Louis, Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh for the other two
playoff spots.
The Seals, with 60 points,
have only five games remaining after tonight. St. Louis has
61 points with six games left .
Philadelphia has 58 points and
seven games left , while Pittsburgh has 58 with six games to
go.

Tom Terrific
healthy again

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
Mrs. Joan Payson can stop
holding her breath. Her National League baseball franchise ,
sometimes known as the New
York Mets and mostly identified as Tom Seavor , is health y
again.
Mrs. Payson pnys Tom Terrific $120,000 per season to exercise his right arm for tho
Mets and when that high-priced
limb began aching a couple of
weeks ago , it caused no small
amount of concorn around the
club's spring training camp.
Seaver worked four innings of
the Mets' 4-3 exhibition loss
against Los Angeles and wns
touched for three runs. He said
afterward lie was satisfied with
the performance since he had
not worked in 12 days .
In o t h e r spring training
games Monday, Detroit downed
the New York Yankees .1-1,
Philadelphia shut out Kansas
City l-O, St. I/>uis topped Cincinnati 3-1, Tokyo 's Lotte Oilons edged San Francisco 2-1,
Houston whacked Atlanta 10-5,
Montreal downed Texas 6-2,
Boston edged tho Chicago
Whito Sox 3-2, Oakland outlasted the Chicago Cubs 7-6,
San Diego nipped Milwuukce 3-2
and Cleveland j arred California

8-5.
While Seaver was setting Met
minds at ease , Don Sutton
worked six scoreless innings for
Los Angeles , permitting jus t
tihree hits and striking out six.
Detroit' s Joe Coleman , for
example , pitched six innings
against the Yankees and the
first 5 2-3 were hitless. Rich
McKinney managed tho only
New York hit against Coleman.
Billy Champion and rookie
Rick Fpsari sihared a four-hit
shutout as Philadelphia nipped
Kansas City. The Phils managed only five hits against Paul
Splittorff , Bill Butler and Ted
Abernathy.
Rick Wise permitted just one
unearned run nnd four hits in
six Innings as St. Louis topped
Cincinnati .
A name out of big league
b a s e b a l l ' s past , outfielder
George Altman , slammed a
two-run homer in the first inning and the visiting Tokyo
Lotto Orioj is beat San Francisco.
Houston exploded for six runs
ln tho sixth inning and jolted
Atlanta.
Ron Fnirly tagged a threerun homer , helping Montreal
(Continued on next page .
llnuclin"

NEW YORK (AP)-Remember Charlie Scott?
•
The American Basketball Association does — and wishes he
was more than a memory.
Despite jumping from the
Virginia Squires to the National
Basketball Association's Phoenix Suns — and getting judical
permission to play for them —
Scott still leads the ABA in
scoring.
The 6-foot-6 forward , who set
a league single-season scoring
record by winding up his abbreviated ABA career with 2,524
points, appears all but assured
of winning the scoring title with
his 34.6 average.
His closest challenger is Rick
Barry of the New York Nets
with a 31.6 average , just ahead
of Kentucky 's Dan Issel with
31.0.
Artis Gilmore of Kentucky is
the league's rebounding leader
with 1,384, well ahead of runnerup Mel Daniels of Indiana
with 1,183.
Gilmore also leads the ABA in
two-point field goals with a .597
percentage to the .541 posted by
Zelmo Beaty of Utah. In thretfpoint field goals , Beaty 's teammate, Glen Combs, is deadliest
with a .398 percentage. Warren
Jabali of the Floridians is second with a .372 percentage,
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Former boxing
champs battle Baseball for third straight year
in exhibitions
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(Continued from page 4b)

New boating regulations for Minnesota

MINNESOTA BOATERS Will be subject te a series of
new laws this year , and now 's the time to make plans to
abide by the changes.
For the first time, canoes and sailboats have to be licensed -- a fee of $5 is charged for those under 19 feet long,
and $10 for those larger. The license la good for three
years.
.
Canoes and sailboats will receive a special decal containing the license number . But if you use a motor, you will
also have to add the three-inch
numbers required on power
¦
boats. ' • ':
• ¦ : ' . • : ' ¦'
Another new law pertains to the operation of power boats
by youngsters. For the first time, no one under the age of
.3 may operate a power bosit with a motor larger than
24 horsepower unless there is Bt least one person in the boat
who is 15 years «ld or older.
Another first is the requirement that puts
lifesaving devices in all boats— on* for each
passenger. As of April 17, ev«ry rowboat, canoe,
dingy and runabout must have a Coast Guard
approved lifesaving device for everyone aboard.
Special arrangements are being made for Whitewater canoists and other specialty sports.
All watercraft operated after dark are required to have
lights, another new ruling. The specific type varies with
the size and use of the boat and details are to be spelled out
in the new boa ting regulation booklet that will- be available
soon.
While these are a few of tbe new regulations that will go
Into effect as the ice drifts away, the DNR is urging boaters
not to wait that long to get their craft registered . If too
many wait until the last minute, there may be a backlog of
registration requests and people are bound to be left waiting
without proper registration when the first nice afternoons
beckon them to the water. Register now and be .ready.

Top 10 dogs — getting bigger

..

THE AMERICAN Kennel Club has pointed out that dog
owners in this country have shifted their interest to larger
dogs, rather than the house pet variety. Judging by AKC
registrations over the last 15 years, there have been some
major changes in dog owners' wants.
In 1956 tbe beagle was No. 1 in the nation , with the boxer
second, chihuahua third and dachshund fourth . The cocker
spaniel was fifth, German shepherd sixth, poodle seventh,
collie eighth, Boston terrier ninth, with the Pekingese completing the top ten.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) Eleven former world boxing
champions donated their services Monday night on behalf of
the Philadelphia Association of
Retarded Children in a series
ol memorable exhibition bouts.
Each bout lasted three oneminute rounds. Eight former
champs actually fought in the
ring, others officiated .
The feature - attraction was
between two former featherweight champs, Willie Pep and
Sandy Saddler, who re-enacted
their four title fights in a crisp
exhibition of master boxing.
Another well - received front
pitted former light heavyweight
c h a m p i o ,'n Harold Johnson
against ex-heavyweight contender Danny Bucceroni;
The most entertaining scrap
was between: former middleweight champs Rocky Graziano and Jake Lajmotta , both
now turned actors. Both fighters, life-long friends who never
actually fought in the ring, displayed some of their old punching prowess, mostly in jest.
There were two rematches of
famous TV fights. The first was
between ex-welterweight contenders Chuck Davey, a southpaw who was the darling 6- the
TV .fight fans of the early .0s.
He met Chico Vejar, an opponent who Davey beat twice in
the ring.
Officiating ' was
ex-light
heavyweight champ Billy Conn,
who once almost beat Joe
Louis.
Another rematch of a famou s
TV fight was between ex-middleweight champ Joey Giardello , who has a retarded son
and was instrumental in the
promotion of the affair, and his

old nemesis Irish Billy Graham.
Jersey Joe Wolcott , former
heavyweight champion and now
Camden County sheriff in New
Jersey, refereed the Pep-SaddJer fight.
Another of the bouts was between former middleweight
champions Paul Pender and
Carmen Basilio.
¦
¦
¦
¦¦

'

Cotte r slates
faculty game
, Cotter High will hold its annual faculty basketball game
Sunday night at 8 in St. Stan's
gym. ;
In a preliminary contest beginning at 6:30 p.m., the Cotter
C squad will take on the Catholic school eighth grade altstars, and then the featured tilt
will pit the Cotter faculty
against the Ramblers' B squad
from this past season.
Season ticketsjsill not be honored for this event, and general
admission tickets are now^on
sale at the school.

St Cloud falls
to Arkansas" 9-5

FAYETTBVILLJE, Ark. (AP )
— Steve Ballard drove in three
runs Monday to lead the Arkansas Razorbacks to a 9-5
baseball victory ove(r: St. Cloud ,
State of Minnesota.
Ballard, a third baseman,
went twb-for-two, including a
dotible in the five-run seventh
inning.
The victory raised .Arkansas'
record to fi-3, while St. Cloud
fell to i-2.

whip the Texas Rangers. Ernie
McNally worked six innings for
t h e Expos, allowing h o t h
Ranger- runs and four hits.

Boston scratched out a pair
of first inning runs on Tommy
Harper's single, a double by
Luis Aparicio and two infield
outs and edged the White Sox.
Wilbur Wood worked seven innings for Chicago, allowing
only two hits after the first.
Dwain Anderson and Joe
Rudi each had three hits and
three runs batted in, leading
Oakland past the Chicago Cubs.
Clay Klrby of San Diego and
Jim Lonborg of Milwaukee
each .hurled six strong innings,
allowing one run apiece, and
the Padres edged ttie Brewers.
Derrel Thomas' 10th inning
single delivered the deciding
run.
Ray Fosse's three-run homer
in the eighth inning boosted
Cleveland to its victory over
California.

Gordie Fakler set the pace
for local bowlers 'Monday night
by turning in scores of 237 and
657 in the City League at HalRod Lanes.
Fakler, the men's season average champion for the past
four years, came up with his
high effort for the Sunshine Bar
& Cafe fivesome. Bob Jahdt
followed with a 637 series, and
Mike Cyert was next with a
629.
Team honors in the loop went
to Pepsi Cola with 1,017 and

The dachshund hung on to Its fourth spot
and the miniature schnauzer moved into fifth.
The last five spots reflect the major change . What's
sixth? The loveable, although gigantic St. Bernard, followed
closely by the Irish setter and the Labrador retriever — a
look around the Winona area will attest to the popularity
of the lab .
Apparently more and more people are looking for a
dog that will be companions both at home and in the field
-^whether it be a hunting trip or just a walk in the country.
The lab, setter, shepherd or collie certainly fit the bill.

Ail-American Jabbar wins
ice team named scoring title
BOSTON (AP) — Forward

NEW YORK CAP) - Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar oJT Milwaukee is
the top scorer and Wilt Chamberlain of Los Angeles is the
top rebounder but the battle to
determine the National Basketball Association's top playmaker still is in doubt with
only one week remaining in the
regular season.
Jerry West of Los Angeles
leads the assist category with a
9.63 average and Lenny Wilkins
of Seattle has a 9.61 average in
statistics released today by the
NBA.
Jabbar has a 34.9 point per
game average in games
through March 19, while Chamberlain has averaged 19
rebounds ,per game. Wilt also
leads the field goal shooters
with a .054 percentage . Jack
Marin of Baltimore has the
best free throw mark with a
.895 percentage.

For the Latest Wi nona
Area Weather Forecast
Any Time of Day or Night

—

PHONE —

454-1230
!

And Get the Weather
Picture 150 Times
Week ly On Radio

n#

WSC WOMEN'S CAGEpS . . . Winona
State's Intercollegiate Women's Basketball
team posted a 7-4 mark for the season and
wound up third in the Southern Regional
Tournament held at Mankato State March
3-4. The B squad compiled a 1-3 record.
Members of the team were front row ( left
to right): Co-captains June Corteau and Karen Ries. Second row (same order) : Shar Bieber , Glee Baade, Sheryl Schrage, Sharnnen

Johnson, Barb Schutt, Mary Kay Jack , and
Kathy Cemensky. Third row : Vicki Gerken,
Ruth Moore, Marie Martinucci , Diane Rinn,
Bryce Carlson, and Karen Holt. Fourth row:
Deb Young (manager), Lynn Carey, Mary Jo
Raskob, Mary Schouweiler, and Jan Mullertback (managed. Fifth row: Marge Mor avec
(coach) , and Joyce Paul (assistant coach).
(Photo courtesy of Winona State)
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Sporttmani

Plndroppera

Camerot

Road Runners
Panthers
Ray 's Trading foil . . . . ..
Hot Shots
Bay State Bovrtera , . , . , , , .
Fireballs
JACKS ft JILLS
Westgate
Cyert - LeVaiseur
Jumback • Jumbeck
Bbner • Myhra
Johnston ¦ Johtiilon
oudmunson • Minsen
¦>>».*» - CrUllll*

Scoreboard
Basketball

Golden Brand Foods with 2,865.
HAIrROD'S: V.F.W. — Mike
Overing rolled the high individual game of the night with
a 259 for Timm Construction,
Bill Eichter carded an errorless 632 series, find Timm Construction also copped team scoring with totals of 1,059 and 2,853.
Park-Rec Jr . Girls — Lisa
Chapiewski hit 146, Jan Haedtke
had a two-game series of 235,
the Fumbling Four reached
613, and the Sensational Knockers wound up with 1168.
WESTGATE: Community —
Curt Benson tipped 221, Rog
Stiever managed an errorless
607, Gibson's combined for 999,
and the First National Bank
totaled 2,941.
Alley Gaters — Jan Wieczorek
rolled 203 and 540, Ruth Buerck
was next with a 505, and Economy Plumbing wound up with
scores of 912 and 2,550;'
Westgate Ladies — Ruth
Todd carded a 185, Patte Peterson reached 501, the Circle G
Ranch combined for 905, and
Laehn's House of Beauty finished with 2,576.
Pin Topplers—Esther Bescup
toppled a 205, Les Krage leveled a 560 set, Helen Englerth
registered a 556, Betty Englerth
was next with 528, Arlene Sobeck hit 517, Darlene Johnson
had a 510, and Mrs. Bescup
finished with a 502. Watkins
Cosmetics recorded 938, and Winona Plumbing compiled 2,624,
ATHLETIC CLUB: Monday
League — Leon Edel spilled a
223, Randy Baker managed a
614, Van 's IGA worked for 958,
and Quality Sheet Metal wound
up with 2,705.
Go-Getters — Bernie Mayzek
turned in scores of 190 and 540,
and her team, Dick's Marine,
totaled 857 and 2,455.
KRYZSKO COMMONS: Red
Men's — Jim Theis hit 198,
Jini Bronk came in with a 536,
and Red Men's Tribe 20 combined for 935 and 2,784.

11 CUMDIM

Parmeter

'
. NBA
. TODAY'S GAMES
Cincinmll »i Detroit.
Houston jt Mllwiuk«i.
Ailinrt if PMItdtlphH.
Lot Angllis m\ Chicago.
Portltnd it Phoinlx.
Baltlmort at Bultitc.
WEDNESDAY'S CAWES
Goldtn Statt «t Biltlmon.
Phlladtlphla at Biolon.
Detroit t( cittclnnatl.
Hovilsn at Atlanta.
Lot Angtlei at Ctavcland.
Buffalo it New York.
'
ABA
MONDAY'S RESULTS
No gamei jctMdulsd.
TODAY'S GAMES
Kentucky at Memphis.
Indiana at Pittsburgh.
Dallas at Rorldlans.
Danvtr at Utah.
WBDNE5DAVS GAMES
Plttshurgh at Kantucky.
Virginia at Indiana.
Carolina at New York.
Denver at Dallas.

Hockey

NHL
TODAY'S GAMES
Detroit at Vancouver.
California at Minnesota.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMEI
Toronto at Montreal.
Detroltt at Los Angelei.
Buffalo at Pittsburgh.
California at St. Louis.

Baseball

EXHIBITION BASEBALL
MONDAY'S RESULTS
Los Angeles V New York (N) 1.
Montreal i, Texas 1.
Philadelphia 1, Kansas City 0.
Boston 3, Chicago (Al 2.
Detroit 3, New York (A) 7.
Oakland -1, Chicago W ) (,
San Diego 3, Milwaukee 3.

Tokyo Lotte Orient 2, San Francisco I

Cleveland t, California 5.
St. Louis 3, Cincinnati 1.
Houston 10. Atlanta 5.
Syracvst 5, Baltimore "B" 1.
TODAY'S GAMES
Atlanta vs. Montreal at West Palm
Beach, FIs., night.
Philadelphia vs. Cincinnati at Tampa,
Fla.
Houston vs. Los Angelas at Dayicni,
Fla.
Stt . Louis vs. Pittsburgh at Bradenton, Fla.
New York (N) vs. Baltimore at St.
Petersburg, Fla., night.
,
Chicago (N> vs. Mlllwaukee at Tempo,
¦'
¦
Aril. •
.
San Diego vs. Cleveland at Yuma,
Arlt.
San Francisco vs. Tokyo Loll . Orlons
at Phoenix, Aril.
California
vi.
Oakland
at
Palm
Springs, Calif.
Minnesota vi. Boston at Winter Haven, Fla.
,
New York (A) vs. Chicago (A) at
iantota, Fla.
Texas vi, Kansas City at Pompano
Beach, Fla.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Montreal va. Atlanta at Wast Palm

turn • to nK! • iuromo it

COLLE . J. STATION, Tex.
(AP ) —The University of Minnesota baseball Gophers and
Texas A & M scheduled two
doubleheaders toilnv after rain
Monday washed out the teams'
season-opening
doublehcadcr
Monday.
The Gopners had scored
three runs in their half of the
iirst inning ot Monday 's first
game when it was stopped by
rain.

rnouns co,

Beech, Fla.
Los Angalia vs. Cincinnati at ¦ Tampa,
. „
Fla. .
Philadelphia vs. St. Louis at Clearwater, Fla.
•" ¦ • ' "¦ ¦ • . ¦ .
Houston vs. Boston at Cocoa, Fla.
Pittsburgh vs. Baltimore at Bridonton, Fla.
CMtago IH) vs. Cleveland al Scotladali, Arlr.
Sen Frantlsco vs. Milwaukee at Tampa, Ariz.
,
New York (N) vs. Waw York (A) at
St. Petersburg, Fla.
New York "B" (W) vs. Detroit at
Lakeland, Fla.
California
vs.
Oakland
at . Palm
¦ '. . . ¦ ¦ :
Springs, Calif. • : •
.
Minnesota vs. Chicago
(A) at Orlindo,
¦
¦ ¦ Fla.
. ¦ • , .
Texas vs. ' Kansas City at Pompina
Boach, Fla.

Russianswin
5 of 8 matches

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
— The Russian wrestling team
won five of eight matches with
the U.S. team Monday night
and drew two others.
The only match won by the
ILS. team in the exhibition at
the Anoka High School gymnasium was in the 198-pound class
where Russ Hellickson of Wisconsin decisioned GennadiJ
Strakhov, 5-4.
The Soviets forfeited oo»
match , in the 163-pound class.
Other results:
10 5.5—Roman
Dmitriev,
USSR, decisioned Russ Thompson, St. Cloud State, 10-4.
114.5—Greg Johnson, Michigan State, drew Aminula Nasrullaev, USSR, 2-2.
125. 5—Yaaub Mamedov,
USSR, decisioned Don Behm,
Michigan State 4-3.
136.5—-Azgalav Abdulbeakov,
USSR, pinned Tom Milkovich,
Michigan State, 0:50.
149.5—Nasrula
Nasrullaev,
USSR , decisioned Pat Marcy_
Augsburg, 10-1.
180.5—Nebav Tequaeobeerv,
USSR, decisioned John Peterson, Stout State, 5-1.
Heavyweight—Chris Taylor,
Iowa State, drew Hagap Mogeboyzl, USSR , 2-2.
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Wetlgatt
Shorty ' s OS.J Lounge
Jacque's TV

Alhletlc

Graf

ers on the ten-man squad, and
the two remaining positions
went to Cannon Falls and Kasson-Mantorville. Kenyon and
Plainview failed to place anyone on the team.
Tom Graf and Chris Searcy
were picked to represent the
Saints. Graf , 6-4, 175-pound senior, connected on 44 percent of
his field goal attempts for th»
season and finished with a total of 285 points. He also averaged ten rebounds per gam«
Searcy, a 6-2 senior who lettered all three years at St.
Charles, pumped in 288 points
and hit over 70 percent of his
free! throws.
Searcy was also named to
Cfcatfield Holiday Tournament
all-tourney team back in December.
Seniors David Stevens and
Bob Frie were selected from
Stewartville, and senior D, J.
Grote was picked from Cannon
Falls. The only underclassman
to make the ten-player unit was
sophomore Scott Lampland of
Kasson-Mantorvilte.

n

LAKESIDE

Fearless Chain

Searcy

650 rebounds.
Zumbrota , which went through
22 games without a defeat this
season before suffering a 60-58
setback at the hands of Waseca in the District Four finals
March 11, was led primarily
by its front-line trio of PaU 't
Peterson, Mark Evert, and Pat
Bradley Ail three players made
the all-conference unit, and
Peterson, a 6-2, 180-pound senior , is the only Other repeater
on the
¦ squad besides Parmeter, ¦
St. Charles and Stewartvillc
both wound up with two play-

Fakler sets pin
pace—237 '65 7

After 15 years, the. Boston terrier, cocker,
boxer, and chihuahua have disappeared from
the top ten. In 1971 the poodle began its second
decade as the No. 1 dog, with the German
shepherd right behind and the ever popular
beagle third.

Walt Ledingham of MinnesotaDuluth and defenseman Alien
Hagsleben of North Dakota
have been named to the West
All-American hockey team chosen by the American Hockey
Coaches Association .
Other western players honored were goalie Jim Watt of
Michigan State; defensemen
Jeff Rotsch of Wisconsin and
Bob Winograd of Colorado College and forwards Tom Peluso
ot Denver and Doug Palazzari
of Colorado College.
Two Gustavus Adolphus players made the Minor College
West team. They are forward
George Roberts and defenseman Jim Miller. The rest of the
team includes goalie Dan Muil
of Lake Superior , Mich., State ;
defenseman Mike Smith of
Lake Forest , 111., and forwards
Bcb Elsen o( St. Thomas ,
Minn., and Jim Wulcy, Lake
Superior .

Zitmbrota's undefeated conference champions claimed
three spots, and Lakd City's
Glenn Parmeter was picked foe
the third successive year on
the ten-player Hiawatha Valley
Conference All-ConfAence team
for tlie 1971-72 season:
Parmeter, a 6-4, 220-pound
senior center, earned all - conference laurels for the third
yfiiar in a row by averaging
13.6 points and 12.7 rebounds
per game. In his three years
as a member of Lake City's
varsity team he scored a total
of 683 points and pulled down
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Keep yo ur car
looking younger
and brighter
with a
brush~clean
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Start Here
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HASLERUD We wish to thank all those who so kindly offered their help end sympathy during the Illness end following the death
of our btloved Mother end Grjndmoth.
er. Especially do we wish to tftank Rev.
Johnson, the vocalists, the .pallbearers,
those wtio sent floret and memorial
offerings, end the doctors and nurses
of the Intensive Care Unit of Community Memorial Hospital.
The Family of Mrs. Esthir Hailerud
¦ ¦ ¦'
.
HOWE—
I wish to thank all my friends and visitors during my stay at Lutheran Hospital. Jp«clo I thanks to Pastor Llvdehl
for his vlslte and prayers.
Edward Howe, Rushford
~
'• "
KONKELWe wish to thank our friends end relatives for their messages of sympathy,
flowers and, memorials received during
our time of sorrow In the loss of our
Husband and Father. We especially
the pallthank Rev. >. Li. Deye
¦ and
'¦
' •
bearers.
. ' •
Th» Family of Frank A. Konkel

:

¦ ¦

/

'

Schroeder, fourth grader, plants ; Donny
Tradup, fourth grader, gerbils , and Dean
Bruemrner, sixth grade, rockets. Not pictured is Glen Meyer, sixth grader, who had
a switches' project.

Contracts for
city supplies
are approved

City Council members took
bids and let purchase contracts
for various seasonal supplies
Monday night.
The only bidder in its category, Winona. Aggregate Co.
¦¦;————
was designat- i
_. ¦
ed supplier for
sand i$1.25 per
City
c u b i c yard) . . • ' • ¦ ,

'md pea .gray-

Council

el ($2.65 per
»-—
cubic yard).
'
Lower of two bidders for
crushed limestone was G & Q
Construction Co., Winona , with
a total bid of $11,300. The competing hid of $11,530 was offered
by Patterson Quarries, St;
Charles. .

WINNING ROCKET ENTRY . .' .. Dean Bruemrner, sixth
grader at Elgin-MUlville Elementary School, Elgin , Minn .,
displays his rocket project which was one of the first place
entries in the school's recent science fair. He purchased
the kit and made the following rockets: single," two stage
and three engine cluster. All of them contain parachutes.
(Evelyn Schumacher , photos)

Elgm
science fair
winners feted

ELGIN, Minn. (Special) —
Students in Elgin-Miliville Elementary School, who placed in
the school's science fair, receiver recognition by 250 persons
attending the Parent Teachers
Organization.
First prize winners were:
Dean Biuemmer, sixth grade ,
with a rocket project; Glen
Meyer, sixth grade, switches;
Rosemary Bjornberg and Bonnie
Wiling, fifth grade, the telephone; Nancy Hanson , fifth
grade, stains ; Christine Schroeder, fourth grade, plants , and
Donny Tradup, fourth grade,
gerbils.
Other prize winners were;
fourth grade—Janice Hofschulte , second prize for her hydrometer project; Erin O'Neil , second , volcano; Curtis Hart and
Scott Borgen , third , atomic
bomb , and Jeff Peterson and
Christ Waltman , third , rockets
and jets.
Fifth grade — Chris LeBeau,
James Kahn and Mike Rosalack, second place , engine;
Debbie Kfampel , second , flowers; Taraara Mollert and Anita
Komisar , third , percussion family, and Debbie Krier and Kathy
*

Stelling, third, Milky Way.
Sixth grade: Geoffrey Swanson, second place, atoms; Darxell Schroeder, second , sewage
disposal plant; Charlene Tradup, third, drugs, and Sara
O'Neil, third , electric motor.
' ¦

Chones to 2nd team
NEW YORK (AP) - Jim
Chones, who quit Marquette
University's basketball squad
five games before the end of
the regular season to turn pro,
Monday was named to the second team of the National Basketball Association Coaches allAmerica team.

START NOWI Lurl«r Cosmetics, a Bristol-Myers subsidiary, offers opportunItv 1o earn top 4J» commission. Not
door fo door. We train. Hours optional. Must be It or older. Call at one*
for appointment, 3JS-7W8, or write Bev
Emerson, 1026, 1024 Lldberg St., Sed
Wing, Minn.

heavy trading

Tri-County
Co-op sales
up 6 percent

Livestock

RUSHFORD, Minn.-^-Clarence
PROPOSALS were received
Rustad,
Rushford, Allen Anderfrom two bidders on petroleum
Feldsupplies for the next three son, Whalan, and Anthony
moriths. Standard Oil Co., which meier, Houston, were elected
bid in all categories, won the as members of the board of diaward while Midland Coopera- rectors of Tri-County Cooperatives bid unsuccessfully on gas- tive Oil Association, Rushford ,
at the 41st annual meeting held
oline and diesel fuel.
Standard bid 14.98 cents a gal- Saturday. More than 900 perlon for 7,000 gallons of premium sons attended.
gasoline, compared with 15.25 Maurice Quale, general manfor Midland; Standard bid 12.98 ager, reported sales of $1,644,741
cents for 15,000 gallons of regu: for the 1971 ydar, an increase
lar gasoline compared with 13.25 of 6 percent over the previous
for Midland. On a 1,500-gallon year's sales ef $1,551,193. Quale
lot of regular, specially deliver- also reported total assets oi
ed, Standard bid 16.17 while more than $1 million and reof $430.90.
serves of about $100,000. The
The Standard bid for diesel cooperative distributed more
fuel was 16.1 cents per gallon
than 3% million gallons of gasowhile Midland bid 16.7 cents.
Bidding alone on motor oils line, diesel and burner fuels
and greases, Standard was during the year.
The membership voted to
awarded the order for a total
amend the articles of incorof $1,458.
An Orange City, Iowa, firm , poration to raise the authorized
Vogel Paint & Wax Co. Inc., capital stock of thd association
won the year's contract for city to $1 million, including $800,purchases of traffic marking 000 common stock, and $200,000
paint.
preferred stock.
THE VOGEL bid for 200 galAt the organizational meetlons of yellow paint was $450; ing of the board immediately
for 400 gallons of white paint following the business meeting ,
the bid was $1,008, for a total Clifford Heiden , Rushford , was
Midland Lid 15.25.
elected chairman, Everett EngFarwell, Ozmun & Kirk , St, ler , Witoka , vice chairman and
,
bid
$654
on
the
yellow
Paul ,
Warren Swenson , Houston , secpaint and $1,176 on the vybite
retary-treasurer . Other hold-ovfor a total of $1,830,
Paint Depot of Winona bid er board members are Art Re$784 on yellow paint and $1,368 dig, Winona , Donald Boyum ,
for the white for a total of Peterson , and Harold Paulson ,
Utiea.
$2,152.

At St. Peter

WAITRESS—Part-time, to work _ lunch
hours and Sat. afternoons. Unllorrns
and other company benefits furnished.
Please apply In person. F. W. Wool: worth Co. .

NOTICE
Allied Ch 27% Honeywl 139
"
This
iwWspBper
. will to responsible lor
Allis Chal 14% Inland Stl 3478 only one Incorrect
Insertion of any
clasilliid advertljement published In
Amerada 44% I B Mach 373
the went Ads section. Check your ad
Am Brad 44% Intl Harv 28% and call 452-3321 If e correction mutt
WAITRESS
be mad*
Am Can 33% Intl Paper 34%
Must ba 21
Steve's Lounge
17
Am Mtr
63/ . Jns & L
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR AT&T
44% Jostens v
30%
Male—Jobs of Interest— 27
B-3, «, 17. J«, 3..
Anconda 18% Kencott
27%
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS counter man
Arch Dn 33 Kraft
43%
wanted. Must have Interest In cars and
want to service automotive trade. ConArmco Sl 21% Kresge SS 108
tact Doerer's Genuine Parts, 11M W.
7
53/a
Armour —— Loew's
5Hi St., Wlnoni.
Avco Cp 18% Marcor
28%
MAINTENANCE mechanic, arc welder
Beth Stl 32 Minn MM 145%
experience necessary, apply In person
WATHE —
Floerlte Corp.
Boeing
20% Minn P L 21%
We wish to express our heartfelt thanks
and appHclallon for the acts of kindBoise Cas 17%-Mobil Oil 50%
WATCHMAN
for nights, holidays and
ness, messages of sympathy* memorweekend work. Applications from elderBrunswk 47 Mn Chm 53Yi
ials, florsl and spiritual olferlngs rely or retired persons Invited, full or
ceived from our friends, neighbors and
Brl North 45% Mont Dak 32%
parttlme work. Apply In person Flberlte
relatives
In
our
sad
bereavement,
the
Camp Sp 30% N Am R 33%
Corporation.
loss of our beloved Husband and Dad.
Catpillar 53 N N Gas 43%
We. especially wfsh fo thank Rt. Rev.
on farm for t»n: Joseph McGlnnls, Rev. Donald Walter, MARRIED MAN ,wanted
Ch MSPP — No St Pw 27%
eral farmwork No milking. Separate
Rev. Peter Brandenhoff, Mssr. J. R.
Wlebke, Mafcil,
house,
Herb
modern
43
Chrysler 31% Nw Air
Feiten, Rev. Paul Nelson and Rev.
Minn. Tel. 493-W51.
David Arnold! for their services. Chris_______
Cities Svc 39% Nw Banc 42% NEW YORK (AP) - Stock tian
Brothers, Sisters of St. Francis.
supervisor
75 market prices tumbled in VFW, those who sent food, those who GENERAL MAINTENANCE
Com Ed 36% Penney
for health care feiclllty. Immediate
¦
contributed the services of ffielr cars,
ComSat 56? .' Pepsi ' . " . " 74% heavy trading today against a and
opening, excellent opportunity. Low
the pallbearers.
pressure boiler license required. Please
Con Ed
26 Pips Dge 41
Mrs. jullut M. N athe
backdrop
of
send resume > E-3» Dally News.
uncertainty
about
Mr. & Mrs. Harrison Nathe
28y*
Coht Caa 31 Phillips
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Math*
available.
FRANCHISE
COOKWARE
Coot OU 27% Polaroid USY* the international currency situExperience In selling necessary. We
39% ation.
Cntl Data 55% RCA
ship and finance. Write Regal Ware,
In Wemoriam
P. O. Box 474, Rochester, Minn. J5901.
24% The noon Dow Joaies average
Dart lnd 54% Rep Stl
72% of 30 industrials
Deere
60 Rey Ind
MEMO RY cf our Mother and Grandwas off 10.39 at INmother,
Mrs. John P. O'Donnell, who
Dow Cm 84% Sears R 110%
TOOL & DIE
930.76. Declines led advances passed away 8 years ago Mar. 21.
du Pont 166% Shell Oil 46%
Blessed be her memory.
on
the
New
MAKER
York Stock ExChildren & Grandchildren
36%
East Kod 114% p Rand
change
by
nearly
6
to
1
.
Firestone 24% St Brands 46%
Apply Personnel Department'
4
Ford Mtr 73% St Oil Cal 57% Analysts said the heavy profit Lost and Found
taking was partly in response
Gen Elec 63% St Oil Ind 63%
FREE FOUND ADS
PEERLESS CHAIN CO.
Gen Food 29% St Oil NJ 73 to anxiety about the currency AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
situation
stemming
from a free found ads will be published v*en
347/8
Gen Mills 47VB Swift
a person finding an article calls the
31% news report that U.S. officials Winona Daily & Sunday News ClassiGen Mtr 8$ Texaco •
are
hinting
of
a
further
delay
in
fied Dept. 452-3321. An 18-word notice
Gen Tel 30% Texas Ins 128%
wlll ' ba publlthed free for 2 days In Train for PRINTING
41% Union Oil 30% dollar devaluation.
an effort to bring finder ami loser
Gillette
Tlhey
said
another
depressant
together,
58%
Goodrich 26% Un Pac
& Hand Composition
Goodyear 30% U S Steel 32% was news that mutual fund re- FOUND—gray female cat, In Madtson
Linecasting and Presswork
46% demptions rose to a record lev- Silo area, Tel. 454-4160.
Greyhnd 19% Wesg E3
49% el last month.
Gulf Oil 26 ' Weyrhsr
FOUND—hunting dog, on Stockton hill.
Write
42%. Losses ran through Virtually Black wilh brown 'markings on head
Homestk 24 Wlworth
and legs. Tel. 454-1241.
every groups of stocks.
'
GRAPHIC ARTS
- Profit taking had appeared
'
Personals
.
,
7
Technical School
mid-way through Monday's session. AJtter gaining nearly 4% DO YOU ENVY people who seem to effor Catalog,
points, the Dow industrial aver- fortlessly produce yeast rolls and similar treats for Easter feasts? Have you
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
age closed behind 1.73.
been a failure at raised baking? With
3 locally available Items, unbleached Approved for Veteran Training

Slock prices
fumble in

CAPTURE FIRST PLACE . . . . . First
place winners in Elgin-Millville Elementary
School's science fair , are from left, Rosemary Bjornberg and Bonnie Wilking, fifth
graders, who had a telephone project; Nancy
Hanson , fifth grader, stains; Christine

Supplier
Female—Jobs of Interest—26 Dogs, Peta,

-Card of Thank*

SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) (USDA) - Cattle 4,000; ca!v«s 800;
general trade on slaughter itnrs and
tielferj ilcw, price* steady fo a lower.
Choice 9JW .27J lb daughter ateen
34.25-35.25 J mixed high flood and choke
23.75-24.50; good 31.5W4.0Ol load mostly
high cliorce 1,073 lb slaughter .heifers
34.25; olher cholc* 850 . . JOO lbs 33.W34 .00; mixed good and choice 32.S0J3.25l
good 31.0O-32.75j slaughter cows steady;
utility and commercial 25-00-26.50; some
27.00; eulter . 22.5O-24.00i bulls scarce,
steady; utility and commercial 28.0fr
32.00; cutter 25.00-28.00; vealers 1.002.00 lower; choice 49.00-55.00; some
prime to 60.00; good 43,00-50.00.
Hogs 8,000; barrows and gilts 25,
mostly 50, lower; trading only moderately active! 1-2 190-210 lbs 23.5&-21.75;
1-3 1J0-24O lbs 23.00-23.5t>) 2-4 24O-240
lbs 22.75-23.25; 2-4 260-MJ lbs 22.2I-23.00l
sows steady to weak; 1-3 300400 lbs
20.25-21.75; boars steady, 17.00-20.oo.
Sheep 1. 200; trade on slaughter lambs
not fully established; slaughter ewes
steady; utility and good 4.504.50; cull
3.00-4.50; feeder lambs sieady; choice
and fsr,cy 60-S5 lbs 2m30.50; 15-100
lbs 27.CO-2f.50.

Grain

flour, fresh yeast and a ca»d. thermometer plus my Instructions, anyone
can bake successfully. Send 25c to
Yeast, Box 873, Winona, with your
name and address, for complet e details
and 5 free recipes.

HAVE MONEY! Will loan, ¦You- lust
promise to pay It back. Installment
Loan Dept., MERCHANTS NATIONAL
BANK. Have a Happy Day.
INCOME TAX tiling date wests away,
prompt reasonable service plus small
business bookkeeping. Tel. Mrs. Leonard Kukowskl 452-5322 except Fridays.
THINK SPRINGI Enclosed porches are
like an extra cheery room. Leo Prochowltr. Building Contractor. Tel. 452-7841.
ITS-NEW! IT'S GREAT1 Complimentary
fiori d'oeuvres now being served In
the Safari Room, WILLIAMS HOTEL,
Mon. through Frl. from 4:30 to <:30.
DOES ONE of your loved ones have a
drinking problem? If so, coniact the
Winona Alanon Family Group. Write
«>/* W. ,3m.

Autp Service, Repairing

10

CAR . SHAKE atid shimmy? Tire wear
uneven? Alignment needed I JB.-50 most
cars. Taggart Tire Service. Tel. 4522772.

.42

FOUR GER/WAN Shepherd puppies, <
temalei,
weeks old. Available now. 3 f
1 male. Tel- Fountain City M7-7344.
FEMALE, GERMAN Shepherd pups, «19
each. Tel. 452-7711.

WE'RE
CELEBRATING
The Grand Opening of
our New Horseman's
Tack Shop. Every Department in. our Store has a
Special.

FOR DOGS -

\f, U\6/ 0
l OFF ANY" ITEM
PURCHASED

FOR CATS -

r\0L OFF ANY ITEM
\
,U / 0
PURCHASED

FOR BIRDS —

OFF ANY ITEM
\C\OL
,U / 0
PURCHASED

FOR ANIMALS —

lf
i OFF ANY ITEM
,utO
/0
PURCHASED

FOR FI SH —
f\X \OL
" /0

OFF ANY ITEM
PURCHASED

10% OFF

Any Item in Our Store
on Friday—March 24
Saturday—March: 25

V^^^g)
.V

OPWNONA

PET CENTERS
159 E. 3rd — Downtown
Horses, Ca-ftle, Stock

43

ENTIRE HERO of Holsteln milk cows
for sale. Yow may buy choice or the
entire herd. Also '12 - yearling - Holsteln
open ¦ hellers. Tel. Arcadia/ Wis. 323-

3m.

WE ARE
SEARCHING!
We are searching for the
person who has enjoyed success in his present field,
but now greener pastures
are beckoning.
What do we offer such a
person? Expert supervision
and training when he starts
and above average earnings
as he progresses. An annual
income high in the 5 figure
bracket is not uncommon in
our business.

SIX SPRINGING Holsteln helferi and
purebred and half bred Arabian yearling colts, Tel. Wabasha $45-3511 or
. 565-3589. . '
HORSE BOARDINO-New Insulated, ven>
tllated, environment controlled barn,
tie stalls, bo* stalls. Indoor arena, 200
miles trail
rides. ROLLINGSTONB
STABLES, -Rolllnastone, Minn. Tel.
489-2311 and reserve your spol now.
PUREBRED YORKSHIRE and Chester
White fall boars now available. Merlin
Johnson, Durand, Wis. Tel; 472-5711.
PUREBRED ITORKSHIRE and Hampshire serviceable boars. Roger Owen,
Durand, Wis. Tel. 472-5717,
REGISTERED POLLED Hereford bulls,
2, calved Aprw 29, 1970 and June 17,
1970. Lewis H. Schoenlng & 4ons, Tel.
Tel. 452-4380..
BUYING ALL TYPES of horses, paying
top prices, Tel. St. Charles 932-4S57.
HOG
PRODUCERS!
30,000
tatllfled
users can't be wrong with Senl-Gro
's
;
successful free stall farrowing gates
and pens. Write or call for free literature and plans, Donald Rupprscht,
Lewiston, Minn., 55952. Tel. 3745.

PUREBRED DUROC bred gilts- Edmund
Business Services
14
Slahy, Arc«I la. Tel. 323-3721.
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP)
TECHNICIAN-local references
—Wheat receipts Monday 220; PIANO
WANTED:
horses cf all kinds. Also used
upon request. Reasonable rates. Write
saddles and bridles. Tel. 452-7040.
year ago 231; Spring wMat cash P.O. Box 441, Winona. Tel. J07-2B2-1136.
trading basis unchanged to up Bill Olseert.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction marker for your
Our firm is one of the most
1 cent prices unchanged to up CARBIDE SAW grinding and retlpplng
livestock
Da3ry cattle on hand all
Chain, circular, hand saws sharpened.
I cent.
Lives-lock bouaht every day.
week.
respected organizations doFrisco's Saw Service, «5 W, 41h. Tel.
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
No. 1 dark northern 11-17 pro- 451-4753.
Tel. Lewiston 2467 or Winona 452-7J14.
ing business in the rural
tein i.51%-1.85%.
'
<lepend—
fast
TAX PREPARATION
Test weight premiums: one •ble work, reasonable. Conlacf Mary
areas of Minn. Think about
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies 44
cent each pound 58 to 61 lbs; Ann Woblg, Tel. 452-3482.
it, If you're interested in
THE CAPON Outlook Is good. We need
one cent discount each 1 lb un- SNOWBLOWER, power mower and other
growers. Order XL-9 Males and W-5J
small engine repairs. Howard Larson,
talking about it ,
chicks. We .have the complete proder 58 lbs.
old Minnesota City Road. Tel. 454-1482.
gram, Caponliers, Service 6. MarProtein prices :
kets. Chicks available weekly.
We
— call
20
have Babcoclcs B-300 layers, day old,
II per cent 1.51%-1.53Vs ;
Painting, Decorating
started and ready to lay.
Started
12, 1.55% ;
Broad-breasted Males Available now.
13, 1.57%;
Winona Chick Hatchery, Box 282, WiHOUSE
PAINTING
'
nona, Minn, 55987. Tel. 454-5070.
14, 1.59VJ ;
Interior & Exterior
at 454-4390
15, l.'66%-1.68;
EASTER DUCKLI NGS
Roof Coating
No. 1 hard Montana winter
Available now, while they last. Wion
Tues.
March
21
AH
Work
Guaranteed!
1.52 . 8-1.80%.
nona Chick Hatchery, Box 283, Winona, Minn. Tel, 454-5070.
Fully
Insured
and Wed. March 22.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
i.52y8.i,7o y8 .
Tel. 454-2133
Wanted—Livestock
46
No. l hard amber durum,
HOLSTEIN bull calves wanted, 3-4 days
Halp—Mai*
or
Famolo
1.68-173; discounts, amber 2 to Plumbing, Roofing
28
21
old. Norbert Grtdcn, Allure, Minn.
5 cents durum 5 to 10 cents.
Tel. 7701.
GET YOUR money 's worlhl
Rosslte COOKS AND waltreises wanted. ExperCorn No. 2 yellow 1.13% solves sink drainage problems quickly ience preferred. HlotvWBy Inn. Tel. 452Farm Implements
48
1.15%.
and easily. Never turns to cement In
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white your plumbingORGANIST WANTED for Faith Lutheran USED International No. 125 Cub Cadet,
Church. Tal. 452-4089.
Frank O'Laughlin
Hydrostatic with 42" rotary mower.
66.
Excellent condition. $1085. Katmes Im& HEATING
Barley, cars 162, year ago- 761 E. PLUMBING
CARETAKER
MANAGER
plement
Co., Altura, Minn. Tel, 4741.
6th
Tel. 452-6340
54 unit apartment complex In Wi203; Larker 1.01-1.22; Blue Malfor families of moderate In.
FREE MASON RY estimates.
Houses,
ting 1,01-1.14; Dickson 1.01-1.16; ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER nona
come, Send brlet resume of expir.
sheds, barns, Brick veneer, f'replaces,
for clogaed sewers end drains
lanes and qualifications to Well
block work, concrete floors, McNamer'a
Feed 90-1.0O.
Management
Co,, P.O. Box 319,
Construction,
Tel.
Winona
454-5794,
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
Rye No. and 2 1,01-1,05.
Rochester, Minn. J5P01.
Houston 896-3977.
Tel.
452-V5W
or
4.12-6436
1-year
guarantee
addition to mental retardation ,
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"
Flax No. 1-2 2.74 nominal .
MINNEAPOLIS
MOLINE 4-14" plow,
Soybeans No. 1 yellow '3.29,
Lightburn said.
PLUMB iNG BARN
Situations Wanted—F«m. 29 good condition. Tel, St. Charles 932-347B.
154 High Forest
Tel. 454-4246
1947 FORD traclor with loader, step up,
Although the patients In Miss
step down . 21' coal elevator, West End
DAYTIME BABYSITTING wanted. ReferFemale—Jobi
of
Interait—26
Schmidt's ward have access to
Greophousej, 602 W. Klna.
Eggs
onces, Tel. Kay U2-1634.
tubs in the ward bathrooms ,
FULL-TIME WAITRESS—Apply Carden
JTANDBY GENERATO R . Excellent conCHICAGO WHOLESALR
Gale Restaurant, 114 Plata E. No Buiirm** Opportunities
37 dlllon. Vh K. W. Wis , enolne. Ideal for
the handles to turn on the waEOO MARKET
phone calls.
dairy set up. Art Swenson, Chalfleld,
Grade
A
large
white
34
Minn. Tel. 867-4750.
ter are kept in the nursing sta- Grade A medium
BAR WANTED—Buy or lease, rural or
while
REGISTERED NURSES-lmmedlatT em3»H
city, Please write all details to 641
¦
tion. Only patients permitted to
ployment available In U.S. Air Force
WANTED;
Ford 8N-9N and Ferouiwi
Dolly News.
hospitals around Ihe world. ACJe» 31
tractors, any condition Includln v "lunkbathe unattended are given
to 39, single, no dependents, U S. cltlers"
i
also
Ford plows and cultivators,
NEW TRAILER court for aate, lot s alt
required, starling salary 18156
Tel. 454-2657 alter 7 p.m.
renM, city sewer system, Ideal locahandles.
Winona markets renshlp
per year or higher depending on expertion. Owner will finance. Write E-4o
ience. Base ot asilonment ouaranteed.
IHC 450A planter; 350 It' (HC wheel
Lightburn said Miss Schmidt
Dally News .
Tel. Rochester S07-282-3303 collect.
disc; both like new , Kewanoe and
FroctUert Malt Corporation
IHC No. 37 10' wheel discs; John
was not permitted to bathe
PICKWICK INN, Pickwick, Minn., for
Hours 1 a.m. to 4 p.m.
COOK—6 nights, closed Sun. 5 p.m.-lo.m.
Deere semi-mounted 3 16 and 3-14
sale by owner. 2-bedroom apertntenr
a lone, but the other patient Submit sample before loading.
Supper club, Write giving age, experplows) 3-bollom 650 and 4d6 John
upilalra, Tel . 452-3528.
Barley purchased at prices sub|ect to
ience. P.O. Dox JOS, La Crosse, Wis.
was. The patient apparently got change.
Deero trip plows; 4 John Deere 290
planters, dlica all around; 2 John
a handle earlier in he day, he
PART-TIME
Deere 40, new rubbsr, power steering,
liny State Milling Co.
said.
ono
with 127 mounted plcksr,
Alio
EARN up to »1,M0 (and mora) per
Efivitor A Oraln Prices
John Deere field cultivators and a
month as wholesale distributor. $3,S0O
One staff member , a psy- No. 1 norinorn spring wheat . . . . 1.31
good
variety ot . lows. ChrlsA Motn,
required for Inventory, »tc. Wm. A,
2 northern spring when .... 1.50
chiatric technician , was in the No.
Beaches Corner , Ettrick, Wis,
Cook , 414 W. Brown deer Rd„ MilwauNo. a northern spring wheat .... 1.4i
ward at tho time , the hospital No. 4 northern spring whear .... 1,42
kee, Wis. 53217. Tel. (4H) 351-1100,
SCHMIDT'S SALES 8, SERVICE
1,52
administrator said. The tech- No. 1 her* winter, wheal
So. ot 1-90 at Wilson,
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1,50
Dogs,
Pets,
Supplies
42
nician , roughly equivalent to a No. 3 hard winter wheat .. ...... 1.44
Tel. 454-5618
1.42
licensed practical nurse, was No. 4 hard winter wheat
FITZGERALD
SUROB
No. I rye
1.02
PART COLLIE pup I, ( months old. Tel,
Sales & Service '
making rounds. Lightburn said. No. I r y
1,00
Arcadia 3237219.

JACK CORK

Report dead patient was
bathed by another patient

ST. PETER , Minn. (AP) - A bathtub at a St. Peter state inm e n t a l l y retarded patient stitution apparently had been
whose body was found in a bathed by another patient , the
hospital
administrator
said
Monday.
•
William Lightburn , administrator of the Minnesota Valley
Social Adaptation Center at St .
Peter , said it was "pretty definite" that another patient had
been giving a bath to Eunice
Schmidt , 26, Mayer , Minn.

Suzuki

Dealership
Opportunities

Sell the fastest growing
brand of snowmobiles and
motorcycles.
Dealer areas open.
Investment required.
Write for information.
U.S. Suzuki Motor Corp.
Dept G-16 , P.O. Box 2107
Santa Fe Springs, Calif. 90670

Miss Schmidt died Sunday of
"shock or seizure following exposure to hot water ," according
to Nicollet County coroner Karl
Klein.
Li ghtburn said the other
patient , a woman in her 20s
who had been institutionalized
at tho center for several years ,
told staff members at about
3:05 p.m. Sunday that she
couldn 't get Miss Schmidt out
of tho bathtub. The coroner
said Miss Schmidt died about
2:40 p.m,
It "must have been the
patient' s own idea " to give
Miss Schmidt a bath , Lightburn
snid. He snid such action was
not allowed under
hospital
rules,
Li ghtburn said it was not
known why the patient was
bathing Miss Schmidt.
The patient will be transferred from tho Soclnl Adaptation Confer , an institution for
tho retarded , to St. Peter State
Hospital , a facility for the menrally ill , becaiLso sho may have
problems cf mental illness in

Don't Forget.

Hire the Vet !

Tel Lewiston 6201

MARK TRAIL
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MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, tans , air Intakes,
hoso parti, ilornrje cnhlneti.
Ed's Rofrloerollon 4. Dairy Supplies
Tel. 432-5532
"5 E. -till,

Hay, Grain, Feod

50

°EE F and dairy hay, Tel. Rolling slows
HAY-flrst crop. Mildred Grolh, Ridge,
way. Tel , Dakota 443-6U5.
~
BEEP AND f)AI«Y CAtlle hi>y for sali]
rie lvered. Uu0 .no Lehnerti, Kellooo.
Minn. Tel, 507.334 3763.
40OO DALES of firs t and second c7f
""*• •Kcellanl niunllly lor co . s milking.
AM hay put up. conditioned unit without
rain . 1o|. Arcn^lln, Wis, 323-3990,
~
R
A LB - 0*l«ri~EnoalT" Foui
*^.T
„ r?.
5t .. 607.7754.
tain
City, i

feeds, Nursery Stock

S3 Wanted to Buy

TIMOTHY SEED

1971 homegro^, 96 percent
germination, 15c lb,

PAUL J. KIEFFER
Altura, Minn.

Articles for Sal .

57

TV ANTENNA bays, pipe, tower«, wire,
rotor* and itand-offi. FRANK LILLA
t, SONS, 741 E. 8th.
GOLF CARTS for isle. E-Z-GO electric
golf carts, excellent condition. See or
coll Eerl's Sales t. Service inc., Rushford, Minn. Tel. Office 814-7781 or
Home 8M-W91.
RUMMAGE SALE-ladles' and children's
clothing, dishes, flther Items, Wed. &
Thura., after 3. SH E. 2nd. Tel. 45Z9430
USED BEIGE wool ca rpetlno With lirt»
pad, 12x28'> $35. 1312 Randall St.
RUMMAGE SALE Mon 1hru Sat. Washer,
baby ft/rnlfure, dresser*,- clothlno of
all sizes, many miscellaneous Item. .
16« W. Broadway.
BLACK WALNUT bed; .ualnt old Easter
cards; phonograph records, 25c while
they last. MARY TWYCE Antiques
*
Books, 920 W. Sth.
RECORD PLAYER by Fisher, beautiful
tone, recently cleaned, lubricated,
new tubes and needle: stereo lacks,
20x21x10" mahogany veneer cabinet,
removable legs, all speeds; Garrard
automatic changer. Top condition.
Serious music lovers will appreciate.
Price negotiable. Tel. 45M970.
DOORS—DOORS—DOORS. 1000 to choose
from, 81 on up. Also kitchen cupbtwrds, *10 on up. .-Tel. 452-5908.
MOVING, mutt sell bedroom set, IWlnfl
room furniture and guns. Tel. 454-4089.
IF carpet beauty doesn't show, clean If
right and watch It glow. Use Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer SI.
Robb Bros. Store.
SPRAY TEXTURING of ceilings and
walls. Brooks (¦ Associates, Tel. 454S3B2.
USED MELROE Bobcats. Tel. Lewiston
S701.
MILLIONS OF RUGS have been cleaned
wllh Blue Lustra. It's America's finest.
Rent electric shampooer 81. H. Choate
«¦
. Co.
KIRBY VACUUM cleaner,
cheep. Tel. 452-1818,

will

sell

MB

^O SPWG
y/
yn\
^H

116-118 Plwe . .

ANTIQUE

AND newer furniture stripping. Pre*
estimates, pick-up and delivery. Dialers welcome. Tal. 454-5837.

HAND CARVED

6 pc. dining room set, round
taate with 8 leaves, 72"
hutch, 4 chairs.
Walter Lawrenz, Hwy. 61
Minnesota City, Minn.
Building Material*

61

$2200

1969 CHEVROLET
Impala

Jr

STUDENT APARTMENTS row available.
JIM ROBB REALTY, Tel. 454-5870,S
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. through Frl.

"NEW"

Completely Furnished
Beautifully Decorated

1-Bed-

OT

Apartments

Many luxurious features.

KEY APARTMENTS

1752 W. 4th

Tel. 4544M9

Business Places for Rent 92
OFFICES FOR RENT en tha Plaza.
Stlrnemen—Selover Co., Tel. 452-4347; .
OFFICE SPACE with phone answering
service available. In Professional Building. JIM ROBB REALTY, Tel. 454.
5870, t a.m. to I p.m. Mon. through
Frl.
WAREHOUSE SPACE—up to 50,000 Sq.
ft. Parking, heat and loading dock.
Tel. 454-4942.

63 Houses for Rent

95

64

96
TWIN SIZE Hollywood bed, complete Wanted to Rent
with headboard, mattress end spring
THREE-BEDROOM
house
wonted
by
retrams. $55. BURKE'S FURNITURE
sponsible family. Tel. 452-2850 before 5
MART. 3rd & Franklin. Open Mon. and
end ask for Walt or Stew/arlville 533Frl. evenings. Park behind the store.
8404.
ITOCK REDUCTION SALE -^ 2-plec*
suites, sofa bed and matching chair. Bus. Property for Sale
97
Now . 109.95. BORZYS . OWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave.
Good Things to Eat

65

THIS WEEK'8 Specia l, (resh caught bullhoadj, pan tried. Hillside Fish House.
RUSSET POTATOES, 10. lbs., $2.99, 20
lbs. . (9; homegrown rufabages , 6c Ib.t
applet; onions. Winona Potato Market .

Musical /Aerchandise

70

WANTED—wooden D-llot clarinet ; also
microphone and stand, Tal. Rolllnostone
689-2614.

CORRECTION

Sealed bids are being accepted on the New Grove
Theater BUSINESS AND
EQUIPMENT, not the building.
J. F. . HERRICK
Attorney at Law
Lanesboro, Minn .

RECORD PLAYER by Fisher, beautiful
tone, recently cloanod, lubricated , new
lacks,
tubes and ncodloi stereo
20x21x10" mahogany ueneor cabinet,
removable legs, all speeds, Garrard
eutomatlc changer. Top condition. Serious moslc lovers will appreciate ,
Price negotiable. Tel, 454-1970.

Farms, Land for Sale

GIBSON J50 eecoustlc guitar and hardlop case, excellent <ondlllon. Tel.
452-2661 after 6 p.m.

BY OWNER, Large country home and
buildings. 24 acres, open creek , next to
highway, Fenced playyarri. Good for
hobby (arm or retirement Tel. Cochrane 626-3331 for appointment.

RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
HARDT'S. Piano j, violins , clarinets,
trumpets, etc. Rental p-ayments apply
toward
purchase price , HARDT'S
MUSIC STORE, 116 Lave* Plozo E.

Sewing Machines

73

ALL MODEL Vikings era on sale now
durlno Spring Clonranco . WINONA
SEWING CO., 915 W. 5th.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and eddlno machines
tor rent or sale, Loiv ratos Try us
for ell your ottlce supplies, desks,
tiles or office chnlrs, LUND OFFICE
SUPPLY CO., 120 E . 3rd . Tel. 4J2till
Vacuum Cle w»

78

AIL VACUUM clenner holes wllh your
old <nds, K tings lor all type mechlnei. Tel. 452-1810. 306 Mankato.

Wanted to Buy

81

USED I.RFTHANO door refrigerator , Tel.
454-5067.

TRAIN THE VETERAN
ON-THE-JOB WITH
Gl BILL OR MDTA

98

LARGE SELECTION ol terms from 12
to 1800 acres within J5 miles of Winona. Many hobby farms. Twolten
Roolly, Houston, Minn. Tel. 896-3J0O;
alter hours, 896-3101,

IF YOU ARE In tha market tor a farm
or home, or are planning 1o tell real
ostata ot any type contact NORTH
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY , Real
Estate Broker, Independence, Wis, or
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
FARMS — FARMS -• FARMS
320 ACR ES, choice location 15 mllss
aoulh ot Euu Claire, Rich volley lend
largely tillable and stilled (or row
crops. Ullro modern inrm homo has 4
bedrooms, 2 bnlhs , loaded with cabinets, etc. 100' dairy barn, 4'x6' stalls,
2 large cement stave silos wllh feed
bunK.One Harvester silo, Large qiionael machine shed, Dr. ownrr says sell
It now. JtO.OOO.
530 ACRES, exceptional location, Nearly
nil tillable deep leve l black soil, very
fertile. Large Grncle-A dairy unit wllh
alalia tor 98 cows . Pipeline milker unit,
two large Harvester alios, ono cement
silo, automatic feed bunks . Four-bedroom modsrn farm home. Several other
buildings, Death In family forces sale.
106,000, Terms galore,
STRUM AREA-Well located 1. 0 acres,
good soil, 4-bedroom tnrm homo has
furnace and bath, good dairy barn has
28 stanchions, t cement stave alios ,
»2 . 000,
MIDWEST RBALYTY CO.
03300, WIS .

Rnliorl llocku . Realtor
OfllM Tel. 715-697.3619
Seldcn Russell, Branch Otllce Mgr.
Augusta , Wis. Tel. 204-2B41

Two Acres

y4-MILE from Oaks. 3 bed. rooms, VA baths, hardwood
floors. Move right in.

Reduced In Price
BRICK home *vith entertaining size living room, Winona
stone fireplaces, formal dining area, sun room, Kitchen
has stove with self-cleaning
oven. Fenced-in yard. 2-car
garage.
Green Grows The Money
WHEN you live in this luxurious three-bedroom, twobath apartment and rent out
the two efficiency apartments. Beautifully built and
in an excellent central location.
Don't Make A Move
UNTIL you see this brand
new split foyer home. Carpeted living room, dining
room and bedrooms, sliding
glass doors to deck, ceramic
baths, family room and a
kitchen with built-in applianceSi
Country Living Is Great
ESPECIALLY in this contemporary home located
near the river. Three bedrooms, two ceramic batbs,
breakfast room, kitchen
with built-ins and bar-b-que,
two patios and big family
room. Situated on a blocksized lot.
Convenience Plus!
UNDER $20,000 will put you
in this three-bedroom, immaculate home just five
minutes walking distance to
downtown. Carpeted and
draped living room and dining room , sun porch , spacious kitchen. Across from
WSC.
Tel. 452-5351
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Myles Petersen ... 452-4009
452-2118
Laura Fisk
Pat Magin ".452-4934
Jan Allen
452-5139

E. 2fld !|
|f
t
l

454-««

Wanted—Real Estate

102

;v: : ;^y$S?5;V ; ' :'::\ ; :

NEED 2, I, 4 bedroom homes to sell.
Wilt pay cash for some. Have people
waiting. Hank Olson,.900 E. 7th. Tel.
452-2017.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY - 5 to 100
acres, with or wrihouf home. Tef. Jim
Mohan, TOWN A¦ ¦ COUNTRY REAL
ESTATE 454-2347.
_ . . , . . '¦:
DULUTH FAMILY desires large new
home on large lot, from private party.
Wri1» W14 Kenwood Ave., Dslxitti,
Minn.

1968 PONTIAC

6 passenger Station Wagon.
Local one owner, driven only
39,785 miles, has radio, power steering, power brakes,
automatic drive, solid tan
finish, priced
AT ONLY

Cabins—Resort Property > 103
MISSISSIPPI RIVER lota on river and
wooded lots with good river access.
Terms. Ben Kreofsky, Tel. Wabasha
565-4430 or William Kreofsky, Plainview 534-2424.

Accessories, Tires/ Parts 104
TRUCKLOAD TIRE Sale. Sears finest
non.-belted tire. Sat of 4, ai low as
$58.84. Free mounting during March.
Sears, Winona,

Boats, Motors, Etc.

106

MERC, 40 h.p.) 14* fiberglass Larson; 2
tanks and extras. Tel. 452-5172 after S
or 454-4500.

$1995

NYSTROM'S

2 seat Wagon , Red with
white top. V-8, Automatic
transmission, power steering, power brakes, FACTORY AIR , electric rear
windows, white sidewall
tires, Snow tires, lugga ge
rack, Posi-Traction, radio,
heater. SUPERB FAMILY
CAR.

Mobile Homes, Trailers

1969 RAMBLER
Rebel

107

HONDA—1971 450 Scrambler, 4,000 miles,
very good condition. Tel. 454-227A

4 door sedan. 6 cylinder engine, radio, automatic transmission. LOW MILEAGE.

SCHWINN FASTBACK 5-speed. 1953 Oil.
mor« Ave. after 4,
HONDA — 1971 Mini Trail 70. Like new.
Adult driven only 250 miles. Asking
$250. Set at 462 Sioux St. or Tel.
452-6277.

$1495

.;

Sales , Parts 8. Service
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP. CO.
54-56 E, 2nd
Tel. 4M-5J4J

$1995

1 968 AMERICAN
Ambassador

4 door sedan , V-8 engine,
Auto m a t i c transmission,
Power steering, radio, LOW
MILEAGE,

$1395

Used Cars

109

FORD—1963 F-100 V-8, 4-ipeed transmission, wide box, Tel. 689-3807.
INTERNAT fONAL-1 »64, In good shape,
duty
posirractlo. . 4.speed, heavy
throughout. Tel. Mon. 452-7434 .
CHEVROLET—1967 2-ton truck, excellent
cond ition. 20' flat bed, 8:25x20 tires.
24,000 actual miles, 1-owner. Art Swenson, Chatlleld, Minn, Tel. 867-4750.

|

I
I

ANOTHER/THORPIA UCTION ¦
"
1

9

TOWN & COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES

MAR. 51^-Thurt. 11:30 a.m. At I 94 Interchange and Hwy. 10, Osseo, Wis. Voldi
Inc., owner; Zeck a Heike, auctioneers
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

WAR. 2«—Frl. 1 p.m. 7 mllej S. of Eau
Claire on Hwy, W. Lyle A. Blen, ownWE WILL take anything In trade on a
er; Heike 4 Zeck, auctloneert| Cat*'
mobile home.
way . Credit Inc., clerk. .
Fleetwood
Rltzcratt
MAR. 24—Frl. 10:30 e.m. In City or ArLiberty
cadia, Wis. Eckel Imp!. Co., owners;
• Check our . Spring Discount prices.
Alvln Kohner, auctioneer; Northern
TRI-STATE MOBILE HOMES
Inv. Co,,, clerk..
2930 61h St., Winona
Tel. 454-3741.
MARSHFIELD—1964 mobile Home, 10x55, MAR. 25—Sat. II a.m. S. of Rushford
on Hwy. 43 to Bratsberg, then 4 rnilei
centra l olr conditioning. At Moulton 's
W. Roy M. Johnson , owner; Boyum
Trailer Court, Galesville, Wis. Tel.
Frlckson, auctioneers; Northern Inv.
&
582-2479. :
Co., clerk. .
GREEN TERRACE Mobile Homes by
. Chlckasha, Meets ell national building MAR. 2S^Sat, 12:30 p.m. 1 mils N. H
Taylor, Wis. to Hwy, 95, then 'A mlla
codes. See and compare, Tel. 454-1117
E. Harley I. tefson, owner; Alvln
for appofntment .
Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.,
' "- .¦! .'
clerk.
LARGE SELECTION Schult, Liberty,
Twin
MarshflBld and Academy^
Bluff
Homes, Inc., Nelson, Wit. Tel. 715-673- MAR. 25—Sot. 6 p.m. In Peterson Hdwe.
Store Bldg., Peterson, Minn. Mrs. Hazel
4748. ' ¦ . . . . - .
Haslerud, owner; . Bert Boyum, «ue>
tloneer; Boyum Agency, clerk.
MOBILE HOME TOWING-ICC license.
Minn., Wis. Dale Bublltr, Tel. 452-9418.
MAR. 25—Sat. 11:30 a.m. 2 miles N. ol
Independence, Wis. on Hwy. 93. Paul
Auction Sa
lei
Sale;
Reck Estate; Olson Bros., auctioneers;
Northern Inv., Co., clerk.
FOR YOUR AUCTION, use the Boyum MAR. 25—Sat . 12 noon. 2'/i miles W, of
System. BERTRAM BOYUM. AuctionWest Salem. Arlan Schomburg, ownier;
eer, Rushford. Tel. 864-9351.
Alvln Miller, auctioneer ; Northern Inv.
Co.', clerk. '
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
MAR. 27—Mon: 1 p.m. 7 miles N;E. ot
Will handle all sizes and kinds of
Canton, Minn. Olney "Pat" Uwston,
auctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-6143
owner; Knudsen 8. Erlckson, auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp., clerk.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

MAR. 27—Mon. 10 a.m, 6 miles N- ef
Independence, Wis. on Hwy. 93 to Co.
• Trunk E at Elk Creek, then 4 t .lles E.
Arthur Kullg, owner; Alvln Kohnar,
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

Everett J. Kbhner
Winona, Tel. 452-7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota Tel. 453-2972

|Farm has been stdd, so owner will sell following personal
|i property at :

j
|

I
I

1
1

SaLtttrday; MarcH -25 ' j

Sale starts at 12:30 P.M.

Lunoh by Ladies Aid

|
TRACTOR AND MACHINERY: JD Model B tractor; J
JD tractor cultivator; JD model 44 14" 2 bottom plow; f
JD 8 ft. tandem disc; JD No. 5 power mower; NI No. i
14A tractor manure spreader; JD 4 section steel drag;
' a
JD wheel weight; JD hyd. pump; JD heat houser.
HORSE
MACHINERY:
14
inch
walking
plow;
McD
1 corn planter hay rack; rubber tired
;
wagon.
^
h
DAIRY EQUIPMENT: DeLaval milker pump urtth
1 motor and floor pail and pipeline for 15 cows; wash tank;
I electric hot water tank; DeLaval separator.
I
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS: Fanning mill; rubber Hr§ ed wheelbarrow; platform scale; some lumber; some
II woven wire; l screw jack ; 1 lever jack; wagon springs;
|
|
large iron kettle; forks and shovels; small tools; exteni sion ladder ; 2 h.p. electric motor; dehorning clipper;
1 garden tools; JD power lawn mower; new chicken feeders,
i canvas; 800 gallon gas tank and stand; 30O gallon fuel
I oil tank and stand.
I
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: Davenport and chair; Super
1 Flame oil burner ; DuMont TV; electric lamps; bedroom
1 set, dresser, ches* of drawers, and bed complete and
p chair; iron bed, complete; bed and dresser, complete;
p wooden bed and springs; iron bed and springs; small
P oil burner; wood heater ; antique flower stand ; copper
j_j ' boiler; 4 straight back chairs; cook stove and hot water
I tank; folding cot; Maytag washing machine; tub; CoroI nado refrigerator ; Westinghouse electric range; dinette
I set. table and 8 chairs; some dishes and pans; dining
1^ room set, buffet , round table and 4 chairs.
I
TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT.
HARLEY I. LETSON.. OWNER
I
|
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
|
Northern
Investment
|
|
by Geo. Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
Repr.
Huseboe, Taylor, Wis.
|
^
$im^m^mimmmmmsis ^^^msmm^mm^ms^mm^^^^^^^

^m^^^^^msmsj m^^^^mm^^^mms^m^mmmmm

I Monday, March 27 1 j
1:00 P.M.
I
1
1 SALE SITE: Located 7 miles noftheast of CANTON, MN.
or 3 miles north of Mabel on Hwy. 43 then 8 miles north|
;i west or 12 miles southeast of Lanesboro or S miles southI east of Preston on Hwy. 52 then 10 miles southeast.
|
_| Watch for the Thorp auction arrows. Lunch by the Dorcas
1 Circle Elsted Lutheran Church .

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER-CHy . end *tal» llcewwl
2nd bonded, Rt. 3, Winona. Ttl. 432-
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4J & Sugar Loaf • , ' . • Tel. 454-5287
Also Starcraft Camper a, the No. .
camper In America. 25 campera
to choose from.

f
.
^
|<
§

4 door sedan. Bamboo in
color with power steering,
power brakes, FACTORY
AIR CONDITIONING, white
sidewall tires, radio, heater, one owner. As clean as
they comes.
..

MINI BIKE—< h.p., 1971 Scat Back, excellent condition. Tel. 454-5498. 266 E.
10th.

RUPP
Compact Cycles

Auction Sales

MOBILE HOME—10x55, In pood condition
mo. . ..
wllh new furnece, new water heater.
Reasonable. Tel. Pet*son 875-5161. Sam WAR. !2-Wed. 10:30 a.m. Elk Creek,
Wli. on Hwy. 9a Gerald C. Sylla
. MtKlnley.
Estate; Francis We'rleln, ' auctioneer;
Many homes to choose <rom at
Northern Inv. Co. cleric.
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona ' 'T . I. 452-4274
WAR . 22 - Wed. 12:30 p.m. Greenllne
Equipment & Hassler & Herman Imple"
ment Auction, on equipment lot, J-«k«
LARGEST V A RUTION and selection of
City, Minn. Maas & Maas, auetloneere;
new and used mobile .hornet" In ' S.E.
Lake ' City Stole Bank, clerk.
Minn.

a

1968 Oidsmobile
Delta 88 Custom

It's time to beat the rushl
Bring In your motorcycle for a
spring June-up.
ROBB MOTORS, INC.
34th and Hwy. 41, next to Penniyi.
An affiliate of Robb Bros. Store Inc.
and Jim Robb Realty.

Winona, Minnesota IV
TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 1972

Location: 1 mile North of Taylor, Wis. to Highway 85
, then % mile East.

$1900

KAWASKI — 100 <CC, 1971 Trail Boss,
10 speed transmission, low mileage.
Like- new, Tel. 452-4203 after 5.

Winona Dally News "IL

'
P J £31 N0RTHMN\I.NyEST/i. ENT . CO. :| 'BlB |

Cadillac-Toyota-Pontiac
Tel. 452-4080
165 "W. 2nd
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

CADILLAC 16' aluminum runabout; 75
h.p. Johnson, electric start; 1970 Spartan trailer; all boating equipment
necessary. $750, Tel. 451-4262 alter 4
weekdays.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

1968 PONTIAC
Catalina|
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VEGA—1971 2-door scden, 4-speed, radio,
good rubber, 17,000 actual miles. Very
economical and very reasonable, Tel.
Fountain City 687-3963.

$1895

l20 ccur£R-

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enjoy
the comfort ot eutomatlc personal MOBILE HOME—12x60, has 10x10 entry
way. Partially furnished. Available Imcere. Keep-full service. Burner sermediately. In St. Charles area. Tel. SI.
vice, repair and tune-up extended to
Charles 932-3891.
our oil customers only. JOSWICK
FUEL & OIL CO., 901 6. 8th. Tel.
AVAILABLE APR, 1—new large 2-bed452-3403.
room at 573 E. 4lh. Laundry area; family desired. Tel. 454-1059.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

1966 RAMBLER
Classic 770

BO©

BefeVet
W
H REALTOR

DOORS—DOORS—DOORS. 1000 to choose
front, $1 on up. Also kitchen cup- WAREHOUSE SPACE for rent, 1,000 sq.
ft. with overhead door, heat. 1552 W.
board*, 820 on up. Tel, 452-5908.
Broadway. Tel. Mon. 452-7434.

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

On Double
Checked Used

1970 GHEVROLET
Impala

MALE ROOMMATE - valley country
BOLENS LAWN & GARDEN
home, spectacular location. Share rent,
»" Rider; 32" Lawn Keeper; 775 hydro
Furnished. Commuting distance. Tel.
tractor with mower; 1256 tractor; hydro
454-2507. with mower, 2 rotary tillers; dump
tart. Used John Deere 110 tractor' with ONE ROO/A plus efficiency kitchen and
mower; 22" Bolens walking mower.
dinette, complete bath, large closets.
F. A. KRAUSE CO. "Bretxy Acres", . Employed adults only. 331
Washington
HWT. 14^1 E. T»l. 452-5155.
St., Apt .

Hardt's Music Store

109 Used Cars

Sam Weisman & Sons

Sugar Loaf Apartments

For AH Makes
ef Record Player*

99 Trucks, Tractort, Trailers 108 Used Cars

OLD AND MODERN guns, war relics, 20-ACRE PARCEL, 5 miles S.E. of Wi- NEW 3-bedroom horns, Ideal location, JEEP PICKUP—1950, good runner, trans- CADILLAC—I9M 4-door hardtop, In beaumWdl« 20'>. Tet. 452-5B6B.
tiful condition throughout, air condimission overhauled, Tel, plalnview 334lust about anything. Cash paid. I will
nona. Tet . 452-1333.
tioning, new tires. See at 521 W. Sarnia.
pick up. E. Kukowikl, 162. W. fth.
2584 after
p.m.
*
REMTINO
Is
for
tht
acre
valley
bird*,
owning
Tel.
454:2165.
APPROXIMATELY
160
Tal. 452-5583.
I*
for you. FIDELITY SAVINGS t LOAN, IH TRACTOR—19M, heavy duty single
farm, 15 tillable, balance open pas172
Main.
Ttl.
JK-5202.
well
Kept
axle, V-8 enolne, 10.00x20 tires, fifth CHEVROLET-1962 Bel Air, automatic,
HIGHEST PRICBS PAID
ture and woodland. 1V4 story
wheel, runs good. Wlnons Delivery _
good condition. S225. See Sun. or after
for scrap lror> metals, rags, hides,
4-bedroom home. 32x56' tessment
raw .tura end wool.
Transfer Co,, 404 W. 4lh. Tel. 452-3112;
5, 130J Parkview. .
barn, Mx3V stlo, other outbuildings. HEW 3-BEDROOM homo on Bluffvlew
Circle,
with
double
attached
garages.
yard.
SVa
miles
Spring fed pond In
AUo duplex. Reasonably priced. Tel.
Fury lit , very good
PLYMOUTH-19«
from Wlnons. Write P.O. Bex 191.
Used Cart
109 condition. Tel. 454-1835.
Orv»l Hllke, «a4127.
INCORPORATED
450 W. Ird
Tel. 452-5147
99 MUST SELL this 14-room houM, rempd- OLOSMOB1LE-W0 442 24oor hartlop, VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER-! W, wllh
Houses for Sale
Horst 4-speed, posllractlon, power disc
«I«J, with finished basement, could be
. ITIZENS BAND radio wanted, Johnson
pop top, excellent condition, low milebrakes, 455 V-8, rally package. Excelduplex or : comfortable single family
HI. Jack: Hill, La Crescent. Tel. S9J- LEAVING TOWN. J-bedroom home, large
age, 2 new tires. May be teen at
lent condition. 20,000 miles left on
.
.
home. Take a look at It today and
4761. . . .
3745 W. 4th, Coodvlew.
lot, walkout basement. 1579 E. Winmtln drive warranty. Tel. Eyota 545maki us an offer. MLS 595. Tel. Ed
crest Drive. MM-tw«ntles. Tel. 452-597S.
23M
or
545-2i83.
.
Bolt 454-3JB7 or TOWN & COUNTRY
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON Si METAL
FORD—1944 Falrlane, air conditioned.
REAL ESTATE, 454-3741. .
CO. pays highest prices for icrap Iron, SPACIOUS Mxtiroom, !«. bath, >yearCUTLASS "S"—1970 2-door hardtop , ex- , Tel. 452-3*72 after 5:30.
metals «nd raw fur.
Completely
old horns with central air.
cellent condition, factory air conditionTRANSFERRED owner, 2-bedroom
Closed Saturdays
carpeted. 214-car garage. On acre lot. BYranch
ing, power steering-brakes, vinyl top.
i22 W. and
In Johnstone addition. Large llv.
Tel. 43-2047
vrtth creek. Looks are . - deceiving, see
Tel. 452-1507.
Ing, room with dining area, family room
Inside fo sppreclets the llvablllt . . Tel.
with fireplace, utility room. Gas heat.
Rooms With Meals
85 454-1109.
Large patio with screened area- Fenc- CHEVELLE — 1970 Moltbu, 350 engine,
power steering, 30,000 miles, excellent
ed backyard. Mid twenties. Shown by
TWO ' SLEEPING rooms, : room and
condition. 1542
Helghli Blvd. after J
''
COMES SAVINGS
l'
appointment
only. 1590 Parkview. Tel.
¦
- . board. - available 'April lat. Working
weekdays. ¦¦ '• . . '
45«-154B.
girls . . . erred. Tel. 454-5638.
NEW HOMES ready tor occupancy, 2-S PLYMOUTH—1964 Belvedere 2-door hardlop, V-8, automatic, power steering,
Rooms Without Meals
bedrooms. Financing available. $21,500
86
wllh low miles. Tel. Pete atter 4:00,
on up. Wllmer Larson Construction,
.¦Cars . .
452-9984. . . ¦: '
Tel. 452-4533.
NICE ROOMS for school or working men.
Color TV, kitchen, lounge. Everything
OPEN HOUSE at McNally Townhouses. CONSIDERING a graduation gift or a
furnished, Slo per week. Tel. 454-3323.
good clean used car for yourself?
See 2-bedroom Lark and 3-bcdroom
Here's a 1-owner 19M Dirt with low
Aberdeen. For " further Intormatlon
ROOMS FOR RENT for working men or
mileage, not a lunker. Tel. 454-3920. : .
Tel. 454-1059.
students. Inquire 252 Franklin. Tel.
454-WB.
2 door hardtop, Dark blue
Bug, yellow, low
QUAUTY BUILT modular homes low ai VOLKSWAGEN—1970
S13.500. Many extras. Financing and ¦ miles, $1375. Tel. 452-7583.
finish with matching blue
DOLLARS and SENSE
Apartment*, Flats
construction assistanse available. Con90
cloth interior. V-8 engine,
Buying or Selling?
tinental Homes, Tel. 454-1885j evenings, OLDSMOBILE—1964 "98" 4-door Luxury
Sedan. 54,000 actual miles. All power
automatic t r a n s mission,
452-1445.
EFFICIENCY; APARTMENT available
Including air. $1095. 543 W. 5th.
CALL US today and let our
now, second floor. Suitable for single
power s t e e r i n g, power
FOUR-BEDROOM home, 5 years old, 4
adult. KS. Tel. 452-9287 for appointteam of Top-Notch profesbrakes, FACTORY AIR
acres of land, 2-car garage. Been BUICK — 1947 Skylark 2-door hardtop,
ment.
power steering, vinyl roof, smajt V-8,
dreaming of a Utile place In the counRadio and
CONDITIONING,
sionals go to work for YOU!
bucket
seats.
transmission,
automatic
try? Here If Isl Call Jim Mohan 4546ALESVILLE, Wis. 2-bedroom downstairs
tires,
white
sidewall
reasonable.
heater,
Sell
Excellent
condition.
2367 or TOWN & COUNTRY REAL
apartment; laundromat, rec room, exOffice Hours 8 A.M. to 6
Tel. 452-2806.
mud and snows rear,
ESTATE, 454-3741.
tra bedroom Individual storage space
In basement. Carports. Available first
P.M. 6 days a Week, Noon
PONT1AC — 1967 44oor ti>rdt0P# vinyl
Farms — Homes — Businesses
week ot Apr. Tel. 534-6676.
roof, lilt steering, regular gas, excelWe Need LIstlngsl
to 6 Sundays.
lent condition. Original owner. ReasonBILL CORNFORTH, REALTORS, MLS
ONE OR TWO bedrooms, ell utilities,
able. 1086 Marian. Tel. 452-7465.
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2104
GENE KARASCH, REALTOR
brand new. Tel. 454-1639.
CHEVROLET, 1965 Impala, 4-speed. 1971
601
Main
St.
AVAILABLE MAY 1-3-bedroom baseLots for Sale
IOO International 1600 truck with box and
ment apartment In Rolllngstone. $110
Inquire MEROffic* 4.4-4196
hydraulic endgate.
month. Heat, water, garbage paid. Tel.
APPROXIMATELY 40 acres In city
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
4 door sedan. Tu-tone blue
«589- .83t.
limits, good Investment land with powith matching, blue interior,
tential of 9 or more tots. Priced right
RUSHFORD—Large 3-bedroom first floor
to sell now. Tel. Jerry Blalsde 11 454V-8 engine, automatic transapartment-, available Apr. 8. S135. Tel.
3741 or 452M24- MLS-ZB. TOWN &
452-9287 for appointment.
mission, power steering,
COUNTRY REAL ESTATE.
radio, heater, white sideUPSTAIRS 2-bedroom- apartment, W. cenINVESTORS, contractors, builders or lust
wall tires. A BEAUTIFUL
tral location, inside entrance, central
plain homeslte owners: Acreaje right
4 door sedan. V-8 engine,
air conditioning. Complete carpeting.
family car. Drive it today.
In the city limits with sewer end water
Stove, refrigerator, drapes, heat and
In. Beautiful hillside property In nicely
power steering, power
water -' .furnished. No single students.
secluded area. Call now tor- appoint$150. Available Apr. 1. For appointment
ment lo tee this land and Its great pobrakes, Automatic transTel. 452-2012 between 5 end 8.
tential. Tel. Jerry Blalsdell 454-3741 or
mission, radio, one owner.
4S2-4424. TOWN fc COUNTRY REAL
AVAILABLE NOW - deluxe l-bedroom
ESTATE. MLS-ZB, .
at 429 E. Broadway. Ideal for couple.
No single .' students'. Tel. 454-1059.

NOW RENTING new UbtHroom end ef.
flclency apartments. Heat and water
IE SURE TO take advantage of our litis
furnished. Air conditioning, laundry
Annual G.E. Tralnload Sale. Buy that
and recreation room facilities. FurnishG.E. appliance now at tremendous saved or urrfurnlshed. valll View Apartin . !. B & B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
ments. (Winona's newest). South at
Communlt-y Hospital. Tel. 452-M90.
SPRING CLEAN-UP SALE .
Used lawn mowers and snowbloweri.
Special on new Jacobsen Mowers.
POWER MAINTENANCE <. SUPPLY CO. DELUXE 1 or 2 bedroom apartments,
fully carpeted, air conditioned. Includes
2nd & Johnson
Tel. 452-2571
heat, water and gas. No single students. 358 E. Sarhla. Tel. 452-4834
GIBSON REFRIGE RATORS «,' • ' ¦ '
FREEZERS
Finest Quality at Popular Prices.
Apartments, Furnished
91
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP. CO.
54-56 E. 2nd
Tel. 452-5065 PARTLY FURNISHED 4-roorn apartment,
¦
Includes all utilities. References requir' NEW GAS RANGES
ed, no pets. 457 E. 9th or Tel. 454-3P58.
At Reasonable Prices.
AUTOCRAT 8. HARDWICK
GIRL
WANTED to share attractive
20-ln., 24ln., 30-ln. & 3«-ln.
furnished apartment near State camAll colors, natural or bottle gat.
pus.
537
.58 month. Tel. 452-4693.
OWLS APPLIANCES, 215 E. 3rd

NEEDLES

98 Housat for Salt

81 Farms, Land for Sal*

J$F \ i [NORTHERN

INVESTMENT

<_qjj ^fflj

1
i I Location; 2 miles North of Independence, Wisconsin on
< 1 I Highway 93.
|
1

| Saturday^ March 25

WHY BUY A
p
2-Wheel drive Pickup
Lunch will be served.
1 Sale starts at 11:80 A.M.
When you . can have a |
FARM MACHINERY
m
j
JEEP 4-WHTCEL DRIVE I Late model , Top condition. IHC F-ftOfi gas tractor , 745 ll |MACHINERY: Ford 8N tractor with step-up transmission ; Dearboni 6 ft . tandem disc, 3 point; Umo sower;
For a little more
pj hours . Like new, with 3 point hitch , large tires, deluxe § |

seat , front end and wheel weights ; IHC F-5<i0 gas tractor , i I 3 point cultivator ; IHC 3 point corn planter; horse mower
with
2 point hitch , wheel weights, fluid in tires ; McD !. fl with tractor hitch; rubber tired wagon with hay rack;
Xslfjj ' mwtmmm
C tractor with cultivator , new tires and battery, com- i |f manure spreader; Dearborn 2 bottom 3 point plow; IHC
I drill 8 ft , on rubber with grass attachment ; Huffy 26" 7 j
Multiple Listing Service
plete overhaul . PLOWS, DISCS, DIGGER: IHC 5B0 plow |
6x14 with 20" coulters, liyd. cyl. trim beams, cover I!| h.p. riding mower.
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: Aman a combination refrigeraboards, gauge wheel, 2 point hitch ; IHC No . fit) mould i I
A Lot Of Livability
$3295
$ tor and free7er, large size; Monarch combination electric
board plow 3x14 on rubber; IHC No. 37 wheel tnnrlom |
See this attractive home in
disc with mulclier 12'; JD field digger , 10' on rubber , iff j| and wood stove; dining room table, (l chairs, buffet;
Lamoille. It has entry, dinCOMPLETE
HA YING
I Ken more electric sewing machine; electric roaster ; Hidej ng room, bath and shower,
EQUIPMENT AND ELEVATOR; MC rotary |
a-bed couch with matching chair; 2 swivel chairs; plntVj
Includes freight and dealer
^
3 bedrooms, utility room,
<]
scythe
7'
26(1
new in 1870; N.H.
baler with bale thrower ; M
,
form
rocker ; 2 end tables ; RCA color TV; pole lamp;
preparation
.
.
.
AND
look
p
scroened in patio , family
f< N.H. side delivery ; Owatonna 205 elevator , SO* PTO new |table lamps; complete set of dishes for fl; blond bedroom
nt, •what yon . Ret!!
room with fireplace , and 3
?; Nov. 1071; Owatonna bale elevator 50' with electric motor, p I
sot , X piece; dny bed ; 3 piece bedroom set with iron bed ;
car garage, MLS 613,
•ft- 5(KXt GVW-1 20" whTOlhnse <<] PLANTER & DRILL : Int. No. 45fi planter with fertilizer U $ 2 double iron beds; severnl odd chairs; lot of throw ruga ;
%
TV S55 x 15 Blaclwall Sub* , and gandv attachment , plastic seed boxes , largo plastic £ . |i dresser with mirror ; 2 vanities ; Speed Queen washer ;
An Attractive $uy
urbanite tires
t ; fertiliser boxes and hyd . cylinder ; .ID Van Brunt double ;> |
|pots , pans , dishes; lots of bedding and linen ; set of
This home is located ln Sunh disk drill 12' all steel, low wheels, on rubber. WAGONS , . [I >1 silverware ; magazine rnok ; kitchen radio; alarm clock.
. Big 258 6 cylinder engine
.
set Addition and in excellont
HOISTS, AND BOXES: 2 JD steel wagons on rubber p %
ITEMS OF POSSIBLE ANTIQUE VALUE : Platform
|
ft 3-Spced full Synchrocondition . Has entry way,
Nj with hoists and bale throw racks; 2 JD steel wagons on j- !'] rocker; scrub board; several picture frames; tea kettle;
transmission on the floor
dining area, Vk baths, famI rubber with Cnlhoun unloading boxes; 2 N,H. steel wag- \i |i claw foot, table' Edison phonograph with horn ; baloney
it 7 ft. Townside box
ily room, 3 bedrooms up and
ons on rubber with hoists and steel flare boxes . STALIC hi || stuffer ; trunk; fancy dishes; flower stand ; pressed glass;
|
|
1 bedroom down. Has to be
tV Cigar lighter
CHOPPER , SHELLER AND MISC. Moh nwk fifi rotnvy |
% old kitchen cabinet; some china; fruit jars ; crock jars;
seen to be appreciated, MIS
I
ft Hub caps
f i stalk chopper, 2 row; Case A-fi combine with molor , U .j cream cans; wood range ; souvenir dishes ; copper boiler;
610.
•fr Rear Bump-er
II scour-kleen ; set of 4 rotary shields; Moline No. 1200 coi n i> . ; han d corn shellor.
:;
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS: Carpenter tools; garden
Lockout
Hubs
sheller , PTO with 24' dragline ; few mise , items . TRUCK: |
TV
New Listing
|
|
tools; snow fence ; electric motors; Skilsaw; several steel
•JV Beautiful Bulforycotcli
You'll love this 2 story colp 107O Ford 350 l ton truck , 31575 actual miles , with sport \; |
fi custom cab, radio, V-il engine equip, with Peiiorhelm comb , il f l poslfi; platform scnle; 2 wheel trailer; pilo of lumber;
color
onial homo only one year
n grain and slock rncK on It 'xlO' bed. For more iiifoi'inallon 9 * i ii . nch vise; chicken feeder ; past driver; extension lndold. Has dining room , family
COUPON
-j |
_ f; dor ; junk machinery and iron; roll of netting; grindstone;
|contact the Thorp office in Rochester , MN , 507-21111-4041,
:
room with fireplace, % bqtn
|; round hog feeder ; barrels; high line fence ' litter carrier
!
Bring
along
this
coupon
!
and 2 car garage on fi rst
THORP ON • THE • SPOT CREDIT
j I
floor , 2 ceramic tile batlis , ; for a TREE JtADIO.
^ .] gear; liny rope; wood pile; a lot of misc. Items too
ts Sale managed by Clark Vesstiy , Rochester , MN . 507-2110- v |j numerous to mention .
and 4 bedrooms on 2nd floor.
':•
f! 11790. Auctioneers Howard Kmwlsen and l.y le Rrickstm .
BANK FINANCING
Good location and nice
TERMS: NOHTH ERN ON THE SPOT C REDIT.
|i
AVAILABLE
neighborhood . MI*S fill) .
1 OLNEY "PAT" LAWSTON, Owner
PAW, RECK ESTATE
WE HAVE MANY
P
|j
liny
11. Reck — Porsonnl Repr.
OTHER LISTINGS
Eloren Hegge — Atty. for Efitnlxt
ti
After hours phone :
¦> \
Olson Hros., Aucti oneer s
Bill Ziobell
452-4054
H.-trriet Klrnl
Your "All-Amcrir.nn " D; H I< T
452-1 .),' il
Northern Invest ment, ('o,, Lester Senly , Clerk
MtiwrwwiiiwnjiiaiwBBcag
; :|
Ed Hartert
452-3073
Breezy Acres Tel. 4!ii>-l)2:{)
i ;'.j
World'$ Lorgest Auction and Real Estata Service
tji
'Hepr. hy Carroll Sacia , Galesville , Wis .
p :
Charles E. Merkel , Realtor
Open Mon. & Kri . Nights 'til 0
YOU CAN BUY TH IS
TRUCK (Stock #902) Serial
No. J2F242WA00554
for as low as

KEN'S SALES &
SERVICE

II
j*
«>•
S
;
..
']

I

THORPSALESn-^TJ I
CORPORATIONU™ZJ

ki&'SS .£\ . 2Xiiii '<:iiSffi

it::»^.l.': '^~. '.(.t...<-ilx*.-..... ^^— »..u.1--. i.'-.>..i. .'lij*w—... — ."'-.- :

...^...^.¦u ^l-i*u^u^.'ViulikUiid_i]

By Roy Cran.

BUZZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY

By Chester Gould

I

BLONDIE

By Chick Young

¦
¦¦ ¦
I '¦ ; - . ' ¦ ' >: ' • . . •.; . .;" ¦ ¦

REDEYE

STEVE CANYON

APARTMENT 8.0

REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

• By Gordon Be»

By Milton Cahniff

By Alex Koizky

LI'L ABNER

¦
' . ¦• . ¦ ; . ¦ ' ; . • ¦
By AI Capp

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By Fred Laswell

- \ - - " v. :- - . .

' ¦' ¦ '
.

v

THE WIZARD OF ID

¦ ¦

By Parker and Hart

By Bud Blake

By Sounder* and Ernst
GRIN AND BEAR IT

NANCY

¦¦

By Dal Curtia
TIGER

MARY WORTH

¦:

>ENNIS THE MENACE

By Ernie Bushmlller

"Why don't wo just toll him that " nvedical autliori1io<,
agree' ... then no ono in particular can bo blam«r'
(or tho diaanostal"

" Idft-IEN mi 1 STAPTJAKirl!STIVERS? THE \Nf \W

mtsPWtowaiT/MzoH w:

